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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

1.0 Introduction  

This chapter outlines the research area and specifies the boundaries of the study. It provides a preface to the 

current challenges and risks of preserving online privacy and anonymity with emphasis on known 

mitigation techniques and tools that can be used by a non-specialized audience. Consequently, it provides a 

synopsis of the study aim and the optimal objectives towards addressing the aim.   

1.1 Online Privacy Concerns 

Nowadays, the proliferation of novel and innovative ideas along with the ongoing exponential evolution of 

technology constitute the dominant characteristics of the current generation (Silverstone, 2017, Davenport, 
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2013). However, the increased dependency on computer based systems has generated a new, previously 

unseen, category of complexities (Acquisti et al., 2015). Online privacy and protection of personal data 

such as legal name, location, behaviour patterns, political beliefs and pseudonyms (Forte et al., 2017), also 

known as Personally Identifiable Information (PII), have become of major value and importance 

(Gottschalk Jr et al., 2017). 

According to a 2016 U.S. Consumer Privacy Index survey conducted by TRUSTe, user privacy awareness 

was estimated at 31% (TRUSTe, 2016b), presenting a 24% reduction when compared to the 55% result 

obtained during the 2015 U.S. Consumer Confidence Edition survey (TRUSTe, 2015b). Similar U.K. 

studies have shown a drop of 26%, from 51% in 2015 (TRUSTe, 2015a) to 25% in 2016 (TRUSTe, 2016a). 

A separate large-scale research by the University of Hohenheim, Germany with a sample of 26 761 

Europeans, among 27 member-states, reported that 63% of the participants had major concerns regarding 

personal data disclosure (Trepte et al., 2015). Although a straightforward statistical analysis of the attained 

results clearly indicates an increase in user concerns regarding online privacy and personal data protection, 

it is important to understand the reasons that have led to this. 

As some believe, a major decisive factor that has contributed to the increase in privacy concerns and a 

cultural shift towards increased awareness regarding online security, might be the recent revelations 

regarding certain surveillance practices, made by former NSA (National Security Agency) contractor 

Edward J. Snowden (Preibusch, 2015). Indeed, an immense, global-scale media coverage broke out on 

June 6th, 2013 when newspaper The Guardian, in collaboration with Snowden, reported on a previously 

secret NSA program (PRISM) targeting all metadata – the who, what and when of phone calls – in 

domestic communications of Verizon customers (Greenwald, 2013). During the days that followed, more 

cyber-intelligence issues, involving various tools and techniques, came to light such as Tempora (Landau, 

2014), XKeyScore (Greenwald, 2013), monitoring by Internet Service Providers (ISP) (Gellman and 

Poitras, 2013), a U.K. and U.S. diplomat tracking program (Shane and Somaiya, 2013) and an Apple – 

Google user data monitoring (Greenwald and MacAskill, 2013). The revelations prompted heated 

discussions among privacy experts, advocates and politicians, while the public observed powerless and 

unable to react (Greenwald, 2014). Another factor having considerable significance in the public’s 

concerns equation is adversaries, more widely known as hacktivists. In recent years, the capabilities of 
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hacktivists have rapidly increased as demonstrated by a variety of cyber-attacks. From stealing 76 million 

JPMorgan customer records at 2014 (Radin, 2014), to halting a Ukrainian Power Plant in 2015 (Lee et al., 

2016) and raiding Tesco Bank in 2016 (Arthur, 2016), these groups have manage to draw attention and 

severely impact the public’s perception regarding online security raising doubts on a government’s ability 

to safeguards its citizens (Shackelford and Craig, 2014). Although this might be the case to some extent, in 

reality a lot of cyber security related investments have taken place at national-level over the past years in 

order to augment stability and security for the public (Fielder et al., 2016, Gordon et al., 2015). A prime 

example of such investment is the £1.9 billion announced by UK’s chancellor, Philip Hammond in 

November 2016 (Hammond, 2016) in order to enhance the country’s cyber security capabilities. 

Individuals have also resorted to the use of several techniques and tools in order to defend themselves. 

These efforts have widely promoted online privacy and anonymity. Tor (The Onion Router), I2P (Idea to 

Product), Freepto, IprediaOS and LPS (Lightweight Portable Security) are only a few of such techniques 

aiming at addressing public doubts. However, the lack of familiarity and basic technical knowledge 

exhibited by most audiences acted as a major adoption obstacle (Ball et al., 2013). Recognizing the existing 

knowledge gap, researchers and journalists attempted to educate and support the public by presenting and 

explaining some of the recommended solutions (Lee, 2013, Shillair et al., 2015). At the same time, 

software developers tried to bridge this knowledge gap by creating preconfigured, easy-to-use, variations 

of their applications (Rajagopal et al., 2016) such as the Tor-Bundle (TorProject, 2017a), the AvANa BBS 

open source application by Freepto (Freepto, 2016) and the automated I2P mobile application (Villa, 

2017). 

Large organizations also noted the gradual increase of online privacy concerns and the formation of a new 

cyber security market, and acted by adopting increased security measures and techniques. Examples 

include (i) the 2016 Facebook deployment of Signal protocol in their Messenger application to provide 

end-to-end encryption capabilities (Marlinspike, 2016), (ii) the 2016 launch of Watson for cyber security 

by IBM to enhance security analyst decision making (IBM, 2017) and (iii) the 2015 Microsoft initiative to 

create a Cyber Defense Operation Center (Choney, 2015). 
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However, as Horsman has observed the revelations made by Greenwald in 2013 regarding government 

surveillance mechanisms along with the exposure of data collection methods followed by Apple and 

Google have negatively affected the perceptions of people when using communication technologies 

(Horsman, 2016). According to Forte et al. (2017), besides the problem of technology understanding, 

another factor capable to increase privacy concerns was the perception of the public towards organisations 

providing “secure” services (Forte et al., 2017). Due to the closed source nature of these services, there has 

been a shift towards the use of open source security solutions, such as Tor (Jardine, 2016). 

1.2 The Onion Router (TOR) 

The Onion Router (TOR) was developed in the mid-1990s at the U.S. Naval Research Laboratory aiming 

to protect online U.S. intelligence communications. It was further expanded by DARPA (Defense 

Advanced Research Projects Agency) in 1998 until it became publicly available. The majority of 

researchers working on the project, founded “The Tor Project” as a non-profit organisation in 2006 

(TorProject, 2017b), with the financial support of EFF (Electronic Frontier Foundation) (Shavers and Bair, 

2016a). To date, Tor remains active with an average of 2 million users per day (0.1% of the global internet 

users) as illustrated in Figure 1 (TorProject, 2017i). There are also more than 20 organizations financially 

supporting it, including Google, Mozilla, NSF (National Science Foundation) and SRI (Stanford Research 

Institute) (TorProject, 2017j). 
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Figure1.1 Number of directly-connecting Tor clients in the past years (Source: 

National Science Foundation (NSF) 2017) 

The aim of Tor is to provide online anonymity to the end-user by using a unique architectural network 

topology, which involves a number of nodes deployed around the world by volunteers and using state of 

the art encryption techniques (Shavers and Bair, 2016b). However, due to its advanced security features, it 

has also been heavily used by organized crime and terrorist organizations, (Mansfield-Devine, 2014) as an 

online shopping website for drugs, weapons and pornography, This has been ttracting much attention 

among the intelligence and the researcher communities (Iovation, 2013). 

Over the years, a number of vulnerabilities have been identified either by public or private research (Ling 

et al., 2013b) or by governmental projects (Mansfield-Devine, 2014) aiming to de-anonymize some of the 

illicit users. In 2013, Carnegie Mellon University received funding from the U.S. Department of Defense in 

a research on how to unmask IP addresses of Tor users. The results of this project were first revealed in the 

2014 Black Hat hacking conference. It was later disclosed through the 2015 court documents presented in 

the Manhattan Federal Court, that the specific research was used to compromise the operating team of an 

online Tor black market called Silk Road 2 (Hen, 2016). This resulted in the .onion domain’s seizure as 

illustrated in Figure 1.2 and the confiscation of 170 000 Bitcoin, worth approximately $110 million in mid-

2015 Bitcoin rates, by the FBI (Reuters, 2015). 
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Figure 1.2 Silk Road 2 domain after FBI’s seizure 
As a synopsis, extensive research has targeted a combination of Tor vulnerabilities and a considerable 

number of experiments have been conducted during the last decade aiming at degrading anonymous 

communications over Tor. Table 1.1 attempts to outline chronologically the OSI (Open Systems 

Interconnection) layers associated with these vulnerabilities and present the approaches followed by Tor 

researchers from 2006 until today. 

Table 1.1 Tor research domains and approaches for the last decade 

NO PAPER CITATION OSI LAYER APPROACH 
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2006) 
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- Simulations 

 

2 Network flow 
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attack on 
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anonymous 

communication 

systems 

 

(Wang et al., 

2007) 
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- Network 

 

- Live 
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3 A new cell 

counter-based 

attack against tor 

 

(Ling et al., 

2009) 
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- Transport 

 

- Theory 

- Simulations 
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Network? A 

Long-Term 

Black-Box 

Investigation 

 

 

Dissecting Tor 

Bridges: A 

Security 

Evaluation of 

Their Private and 

Public 

Infrastructures 

 

2016) 

 

 

 

 

 

(Matic et al., 

2017) 
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1.3 Statement of the Problem 

For the purpose of the project, there is a need to develop an isolated experimental network that can 

incorporate the principles and capabilities of Tor. Online privacy enhancing tools such as Tor, require a 

significant amount of thorough experimentation and service evaluation to assess the risks of cyber-attacks 

successfully, investigate the effects of modifications in Tor software components and collect accurate, 

scientific network data (Shirazi et al., 2015).  

Research should not be performed on the live Tor network for a variety of ethical and personal security 

reasons (Gelinas et al., 2017, Forte et al., 2017). Tor is under constant development and maintenance by the 

Tor project team and receives significant funding and support from a number of large organisations 

(TorProject, 2017j), in order to ensure the anonymity of its users. As a result, researchers are not able to 

perform large-scale modifications, as it could have an impact on the overall quality of service (Shirazi et 

al., 2015). It is possible for an individual to run Tor relays and collect encrypted user data passing through 

them. However such act is not ethical as the users are neither aware of their participation in any kind of 

research nor have they provided their informed consent (Biryukov et al., 2014). Although there are 

safeguards in place, it is also possible for an individual to run a Tor exit relay and collect unencrypted data 

while exiting or entering the Tor network. In such case, besides the ethical concerns there are also 

operational research risks, as the collected data might be used to compromise the identity of the end user or 
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link a criminal activities with a specific group or individual (Johnson et al., 2013), resulting in possible 

retaliations against the researcher (Biryukov et al., 2013). 

Furthermore, the conduction of experiments on the live Tor network might raise ethical concerns (Al Nabki 

et al., 2017) and expose Tor users or the research to in dangerous situations, conflicts or undesirable 

communications with illegal organizations or criminal groups (Byrne and Kimball, 2017). In addition, the 

collection and analysis of personal data passing through any network are considered illegal in most 

countries, including the United Kingdom. Consequently, such actions might place the researcher in a 

situation entailing the risk of investigation by the police or secret service (Kugler, 2015). 

The development of an isolated Tor experimental network is crucial, in ensuring the conduction of Tor 

related research experiments in an ethically and legally appropriate manner, which in turn can guarantee 

the validity and repeatability of the adopted scientific methodology. It is therefore necessary to investigate 

in depth the problems of various techniques and tools employed by researchers to perform research 

experiments, including their limitations, before developing a solution to address them. It is also imperative 

to evaluate the robustness and efficiency of the solution, through experimentation in order to determine its 

strengths and limitations. This procedure provides researchers with adequate information and developing 

material for selecting the optimal setup, depending on their needs and requirements. In mind of the above, 

the following research question was formed to initiate the research in this domain. 

1.4 Aim and Objectives 

The aim of this study is to develop a framework based on the principles and capabilities of Tor for 

enhancing privacy in online transactions 

The following three research objectives will be used to achieve this aim: 

i. An isolated experimental network that can incorporate the principles and capabilities of TOR 

will be developed. 

ii. The experimental network architecture and routing processes will be analysed, and also, the 

networh equipped with TOR capabilities will be analysed to understand in-depth the TOR 

network architecture, cryptographic controls, detailed design and implementation.  
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iii. The knowledge gained will be used to establish the significant requirements for the technical 

implementation of online privacy and anonymity. 

1.5 Scope of the Study 

This study is limited to developing a framework for online privacy enhancement for common browsers 

based on TOR concepts. 

1.6 Limitations to this Study  

The greatest impediments to this study were: 

i. The tools required to setup, simulate and evaluate the experimental network were very 

expensive and difficult to get. And as a result of this, only the TOR network could be setup. The 

other browsers (Mozilla, chrome and opera) parallel netwoks could not be setup. 

ii. Mastering the expertise required for the experiment took a great deal of time and efforts and this 

affected other aspects of the study. 

iii. Funding and restriction on movement was another major impediment in this study. It limited the 

capacity to hold the desired consultations for a study such as this.  

1.7 Organization of the Study 

This study consists of five chapters which are respectively divided into subsections. 

Chapter 1: Provides a preface to the current challenges and significance of preserving online privacy, 

discusses the advantages and limitations of the Tor network, defines the aim and objectives of the study.  

Chapter 2: Reviewed sundry literature on the characteristics of online privacy and anonymity and provides 

an in-depth analysis and evaluation of the Tor network, with an emphasis on network architecture, 

cryptographic controls, design and implementation. 

Chapter 3: Review the objectives outlined and justified the adopted research methodology. It discussed 

the adopted tools, techniques and processes used for the study, and documents the procedures, steps and 

research choices that took place during the development of an isolated network infrastructure. In addition, 
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it collects measurements and statics from each produced virtual network and evaluates the overall system 

performance.  

Chapter 4: It proceed further to documents the procedures, steps and research choices that took place 

during the integration of TOR in the produced isolated network infrastructure and presents the actions 

leading to the development of a TOR isolated experimental network. In terminates with an evaluation of 

the produced TOR isolated experimental network, defines its limitations and discuss a series of network 

experiments, and then provides an overview of the study and discusses the system limitations. 

Chapter 5: Provides a concise, justifiable, evidence-based response to the study aim and objectives and 

discusses future work directions. 

CHAPTER TWO 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 The Onion Router 

The Onion Router (TOR) belongs to the selective elite of cyberspace technologies, providing for 

anonymous internet use. Its sophisticated functionality can be matched by only a handful of alternative 

technologies. A simplistic interpretation of Tor is that of an open-source internet browser, which is actually 

an adaptation of the well-known Firefox internet browser. These modifications significantly enhance the 

online privacy and security by concealing the Internet Protocol (IP) address of Tor users while surfing the 

web or exchanging emails. Without the dedication of tremendous resources and the use of unprecedented 

techniques, it is practically impossible to back trace or identify the originated IP. 

Despite its advanced features and capabilities, a Tor Browser deployment is a relatively straightforward 

process that requires no technical knowledge or differs from traditional browser installations. Its cross-

platform compatibility with Windows, Linux or Apple operating systems (TorProject, 2017a) and the lack 

of specific hardware dependencies makes Tor, the simplest solution to online privacy by far. In addition, its 

recent support at Android (TheTorProject, 2017a) and iOS (Tigas, 2017) mobile operating systems have 

established it as a universal solution to anonymous, secure communications. 
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The goal of onion routing was to have a way to use the internet with as much privacy as possible, and the 

idea was to route traffic through multiple servers and encrypt it each step of the way. This is still a simple 

explanation for how Tor works today. 

In the early 2000s, Roger Dingledine, a recent Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) graduate, 

began working on an (NRL) onion routing project with Paul Syverson. To distinguish this original work at 

NRL from other onion routing efforts that were starting to pop up elsewhere, Roger called the project Tor, 

which stood for The Onion Routing. Nick Mathewson, a classmate of Roger's at MIT, joined the project 

soon after. 

From its inception in the 1990s, onion routing was conceived to rely on a decentralized network. The 

network needed to be operated by entities with diverse interests and trust assumptions, and the software 

needed to be free and open to maximize transparency and separation. That is why in October 2002 when 

the Tor network was initially deployed, its code was released under a free and open software license. By 

the end of 2003, the network had about a dozen volunteer nodes, mostly in the U.S., plus one in Germany. 

In 2007, the organization began developing bridges to the Tor network to address censorship, such as the 

need to get around government firewalls, in order for its users to access the open web. Tor began gaining 

popularity among activists and tech-savvy users interested in privacy, but it was still difficult for less-

technically savvy people to use, so starting from 2005, development of tools beyond just the Tor proxy 

began and development of Tor Browser began in 2008. With Tor Browser having made Tor more 

accessible to everyday internet users and activists, Tor was an instrumental tool during the Arab Spring 

beginning in late 2010. It not only protected people's identity online but also allowed them to access critical 

resources, social media, and websites which were blocked (TorProject, 2016a). 

The need for tools safeguarding against mass surveillance became a mainstream concern thanks to the 

Snowden revelations in 2013. Not only was Tor instrumental to Snowden's whistleblowing, but content of 

the documents also upheld assurances that, at that time, Tor could not be cracked. 

Tor Project, fight every day for everyone to have private access to an uncensored internet, and Tor has 

become the world's strongest tool for privacy and freedom online. 
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But Tor is more than just software. It is a labor of love produced by an international community of people 

devoted to human rights. The Tor Project is deeply committed to transparency and the safety of its users 

(TorProject, 2016a). 

2.2 Historical Perspective of TOR 

Tor was developed in the mid-1990s at the U.S. Naval Research Laboratory. Its aim was to protect U.S. 

intelligence communications online. It was further expanded by DARPA in 1998, until it became publicly 

available in 2002. In 2006, the majority of researchers working on the project founded “The Tor Project” as 

a non-profit organization (TorProject, 2017b), having the financial support of EFF (Electronic Frontier 

Foundation) (Shavers and Bair, 2016a). Although Tor is constantly updated and maintained by “The Tor 

Project”, it still carries its innate open-source characteristics, meaning that it is practically not controlled by 

any one entity. In addition, anyone with sufficient technical skills is able to contribute to the project. This 

characteristic, led to Tor attracting many attributions by privacy motivated individuals, located all over the 

world. 

The objective of Tor is to provide users with the capability to browse anonymously the worldwide web. 

This online anonymity carries additional benefits and further extends the potential of Tor in certain 

contexts. For instance, it enables users located in dictatorship regimes or controlled by oppressive 

governments, to access online content that might be geographically blocked. There are innumerous 

examples and case studies demonstrating the real potential of Tor, varying from permitting whistleblowers 

to anonymously communicate with officials, to enabling organizations interested in preserving their private 

conversations secret. 

2.3 Basic TOR Workflow 

At its core, Tor constructs a randomly selected path of internet nodes, which form a network routing tunnel. 

It then encrypts the user-generated traffic by applying an elliptic curve cryptographic algorithm (Kumari et 

al., 2017), using as input the sequentially obtained session keys from each path node. The procedure 

continues with the transmission of the encrypted data stream to the initial path node (“entry relay”), which 

strips the outermost layer of encryption and then retransmits the outcome to its predetermined adjacent path 

node. As the encrypted data stream passes through each of the intermediate nodes (“middle relays”), 
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different layers of encryption are detached until it reaches the final node (“exit relay”). The exit node 

decrypts the data stream, establishes an unencrypted session with the desired destination IP address and 

delivers the original message. Figure 2.1 illustrates a graphical representation of the basic Tor operations. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1 Visual representations of the basic Tor operations. (Source: 

TorProject 2016) 
 

However, what has been discussed constitutes only part of the complex functionality and advanced 

procedures taking place in the network. Furthermore, there are certain key characteristics that substantially 

affect the robustness and security of the workflow of Tor and significantly impact the provided Quality of 

Service (QoS). 

Besides knowing the originated preceding and following successive node, all Tor relays do not know or 

retain any information related with the traffic routing path. This significantly increases the privacy and 

anonymity characteristics of the network, making it impossible to determine the selected routing path in the 

case of a Tor compromise. However, by design there exist two exceptions to this rule. 

Entry relays, also referred as guard nodes, are aware of the IP address that the traffic originated from and 

consequently the user’s identity, as a session is established during the initial 3-way handshake (Hayes and 

Danezis, 2015). In addition, exit relays have knowledge of the IP address of their predecessor relay. 

Another aspect of an exit relay that significantly differentiates it from the rest of Tor nodes, it is its ability 

to establish unencrypted sessions with nodes outside the Tor infrastructure. However, this ability carries the 

inherited characteristics of any publicly visible internet node, including being identifiable by traditional 

back-tracking techniques (Winter et al., 2014). A typical example is the 2011 case of Nolan King’s, in 

which the ICE (Immigration and Customs Enforcement) broke into his house and confiscated his private 

server and computer, accusing him of distribution of child pornography (Hofmann, 2011). A later 
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investigation revealed that the accused did not possess or merchandise any pornography material but he 

was simply running a Tor exit node. As a result, conventional traffic analysis techniques, mistakenly led to 

his doorstep. 

As it was previously discussed, Tor constructs a randomly selected path of relays that will be used during a 

specific user’s interaction with the network. However, the formulated path does not endure indefinitely; 

meaning is not a permanent one. By default, each Tor routing path fully resets every ten minutes (Edman 

and Syverson, 2009), providing an adversary with a negligible timeframe to attempt compromising even a 

single relay. This characteristic has an enormous impact on the overall network security, as it eliminates a 

primary surface of attack. 

Although the Tor path reset might be perceived as a straightforward activity, in practice it is a relatively 

complex operation which plays fundamental role in the development and architecture of a secure whole 

Tor infrastructure (Elahi et al., 2012). Strangely enough, this process also contributes significantly to the 

advance encryption capabilities that Tor employs (Wacek et al., 2013). However, before proceeding to in-

depth analysis, there are certain key characteristics and procedures that one must comprehend. 

2.4 Online Privacy 

Online privacy is a broad area that encompasses a broad range of user concerns when interacting with the 

internet. Personal information is constantly collected, stored, mined and shared depending on the 

application, the Internet Service Provider (ISP), the browser and all related third-party entities (Bergström, 

2015). Although the collection of this information was considered a relatively grey area, in light of recent 

terrorist’s attacks such practices have now been legitimised and even mandatory in some cases (Ball et al., 

2013). 

In describing this web of issues, Solove says that privacy is “the relief from a range of kinds of social 

friction” that “enables individuals to involve in worthwhile activities in ways that they would otherwise 

find difficult or impossible” and “protection from a cluster of related activities that impinge upon people in 

related ways” (Solove, 2006). He has identified and organized these problematic and harmful activities in a 

taxonomy of four groups with subgroups: (1) information collection (including surveillance, interrogation), 

(2) information processing (including aggregation, identification, insecurity, secondary use, exclusion), (3) 
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information dissemination (including breach of confidentiality, disclosure, exposure, increased 

accessibility, blackmail, appropriation, distortion), and (4) invasion (including intrusion, decisional 

interference). Solove suggests that his taxonomy allows for the recognition of “structural” privacy 

problems, or the creation of risk that a person might be harmed in the future in the same way that 

environmental harms and pollution accumulate over time and increase the risk that harm will occur. He 

explains: “In many instances, privacy is threatened not by singular egregious acts but by a slow series of 

relatively minor acts, which gradually begin to add up” (Solove, 2008). 

It is likely that the difficulty in defining privacy stems in part from the fact that the notion of privacy is 

culturally relative and contingent on factors such as economic status and availability of technology 

(DeCew, 2006). Alan Westin claims that although particular behaviors vary considerably across cultures, 

“needs for individual and group privacy and resulting social norms are present in virtually every society” 

(Westin, 1967), and he cites a host of anthropological studies documenting the various ways societies 

achieve privacy. 

In our society we simultaneously seek privacy while having to disclose personal information in order to 

receive services and establish friendships. Online communication and the Social Web have led us into the 

habit of sharing large amounts of information with a great number of people, yet many do not feel 

threatened when doing so (Trepte and Reinecke, 2011). The problem is that the same technology that 

makes it easy to share personal details has also led to what Moor (1997) refers to as greased information – 

data that moves like lightening and is difficult to hold on to. Moor (1997) states that “once information is 

captured electronically for whatever purpose, it is greased and ready to go for any purpose”. 

As a consequence, the safety of our personal information has become of great importance and a major topic 

of interest to the business and IT sectors, as well as the general public. Reports focused on the issues of 

privacy and personal information has become more numerous and prominent in popular media:  

I. In June 2013, The Guardian published a story on how the National Security Agency (NSA) is 

collecting the phone records of millions of Verizon customers on a daily basis (Greenwald, 2013). 

The information came from a document leaked by an NSA contract employee, the now infamous 

Edward Snowden.  
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II. In September 2014, several public celebrities had their personal photographs stolen from Apple’s 

iCloud service (Satariano and Strohm, 2014). In November 2014, Sony Pictures was hacked and 

thousands of confidential documents containing the personal and private information of employees 

and celebrities were stolen and posted online (Brandom, 2014; McCormick, 2014).  

III. RadioShack, an iconic US electronics retail chain, filed for bankruptcy in February 2015. The data it 

collected on over 100 million customers was sold via auction. This sale is being contested by several 

parties, one claiming that the data does not belong to RadioShack, several others claiming that the 

company is violating its own privacy policies (Brustein, 2015). 

IV. Early in July 2015 it was disclosed that breaches of databases managed by the US government’s 

Office of Personnel Management had exposed the sensitive information of at least 22.1 million 

individuals (Nakashima, 2015). Later on in July 2015, Ashley Madison – an online dating website 

that targets married people – was hacked and personal details on its 37 million users stolen (Krebs, 

2015) and in August 2015 these details were released on to the Internet (Gibbs, 2015).  

V. In February 2016, the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) obtained a court order to compel Apple 

to break into an iPhone belonging to the perpetrator of a mass shooting (Edwards, 2016). Apple said 

that the only way this can be done is by creating a special version of Apple’s iOS operating system 

that bypasses the phone’s security, and opted to fight the order in court rather than comply. 

Ultimately, the FBI withdrew its request after finding a third party to assist in unlocking the phone, 

but the issue re-sparked debate about many aspects of privacy and state surveillance (Johnson, 

Swartz, & della Cava, 2016).  

VI. In September 2016, Yahoo revealed that in 2014 hackers penetrated its network and stole personal 

data related to more than 500 million accounts (McMillan, 2016). This is believed to be the largest 

breach ever publicly disclosed by a company. These are only a few examples that are spurring global 

discussion of privacy and the need for adequate legislation to govern it. More than a hundred 

countries have privacy laws in place or in the process of development (Greenleaf, 2014). 

An example is the November, 2016 UK Investigatory Powers Bill Act (Amber Rudd, 2016) which 

mandates that police and intelligence officers are allowed to access the user’s browsing history content 

without a warrant. The act also contains suggestions on how the UK law enforcement officers can remotely 
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hack into devices or sweep up huge amounts of internet information passing through the public internet 

(BBC, 2015), Such GCHQ secret practices were uncovered in early 2013 by whistleblower Edward 

Snowden (Landau, 2014). 

During an unencrypted digital communication between a user and a website “http://site.com”, data streams 

containing personal user information such as password, IP address, physical location and data content are 

exchanged through the public internet. Although the communication session is established between the two 

entities (user, website), the traffic is passing through a number of hops and cables until it reaches the 

destination IP address. 

As previously discussed, ISPs are able to monitor and in some cases, store the full content of the 

communication, identify the originating IP address and link the traffic to a specific individual. As the 

traffic travels through the internet, intelligence agencies such as NSA (National Security Agency) and 

GCHQ (Government Communications Headquarters), are able to observe and store data that might be 

useful to them in the future (Ball et al., 2013). 

Continuing, the data stream is delivered to the website’s ISP which enjoys the same privileges as the user’s 

ISP, enabling it to maintain data logs of the digital communication. Finally, the data stream is delivered by 

the website’s ISP to “http://site.com”, which in turn shares data with third-party business entities. In 

addition, law enforcement agencies, system administrators and legal advisors are allowed access to the 

information passing through ISPs and the log files maintained by websites, upon a court order or search 

warrant. Furthermore, malicious attackers are also able to tap and observe traffic passing through the user’s 

wireless or wired communication means using a variety of techniques. 

The user - website digital communication is thus passing through an increasingly worried number of 

entities and is recorded legally or illegally by a number of authorities. The unencrypted nature (http) of the 

communication means that the data payload contained within the data stream is propagated through the 

internet in clear text format. This enables all internet hops to fully read or store data at any given moment, 

significantly increasing the possibility of data manipulation. Figure 2.2 illustrates the scenario of 

unencrypted internet communication between a user and a website “site.com” and documents the type of 

information that can be accessed or recorded by each internet entity (Foundation, 2017). 
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Figure 2.2: Recorded information during an unencrypted internet communication session between a user and 

a site.com (Foundation, 2017) 

 

2.5 Anonymity and Pseudonymity 

Anonymity is another broad term that encompasses different principles and carries distinct characteristics 

based on the context that is used. A recently conducted research by the University of Kentucky has 

classified anonymity into three categories: (i) visual anonymity, (ii) disassociation and (iii) identifiability 

(Winkler and Zeadally, 2015). 

Visual anonymity refers to the level of visualization means, such as photograph or video stream, used 

during an online communication between two entities. Disassociation involves the use of pseudonyms or 

the submission of fake information during an online registration procedure. Lack of identifiability extends 

the disassociation category with the addition of ensuring that the user’s digital persona cannot be linked to 

the real user (Rashid et al., 2013). Although all three categories address significant anonymity aspects, 

from the perspective of computer science are not considered significant to guarantee that a user will remain 

anonymous during a digital communication session (Morio and Buchholz, 2009). As illustrated in the 

example provided in section 2.1, digital communication carries supplementary information such as IP 

address that can directly be linked to the individual, even if the traffic is encrypted. 

Anonymity and pseudonymity are not neutral states. When anonymous Internet users are the subject of 

mainstream news articles, it is often in the context of either large-scale political protests, or hacking, 

trolling, deceiving, or abusing others on the Internet through inflammatory posts. A few examples include 
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calling for harassment laws to be enforced more thoroughly, justified with an example of child exploitation 

material posted on the Facebook pages of two murdered children (Stafford, 2012); blaming anonymity for 

the “explosion of cybercrime that has swept across the Web” (Markoff, 2010); proposing uniform online 

identities that would function like a “driver’s license” to increase trust online (Geist, 2014); and describing 

“hackers’ collective” Anonymous’ sabotage of the official Web site and Twitter account of North Korea 

(Alexander, 2013). Taken together, articles like these link anonymity and pseudonymity with criminality 

and chaos, perpetrating mistrust of those who do not wish to reveal their “real” identity online. But while 

extreme cases such as these do exist, this article argues that both anonymity and pseudonymity allow 

people to enact specific, and arguably valuable, identity practices online. 

Now, in the age of the hacker group Anonymous and other social activist groups, a related phenomenon 

has arisen: doxing, which involves groups of anonymous or pseudonymous users researching an individual 

and then publishing identifiable facts about that person. Doxing has been used for supposed social good, as 

in the case of the Anonymous offshoot KnightSec exposing the identities of people involved in the 

Steubenville rape case (Almasy, 2013), but anonymous and pseudonymous Internet. 

Tor seeks to address the issues surrounding online anonymity and pseudonymity and then enable users to 

completely hide their true IP address through its unique architectural topology and implementation. 

Furthermore, Tor offers additional mechanisms that disable the execution of scripts or the collection of user 

data through cookies during the session, ensuring that the user’s identity will remain hidden (He et al., 

2014). Figure 2.3 illustrates an internet communication between a Tor user and a website “site.com” and 

documents the type of information which could be accessed or recorded by each internet entity 

(Foundation, 2017). 
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Figure 2.3     Recorded information during an encrypted communication session 

between a Tor user and a site.com (Foundation, 2017). 
 

2.6 Elliptic Curve Cryptography 

Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) resides in the category of Public Key Cryptography (PKI), also known 

as Asymmetric Key Cryptography. Despite the common origin with other PKI algorithms, ECC 

differentiates substantially in its methodological approach, involves an algebraically defined structure of 

elliptic curves, over a set of finite fields consisting of integer arrays of prime numbers (Hankerson et al., 

2006). In a simplistic manner, during the execution of ECC, a number of discreet and randomly selected 

points of a curve form a multidimensional dataset, which is then divided by a set of prime numbers. The 

obtained array of elliptic curve data points over the finite fields of integers is used, in combination with the 

imported algorithmically-based generated key, to form a single layer of encryption (Cohen et al., 2005). 

The original Tor team developed the onion routing system (Goldschlag et al., 1996, Goldschlag et al., 

1999), known today as The Onion Router, based on the research network concepts of low and high-latency 

communications, firstly introduced by Chaum (Chaum, 1981) and the principles of ECC. In the initial 

onion routing algorithm, a user randomly selects and builds a circuit path, consisting of a sequence of 

onion routing nodes. Each node is assigned a permanent public key which is shared with the user during 

the preliminary process of the random network path construction. The user’s message is encrypted using 
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the recently obtained public keys in the sequential order that the message will be propagated through the 

onion routers. Each individual node decrypts the message using its locally maintained private key, resulting 

in the sequential stripping of encryption layers until the final node is reached. However, there are major 

drawbacks in this approach which are significantly reducing the security and privacy of Tor. 

Consider a path consisting of S ↔X ↔ Y ↔ Z ↔D, where S is the source, D is the destination and X, Y, Z 

are intermediate onion nodes. Based on the original Tor approach, the public keys of X, Y, Z are shared 

with S during the process of network path construction. However, only X maintains a direct connection 

with S. Consequently, all public keys pass through X to reach S. If an attacker compromises X is able to 

use the private key of X to decrypt the outer layer of encryption revealing the identity of its successor Y 

node. The adversaries will then attack Y and perform the same operation, reaching Z. At this point, the 

attacker has obtained X ↔ Y ↔Z, which is the randomly selected, secret path of onion nodes used by S. 

Figure 2.4 illustrates the lack of Perfect Forward Secrecy (PFS) in Tor, as is defined by cryptographic 

terms (Adrian et al., 2015). 

 

Figure 2.4 The problem of Perfect Forward Secrecy in the initial version of Tor. 

(Adrian et al., 2015) 

2.7 The Second-Generation Onion Router 

The Tor team has recognised the need for security improvements, including the lack of PFS protection 

(Kate et al., 2007). In 2004, Dingledine Roger, Mathewson Nick and Syverson Paul published with the 

permission of NRLW (Naval Research Lab Washington) and the supervision of DTIC (Defense Technical 
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Information Center) the specification “Tor: The Second-Generation Onion Router”, which is the Tor 

implementation used until today (Dingledine et al., 2004). The second-generation Onion Router 

significantly improves the original design, by introducing, replacing and integrating new capabilities and 

features, as follows: 

2.7.1 Perfect Forward Secrecy 

As seen in the original design, onion routers used permanent and long-lasting public keys to both initiate a 

conversation and decrypt the outer layer of traffic passing through them. The compromise of a single node 

could lead to the exposure of subsequent nodes and ultimately to the decryption of the traffic, as keys were 

locally maintained. 

Recognizing the above design flaws, the second-generation Tor changed the authentication procedure and 

introduced a different way of encryption by introducing telescoping path design (Snader and Borisov, 

2008, Snader and Borisov, 2011). 

Suppose a user (U) randomly selects nodes X and Y to build a telescoping path. U initiates a three-way 

TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) handshake communication with X in order to exchange symmetric 

keys. After the keys are verified and the communication is encrypted, U and X negotiate a temporary 

session key with X being the initiator, meaning that the session key is generated by X. Once the session 

key has been confirmed between the two nodes, the nature of encryption changes and uses as encryption 

key the newly generated and negotiated session key. Up to this point a single Tor hop (connection) has 

been established. The same procedure is repeated between U and all successive nodes until the circuit is 

complete, as it is illustrated in Figure 2.5. 
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Figure 2.5     Tor implementation of telescoping path-building design (Source: Naval 

Research Lab Washington (NRLW) 2007). 
 

2.7.2 Tor Proxy Interface 

Tor was originally designed to serve as an encrypted military communication channel by utilising its own 

unique network protocol (Goldberg, 2006), named TAP (Tor Authentication Protocol). However, TAP was 

exclusively used in the Tor network and required each application to provide its own “application proxy” 

software, to achieve compatibility. As a result, when Tor became publicly available, it assumed that 

application developers would implement their own “application interpreters” of TAP protocol, something 

that never happened. 

Recognizing the significant impact of this limitation, the second-generation onion router incorporated the 

SOCKS (Haraty and Zantout, 2014) standard, cross-platform application proxy which is supported by the 

vast majority of TCP-based applications. In recent years, Tor has allowed users to optionally select their 

preferred application proxy software, such as StegoTorus (Weinberg et al., 2012), Privatoria (Privatoria, 

2017) and AirVPN (AirVPN, 2017), though the default is still SOCKS (Socks-proxy, 2017) with sock4 and 

sock5 being the de-facto network protocol standards. 

2.7.3 Multiplex TCP Streams 

Due to the lack of a universally compatible application proxy and the initial utilisation of Tor by a small 

number of applications, the original Tor design involved the establishment of separate network paths for 

individual applications. In a hypothetical scenario where a user was simultaneously browsing the web, 

chatting and emailing through Tor, three separate network paths would be constructed and maintained. 
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Consequently, this operation would require the simultaneous use of multiple public keys depending on the 

request that would arrive to the user. Additionally, a single user would consume a network bandwidth three 

times bigger than a single network path and would require the computational power of approximately x3
 

onion nodes, where x is the computational power required by a single Tor path (McCoy et al., 2008). To 

address these deficiencies, the second generation Tor introduced a multiplexed approach of TCP 

connections, meaning that a single circuit it is used to propagate all of the user’s traffic through the Tor 

network. This choice reduced significantly the amount of overall network resources required and 

substantially improved network efficiency and flexibility (Girry et al., 2015). 

2.7.4 Directory Authority Servers 

One of the most significant modifications of the original Tor design is the introduction of a new trusted 

category of servers known as Directory Authority (Haraty and Zantout, 2014). As illustrated in Figure 2.6, 

when a user initiates the construction of a Tor network path (No. 6-9), the first step always involves the 

user’s connection with a group of Directory Authority servers (No. 1-4). That is, the locally maintained Tor 

proxy software establishes an encrypted and secure communication and downloads through HTTP or 

SOCKS a list of all available Tor relays (No. 6). 

 

 

Figure 2.6 The place of Directory Authority server in the Tor infrastructure (Source: 

Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF) 2012) 
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In the current implementation of Tor, there exist 9 Directory Authority servers distributed around the globe 

and maintained by trusted, volunteer entities working for the Tor project (Atlas, 2017). All Directory 

Authority servers are responsible for maintaining a Tor live documentation named Consensus (TorProject, 

2017d). Consensus contains a master list of all available Tor Relays, with the exception of Bifroest 

(TorProject, 2016) Directory Authority which contains a master list of all available Tor bridges. Besides 

the name and IP address of all relays, consensus also provides a variety of other important characteristics 

related to specific nodes. These characteristics include, but not limited to, cryptographic signatures, server 

status, available bandwidth, open ports and accessible services. 

Consensus is constantly maintained, updated and upgraded every 15 minutes based on the Directory 

Authority voting system. The voting system workflow is as follows: 

i. Each DA receive diagnostics and, calculates and counts the behaviour of each Tor relay 

ii. Each DA compiles its own version of a master list of Tor relays consisting of all previously 

computed elements 

iii. Each DA forwards its master list to the all other DAs with a “status-vote” flag enabled 

iv.  Each DA waits for an acknowledgement from all recipient DA 

v.  Each DA compares and evaluates the master lists of all other DAs against its own version. It 

then generates a new master list which consists of the most voted characteristics of each Tor 

relay and cryptographically signs it. 

vi. The detached signatures of the master list of Tor relays is published on all Das 

vii. There should be a majority of detached signatures matching, meaning that the same values and 

attributes of each Tor relay have been verified by distinct authorities. 

viii. The most voted consensus is then published by all DAs  

Consensus can be obtained by anyone through any Tor Directory Authority.  

Table 2 illustrates a visual representation of the basic attributes of each Tor Directory Authority (Atlas, 

2017). 
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Table 2.1 Tor Directory Authority Servers (June 2017) 

 

 

2.8 Entry and Middle Relays 

As previously discussed, one of the most essential aspects of Tor, which significantly differentiates it from 

other existing anonymity software, is that no single entity is controlling the Tor network. The vast majority 

of existing Tor relays is run by volunteers. The Tor documentation provides detailed information that 

enables anyone to configure a Tor relay and join the thousands of existing nodes, used by hundreds of 

thousands of people on a daily basis (TorProject, 2017c). Running a Tor node does not provide special 

privileges to the owner and imposes no risks to the privacy and anonymity services offered by Tor. A 

volunteer server simply receives encrypted Tor traffic, removes the outer layer of encryption and transmits 

the message to a successive node.  

The vast majority of volunteer Tor relays are used as intermediate (middle) nodes. However, the 

functionality and configuration between middle and entry nodes does not differ significantly. A small 

proportion of volunteer Tor relays that meet three specific criteria might be used as a guard (entry) nodes 

(Arma, 2011). The criteria are as follows: 

i. The relay needs to have an uptime bigger than 12.5% of all Tor relays or be active for at least 8 

days. 
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ii. The relay needs to provide at least the median available bandwidth within the Tor network or 

250KB/s. 

iii. The relay needs to provide at least the median WFU (Weighted Fractional Uptime) over Tor relays 

or 98% WFU. 

WFU is calculated by dividing the time since the node’s first appearance over the time period during which 

a node has been unavailable. The equation is calculated using seconds as primary unit. Consequently, WFU 

is a metric measurement that defines the time fraction a relay has been operational. 

2.9 Exit Relays 

The process of correctly configuring and managing a Tor exit relay is relevantly more complex than 

administering an entry or middle relay. Exit relays are responsible to remove the last layer of Tor 

encryption. Once this layer has been removed, the obtained traffic outcome does not incorporate any Tor 

security features and does not differ from traditional internet traffic. Furthermore, an exit node is 

responsible to connect to the public internet and establish a connection with the destination address in order 

to deliver the recently obtained and decrypted traffic. This procedure is achieved through the use of public 

DNS (Domain Name System) servers that advertise the location of distinct IP ranges. 

In a nutshell, exit relays act as bridges between the Tor and the open internet, presenting their IP address as 

the source of any Tor traffic passing through them (Winter et al., 2014). As a result, volunteers running Tor 

exit relays might become the subject of police investigations or receive abuse complaints by ISPs (Internet 

Service Provider). Recognizing the increased legal risks, the Tor Project has provided a detailed list of 

guidelines for running Tor exit relays (TorProject, 2010b), as follows: 

 Collaboration with ISP: 

It is recommended to run a Tor exit relay from colocation data centers (i.e. data centers where equipment, 

space and bandwidth are rented) and avoid exit relay deployment from the owner’s house as this might 

draw increased attention to the owner’s physical location. In addition, it is a good practice to select a 

trustworthy ISP and read carefully its enacted AUP (Acceptable User Policy) to identify whether required 

services such as additional IP, SWIP (Shared Whois Project) and reverse DNS are available. To assist 

volunteers, Tor documentation provides a list of suggested, previously used ISPs and a list of not 

recommended ISPs (TorProject, 2017e). 
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The final step during the selection process is for the volunteer to communicate with the ISP and explain in 

depth the Tor functionalities and its importance, by providing useful Tor links such as Tor Users, Tor 

Overview, Tor Legal FAQ and Tor Abuse FAQ (TorProject, 2017b). 

 

 IP Segregation: 

The use of a separate IP enables both the volunteer and the ISP to better monitor and manage the traffic 

passing through a Tor exit relay. Since the volunteer has no control of the type or context of traffic passing 

through, any abuse complains and DMCA (Digital Millennium Copyright Act) notices can be linked 

directly to the exit relay and not to the individual. 

Consequently, IP segregation provides the volunteer the necessary time to respond and reduce the risk of 

personal internet suspension by the ISP. To further assist volunteers, the Tor documentation provides a 

boilerplate response to abuse complaints that can be slightly modified by the volunteer and quickly 

submitted to the ISP (TorProject, 2014). In addition, the use of a separate IP block enables the volunteer to 

perform a SWIP (Zhou et al., 2015) registration and display contact information which can be used in the 

case of abuse complaints. This functionality enables the volunteer to personally control and respond to 

abuse complaints, which in turn significantly reduces the risks of legal complications with ISPs. 

 Reduced Exit Policy: 

The setup of a legally acceptable and technically feasible exit policy is a necessary evil that requires careful 

considerations by the volunteer. However, once efficiently completed, it provides an effective mitigation 

technique that addresses the vast majority of legal complications. An important step, which precedes the 

exit policy configuration, is the selection of a practical and meaningful reverse DNS name for the exit 

relay. Good examples are the “tor-exit.yourdomain.org” or “tor-proxy-readme.yourdomain.org”. In 

addition, Tor allows exit relays, with DirPort service enabled on port 80, to publish a disclaimer notice 

which informs the users about the purpose of the server and its available services. These disclaimer notices 

can be customised directly, through the Tor configuration file, using the option “DirPortFrontPage” which 

imports an html file to the server’s web directory. Country specific disclaimer notice templates are 

available through GitHub (chgans, 2014). Figure 2.7 illustrates a disclaimer notice obtained from an exit 

relay with IP 107.191.56.192 (Choopa, 2017). 
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Figure 2.7:  Tor exit relay notice disclaimer (Choopa, 2017). 

 

Tor’s default exit policy is to allow all available internet services which, in certain cases can result to an 

increase of abuse complaints. In particular, an extensive use of BitTorrent has been observed in the exit 

relays that adopt the default allow policy (TorProject, 2010). This can significantly increase the likelihood 

of receiving a DMCA abuse complaint. It is fairly difficult to prohibit BitTorrent traffic passing through an 

exit relay as BitTorrent clients can be run on any port. Nonetheless, the Tor team has recognized the 

necessity for a more restrictive exit policy in certain legal jurisdictions. The Tor documentation provides a 

number of reduced exit policies based on the level of restrictions a volunteer might want to employ 

(TorProject, 2017g). An example of a basic web browsing reduced exit policy is as follows: 

ExitPolicy accept *:53 # DNS  
ExitPolicy accept *:80 # HTTP  
ExitPolicy accept *:443 # HTTPS  
ExitPolicy reject *:*  

2.10 Circuit Construction 

The construction of a Tor circuit is a fairly complicated process that requires the concurrent collaboration 

of distinct network entities in order to be successfully completed. Each onion relay (OR) generates, over 

short periods of time, a relay “descriptor” file which contains contact information, measurements and 

statistics related to the server. This information includes, but not limited to, the server’s IP address, open 

ports, public key and available bandwidth. All ORs commit their “descriptor” files to the Tor Directory 

Authorities (DA), which are responsible to agree and then publish the latest version of consensus. 
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The first step of creating a Tor circuit is for a Tor Client, also known as Onion Proxy (OP), to download 

the latest version of consensus from any available DA. Once the consensus is downloaded, the OP initiates 

an offline OR selection process aiming at generating an array of distinct network paths that fulfill four 

specific criteria: 

 An OR must exist only once per circuit. 

 ORs that belong to the same class B network (/16) or belong to the same family (operator) are not 

allowed on the same circuit. 

 A circuit must consist of both “fast” and “stable” ORs. “Fast” flags are assigned by DAs to ORs 

with low down time (offline) and available bandwidth among the top 7/8 of known active ORs. 

Additionally, “stable” flags are assigned to ORs if their weighted mean time between failures is at 

least the median of all known active ORs (Winter et al., 2016). 

 Only three entry relays are selected and used as guards for all generated circuits (Dingledine et al., 

2014). 

During the selection process the OP executes a bandwidth-weighted based algorithm which produces Tor 

network paths consisting of an exit, an entry and a middle relay. The generated paths are cross checked 

against the above four criteria, before being imported into an offline list of acceptable Tor circuits. By 

design, each circuit will not be used for a period longer than 10 minutes. 

In summary, the OP generates an index list of all available ORs based on an , evaluation function 

where  is the maximum number of criteria and f(x) is the criteria’s measurement (such as bandwidth), 

obtained through the consensus (AlSabah and Goldberg, 2016). By design, the algorithm favors the 

selection of higher-bandwidth ORs. However, lower-bandwidth ORs are also selected to reduced traffic 

congestion over faster network routes. In general, the probability of an OR being selected is , 

were b2 is the OR’s available bandwidth and  is the total number of ORs in the Tor Network. Once the list 

of acceptable Tor circuits is built, the OP performs a preliminary end-to-end integrity checking to verify 

the server’s availability and then initiates the construction of the Tor circuit as illustrated in Figure 2.8.  

f ( x ) 
n 

n

x
=1 .   
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Figure 2.8   Tor circuit construction and data transmission (Source: Electronic 

Frontier Foundation (EFF) 2012) 

 

2.11 Cells  

As illustrated in Figure 2.8, a Tor proxy receives data from the application layer (browser), encrypts it as 

discussed in section 2.3 and propagates it through the Tor network using network frames, known as cells. 

Upon arrival to a Tor relay, cells are processed by the kernel TCP receiver buffer (AlSabah and Goldberg, 

2016) and then are stored in an input buffer for further processing. Once cells have been encrypted / 

decrypted based on the server’s type and the network route, they are placed into a FIFO (First In First Out) 

queue. The kernel scheduler then retrieves cells from the queue and stores them in an output buffer, used 

by the kernel TCP sender buffer to forward cells to the successive node. As previously discussed, Tor can 

support multiple TCP connections over a single circuit. Subsequently, each Tor relay is required to 

maintain several inputs and output buffers in order to avoid cross – circuit interferences (AlSabah and 

Goldberg, 2013). Figure 2.9 illustrates the exchange of cells at the Tor application-level queuing 

architecture.  
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Figure 2.9   Tor application-level queuing architecture (Source: Electronic Frontier 

Foundation (EFF) 2012) 

Each cell in the Tor network has a fixed-size length of 512 bytes and consists of a cell header (3 bytes) and 

a cell payload (509 bytes).  The cell header is subdivided into a circuit identifier (2 bytes) and a command 

(1 byte) that specifies how the cell payload will be used. Cells can be categorized as either control or relay 

cells based on the command variable. Control cells are used by Tor nodes to maintain the active circuit 

while relay cells carry the user’s data stream through the Tor network.   

The major difference between the two types of cells is the additional relay header (11 bytes) included 

within the data payload of relay cells. A relay header consists of: (i) a stream identifier (2 bytes) used to 

distinguish different data streams that pass through a single circuit, (ii) a checksum variable (6 bytes) used 

to conduct end-to-end integrity checking, (iii) a data stream length (2 bytes) and (iv) an additional relay 

command (1 byte) used to manage the data stream. Relay headers and relay payloads (498) are transmitted 

through the network in the form of a cipher stream generated using a 128-bit AES (Advanced Encryption 

Standard) cipher in CTR (counter) mode. Figure 2.10 illustrates a visual structure of a cell and provides 

two tables depicting the most frequent control and relay cell commands. Additional information is 

available at TorSpec documentation on GitHub (Dingledine, 2011).  
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Figure 2.10   Relay cell structure and components (Source: Electronic Frontier 

Foundation (EFF) 2012) 

 

2.12 Current State of Tor  

To date, Tor continues to be one of the most prevalent and supported anonymity networks in the world and 

is used by approximately two million users every day (TorProject, 2017i). Over the years, a lot of 

researchers have embraced the open source nature of the project and have suggested ideas and 

improvements to further augment Tor’s capabilities. Figure 2.11 summarises research ideas and 

improvements suggested by the research community up to 2016 (AlSabah and Goldberg, 2016) and 

presents them as branches of a mind map diagram.   
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Figure 2.11   Contributions to the Tor open source project (Source: AlSabah and 

Goldberg 2016). 

 

2.12.1 Cryptography  

The most recent cryptographic controls and function used by Tor (Martin, 2017) are:  

 Public Key Cryptography  

As discussed in sections 2.3 and illustrated in Figures 2.3 and 2.7, Tor facilitates symmetric key 

cryptography between network entities. The current Tor version supports PKI of 1024-bit RSA and 256-bit 

elliptic curve cryptography based on Curve25519.  

 

 Symmetric encryption  

Cell payloads are further encrypted using 128-bit AES in CTR mode, as discussed in section 2.8.  
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 Hashing Algorithm  

The digest variable, included in the encrypted cell payload, utilises the SHA1 hashing function, which is 

used for end-to-end integrity checking as discussed in section 2.8. According to the Tor team, the algorithm 

will gradually shift to the SHA256 hashing function until the end of 2017 (TorProject, 2017f).  

 SSL / TLS  

To further increase confidentiality, data authenticity, entity authentication and guaranteed Perfect Forward 

Secrecy.Tor is utilising SSL (Secure Socket Layer) over TLS (Transport Layer Security) in all network 

communications. The supported cipher suites are either AES (Advance Encryption Standard) or 3TDES 

(Triple Data Encryption Standard) in CBC (Cipher Block Chain) mode.  

Figure 2.12 provides a visual structure of the major encryption algorithms used in a Tor communication 

channel.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.12   Major encryption algorithms used in the Tor network (Source: 

Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF) 2012) 

 

 

2.12.2 Network Infrastructure  

As of June 2017, the Tor network consists of 7157 relays, including 9 Directory authorities, 2499 entry 

relays and 798 exit relays (Gabert, 2017). Figure 2.13 illustrates additional Tor network statistics obtained 

on the 20th of June, 2017 through the TorStatus open source application project.  
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Figure 2.13   TorStatus statistics (Source: Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF) 2012) 
 

CHAPTER THREE 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

3.0 Introduction 

This chapter presents the research design and formulates the research question whose answer will assist in 

addressing the aim and objectives of the study. The adopted research methodology is justified along with 

the tools, techniques, approaches and processes used for the duration of the research. The ethical dilemmas 

and concerns involved are discussed along with mitigation techniques which reduce to the minimum any 

residual risks. 

3.1 Research Question  

 To what extent can the concepts and principles of Tor help in minimizing privacy concerns in 

online interactions?  

3.2 Research Objectives  

The following three research objectives (re-aticulated with sub objectives) are redefined to align with the 

research question and is used to define the boundaries of the study.  

1. To develop an isolated Tor experimental network  

a. To develop an isolated network infrastructure  
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b. To integrate Tor in the produced isolated network infrastructure   

2. To analyze and understand in depth the Tor capabilities regarding its implementation, network 

architecture, cryptographic controls and design.  

3. To critically evaluate the performance of the developed isolated Tor experimental network 

and define its limitations.  

Each research objective contributes towards addressing the research question, as follows: Establish the 

significant characteristics of online privacy and anonymity and achieve a deep understanding of the 

technical implementation of Tor. Select the necessary components required in the accomplishment of the 

study aim.   

3.3 Research Approach  

The specified research objectives were divided into two distinct categories based on the best 

methodological approach to address them. The first objective was addressed using an experimental-based 

approach in accordance with the description provided by (Kothari, 2004) and it is consistent with the 

approach provided by Yanow (2015). Objective 2 is addressed through a literature perusal as advocated by 

Fixsen et al (2005) and Yanow (2015). A literature-based methodology, also known as the “state-of-the-art 

assessment” (Boudreau et al., 2001), defined it as the process of reading, analyzing, critically evaluating 

and thoroughly summarizing research-related scholarly materials, a view consistent with that of Saunders 

(2011). These authors formed data clusters from secondry data sources in line with the suggestions of 

Heaton (2008). According to Kothari et al., (2004), a literature based methodology enables the researcher 

to cover a large proportion of the research surface and justifies that the collected data is accurate and 

reliable. In contrast, empirical studies promote the gathering of information through questionnaires, 

surveys or interviews. Such practices face several challenges as it is necessary to verify the trustworthiness 

of the data and remove any bias introduced by the behavior of participants (Ajzen, 2002).  

The knowledge gained from the literature based objective 2, is used for the duration of the project to 

provide justification and reasoning during the development phase, validity during the testing and 

verification during the analysis. Besides any assumptions, which are clearly highlighted and emphasized, 

this research attempts to strengthen the obtained results by relating them back to the literature.   
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The second phase of the research (objective 1 and 3) consolidated the knowledge gained from objective 2 

and involves the development of a flexible, efficient network infrastructure which utilizes the majority of 

capabilities and features provided by Tor. The process of conception, construction and deployment of 

infrastructure in this study took a significant amount of experimentation and testing. Additionally, the 

researcher’s prior technical knowledge and understanding of computer networks, cryptographic controls, 

architectural design and programming logic, was a crucial precondition, that aidded the successful 

completion of research objective 1.These second phase of the research embraces the practices and 

principles of an experimental-based methodology.  

Experimental research was divided into two mutually inclusive schemes (Kothari, 2004), as follows:  

i. Informal experimental design: The use of observation-based comparison analysis that 

differentiates the initial experimental state, also known as “benchmark”, from a collection of 

divergent states (Ryan and Morgan, 2007).  

ii. Formal experimental design: The use of sophisticated techniques and precise measurements 

to identify and analyze the transformation of controlled variable and define the rate and time 

frame in which the changes occurred (Montgomery, 2008).  

Therefore, phase two, which is the development of the Tor network adopted the process of an informal 

experimental design, by establishing an initial simulation environment as benchmark and then building on 

it. Finally, the evaluation of the suggested Tor experimental network (phase 3) endorsed the formal 

experimental approach by assessing whether the proposed infrastructure fulfills the privacy and anonymity 

characteristics that Tor seeks to provide. Hence, the extent to which the proposed experimental Tor 

network supports these features and the way it combines crypto and networking to achieve its goals, are 

evaluated in order to unveil any limitations.  

The combination of experimental and literature based, research approaches and the sequential network 

development, analysis and evaluation process assure the verifiability, accuracy and consistence of the 

research results. Subsequently, this research exhibits traits from the post-positivist research philosophy.  
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3.4 Literature Overview  

About a third of the overall research weight has been allocated to the conducted literature review, as the 

expected outcomes are crucial in initiating the second phase of the project. The literature examined centers 

around two main areas: the characteristics and importance of online privacy and anonymity, and how Tor 

addresses these through its unique architectural implementation. Since both domains incorporate a broad 

range of components and characteristics, a content selection was performed, based on research relevance 

and scope.   

3.5 Experimental Design  

The first objective of the research is the development of a Tor experimental network that integrates the 

majority of principles and characteristics, identified through the literature review. Due to its complexity 

and size, objective one is divided into two smaller sub-objectives. Chapters three and four provide an 

insight into the network development process and illustrate the sequence of steps, procedures and tools 

followed in order to integrate Tor in an isolated network infrastructure. Both chapters are presented in a 

documentation format aim at providing the reader with a comprehensive picture of the development 

process.  

3.5.1 Design Choices  

The development, evaluation and analysis of the proposed Tor experimental network is limited by the 

available time and resources. Due to cost limitations, the research was conducted using publicly available, 

free and open source software.  

The nature of the preliminary development phase of the project requires, as a first step the selection of 

appropriate tools, techniques and processes that are able to provide the necessary functionality to the 

researcher. This subsection aims at explaining the logic behind each choice and provide in depth 

information for all software and hardware used. The information that follows is crucial in safeguarding the 

study’s scientific validity and repeatability:  
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 Computer System  

The entire experiment was conducted on a 15-inch, 2015 MacBook Pro laptop, with a 2.8 GHz Intel Core 

i7 processor overclocking up to 3.4 GHz, 16 GB of RAM, 1 TB SSD, an AMD Radeon R9 M370X and an 

Intel Iris Pro graphics cards, which is the researcher’s personal computer.  

 Host Operating System  

The laptop’s host operating system is OSX High Sierra version 10.14x, which is not the latest Apple 

operating system available. The researcher decided not to upgrade to the latest MacOS Mojave released in 

early 2018, as there was a slight risk of software incompatibility and operating system bugs.   

 Virtualization Software  

There are three major virtualization software: (i) VMWare (VMWare, 2018), (ii) VirtualBox (VirtualBox, 

2018) and (iii) Parallels (Parallels, 2018). Due to existing bugs, latency, limitations and the researcher’s 

prior unpleasant experience with it, VMWare Fusion was rejected. Both VirtualBox and Parallels were 

evaluated as suitable for this research project with each carrying its own benefits and limitations. 

VirtualBox is free in comparison with Parallels, as the latter requires a one-time subscription of $80. 

Despite this cost, Parallels was selected as the virtualization software as it is designed specifically to run on 

Mac operating systems. It also provides advanced access control, encryption and cloud backup storage 

capabilities, establishing it as the ideal virtualization software for apple products according to the 

researcher’s opinion.   

 Guest Operating System  

The guest operating system deployed through Parallels virtualization software is Ubuntu 18.04 LTS 

(Canonical, 2018a), with a Sha256 checksum of 

“f5ce20686a2f3201f04a309d04171ee15757f00954b33b87f3f1d36b3b0f5356”. The researcher’s familiarity 

with the specific operating system was the main reason for its selection. In addition, 18.04 was the most 

stable and more convenient version of Ubuntu as of now, which is the project’s starting month.  
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 Network Simulation Software  

The creation of a customized network infrastructure and the subsequent Tor integration to produce an 

isolated Tor experimental network require the use of a flexible network simulation environment. Three 

distinct network simulation software options were considered prior to the project’s initiation: (i) the 

Shadow network simulator (Jansen and Hopper, 2012), (ii) the Docker container platform (Hykes and 

Docker, 2017) and (iii) the low-cost experimental network simulator Netkit-ng (Cartigny, 2014).   

Shadow was rejected due to the limited customization options and the preconfigured nature of the 

generated network. On the other hand, both Docker and Netkit-ng offer increased flexibility and allow the 

user to create a customized simulation network with no significant limitations. Although there exist big 

differences regarding the implementation of these two options (such as the amount of resources required to 

run a simulation environment and the development process to generate the needed infrastructure), these 

have been judged as not important for the purposes of this research.  

Nonetheless, the researchers selected to use Netkit-ng as the network simulation software, due to the 

existence of a similar Tor network implemented using Docker (Antitree, 2016).  

 Traffic Capturing Software  

Traffic capturing and analysis is one of the most essential steps in reviewing and comprehending in depth 

the actions and operations performed on a network infrastructure. Due to its cross-platform compatibility 

and the increased use of a Linux terminal interface to interact with Netkit-ng virtual machines, tcpdump 

(Van Jacobson et al., 2017) is selected as the main traffic capturing tool. The results of tcpdump are 

verified through comparison with the output of uml_dump (Julien Iguchi-Cartigny et al., 2014) tool. 

Wireshark network protocol analyzer (Combs, 2017) is used to visualize the results in a more human 

readable form.    

 

 Network Enumeration  

Routings paths, open ports, running services, IP ranges and enacted systems can provide a comprehensive 

overview and are important aspects of understanding and evaluating a network infrastructure. Due to its 
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substantial flexibility and well documented nature, nmap (Lyon, 2017) is used as network enumeration 

software.   

3.6 Ethics  

Over the years, researchers have recognized a number of concerns (Kerlinger and Lee, 1999) and ethical 

dilemmas (Flicker et al., 2007), that might occur during a research process. A large part of these concerns 

circles around ethical issues stemming from the attendance of participants. Emphasis was given to the fact 

that this concerns were taken into consedration (Bryman, 2015; Holloway and Galvin, 2016).  

It is important to note that ethical concerns have attracted much attention in the legal domain (Biggs, 2010) 

and sundry regulations are been promogated (Sieber and Tolich, 2013) which mostly concentrate on data 

anonymization and protection. For example in the United Kingdom  Article 29 reflectes this development, 

“Opinion on Anonymization Techniques” (Costa et al., 2016) for General Data Protection Regulation 

(PARLIAMENT, 2016).   

The design of this research does not involve any participants, as has been thoroughly discussed and 

justified. However, the absence of attendees does not eliminate the need for ethical considerations. On the 

contrary, this fact increases the level of complexity towards identifying potential ethical issues (Hewson 

and Stewart, 2016).   
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CHAPTER FOUR 

ISOLATED EXPERIMENTAL NETWORK 

IMPLEMENTATION 

4.0 Introduction 

The real practical demonstration of the proposed concept is initiated, described in depth, setup, 

implemented and tested in the section following. The sections presents the sequence of events, decisions 

taken and actions performed during the preliminary development of an isolated network infrastructure. 

With the intent to provide a comprehensive, detailed documentation of the exact steps and procedures 

followed. Additionally, it aims at providing reasoning and logic in the decision-making process of 

development and illustrating the gradual network infrastructure and system functionality expansion.   

Specifically, this section explains in depth the required configuration settings to set up a Netkit-ng 

(Cartigny, 2014) development environment in a virtual machine running  

Ubuntu 18.04 LTS Linux distribution (Canonical, 2017a) and deploying it through the Parallels for Mac 

(Parallels, 2017) virtualization system. The section also presents and explains the steps followed to build a 

LAN (Local Area Network) infrastructure using Netkit-ng. The produced LAN is used as a basis for further 

expansion into a WAN (Wide Area Network) topology. Finally, a custom DNS (Domain Name System) is 

integrated into the produced WAN. Upon completion, of the above steps an isolated network infrastructure 

was setup that was used as a basis for the development of an isolated Tor experimental network.   

4.1 Preliminary Steps  

The following actions were performed on the host OSX operating system (section 3.5.1), using the default 

tcsh (Enhanced C-shell) Unix shell (Joy et al., 2009), in order to initiate the process of setting up an ideal 

development environment. The objective was to build a virtual machine that will be used for the duration 

of the project. Although the steps presented in this subsection can be characterized as fairly simplistic and 

straightforward, they play an essential role in the process of conducting a scientifically verified project. 

Specifically, the project’s validity, reliability and repeatability heavily depend on these initial steps.  
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A new directory, named ISO, was created in the Downloads directory, to be used as a storage location for 

the Ubuntu image file (line 1-2). Additionally, an optional environment variable, named dpath, was set to 

contain the absolute directory path for Downloads using the shell command pwd (line 3), which returns the 

current directory.  

Continuing, wget (Scrivano, 2017) was used to download Ubuntu 18.04.5 (line 4) from one of the official 

Ubuntu repositories (Canonical, 2017b). A separate text file containing the sha256 checksums of all images 

was also downloaded from the same repository (line 5). The parameters –v, which stands for verbose 

output and –O which specifies the directory and name of the selected downloaded files were passed as 

arguments to wget.  

1: cd ~/Downloads/  

2: mkdir ISO  

3: dpath= $(echo $(pwd))  

4: wget -v -O $dpath/ISO/ubuntu-18.04.5-desktop amd64.iso 

http://releases.ubuntu.com/18.04.5/ubuntu-14.04.5desktop-amd64.iso  
5: wget -v -O $dpath/ISO/sha256sums 

http://releases.ubuntu.com/18.04.5/SHA256SUMS  

To avoid building and running a malicious and tampered virtual machine, it is always a good practice to 

verify the hash check sum. This simple step can verify the authenticity and data integrity of the 

downloaded file. The Shasum (Shelor, 2013) package, which is the apple variation of sha256sum (Ulrich 

Drepper et al., 2010) Linux package, was used to verify the sha256 of the Ubuntu image file (line 7). Using 

the –a 256 parameter, the program computes and returns the sha256 (line 6), but if the –c parameter is 

specified then the program takes as input a text file containing sha256 hashes and compares them with the 

hashes generated from the files located in the current directory.   

It is worth mentioning that in order for the program to automatically match the two sha256 hashes, the 

name of the file that will be used to generate the comparison hash must be identical to the original. In 

simpler words, if while downloading the file (line 4), the user modifies the name from Ubuntu 18.04.5-

desktop-amd64.iso to anything else, then the – c parameter (line 7) will fail to match the hashes, despite the 

fact that a manual comparison of the generated hash and the hash located in the text file will be identical.  

6: shasum –a 256 ubuntu-18.04.5-desktop-amd64.iso  

7: shasum –c sha256sums  
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The final step of the preliminary configuration phase was the use of the downloaded Ubuntu image file to 

build a virtual machine using Parallels for Mac virtualization software (section 3.5.1). The option Install 

Windows or another OS from a DVD or image file, was selected from the GUI (Graphical User Interface) 

provided through Parallels, to generate an Ubuntu virtual machine. The default configuration of the virtual 

machine was altered to suit the required needs of the development environment. Table 4.1 presents the 

defaults virtual machine settings and the modified ones, providing the reasoning behind their modification.  

Table 4.1     Ubuntu virtual machine configuration  

No DEAULT SETTINGS MODIFIED SETTINGS REASONING 

1 Shared Home 

Directory 

Disabled Virtual Machine 

Isolation 

2 Share iCloud Disabled Not Required 

3 Share Dropbox Disabled Not Required 

4 Share Google Drive Disabled Not Required 

5 Share Linux 

Applications with Mac 

Disabled Virtual Machine 

Isolation 

6 Share Mac 

Clipboard 

Disabled Virtual Machine 

Isolation 

7 Apple Remote Disabled Not Required 

8 Share Mac Printers 

with Ubuntu 

Disabled Not Required 

9 2CPU 4CPU Increase system 

processing power 

and speed 
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10 1GB RAM 8GB RAM Reduces memory 

allocation/ Increase 

overall system 

performance 

11 128GB GPU 1GB GPU Optimization to 

assist in the use of a 

dual monitor setup 

12 Shared network 

Card 

Thunderbolt 

Ethernet 

Virtual Machine 

Isolation 

13 10GB static SSD 40GB dynamic SSD It is currently 

unknown how much 

storage will be 

needed 

14 Automatic update Manual update Maintain virtual 

machine in a known, 

stable state 

15 Coherence Mode Disabled Virtual Machine 

Isolation 

16 Backup disabled Smart Guard enabled Maintain daily 

virtual machine 

snapshots on the 

cloud 

 

4.2 Development Environment Configuration  

The following actions were performed on the newly created Ubuntu virtual machine, aiming at 

establishing an ideal development environment for the deployment of Netkitng. Following the virtual 
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machine boot and the setting of an administrator password, Parallels Tools which is a set of operating 

system drivers, were automatically downloaded and installed. The installation was completed with a 

system reboot.  

It is typically a good practice to update the system to the most recently available packages, especially in the 

case of Unix-like systems. The procedure was easily executed using the update, upgrade and autoremove 

commands (line 1-3) via terminal. Since this was the first interaction of the Operating System with the 

Ubuntu repositories, the procedure might require some time to complete (10-15 minutes), depending 

always on the available bandwidth.  

1: sudo apt-get update  

2: sudo apt-get upgrade –y  

3: sudo apt-get autoremove  

The next step involved the use of wget to download three zip files (line 4-9) which, when extracted into a 

single directory, will form the Netkit-ng directory. The three files included: (i) the core that contains a 

series of shell scripts, UML commands and Netkitng documentation, (ii) the filesystem which contains a 

reduced Debian Wheezy file system and (iii) a modified Debian Wheezy kernel that will be used by the 

virtual machines.  

4: cd ~/Downloads/  

5: wget -v -O ~/Downloads/netkit-ng-core-32-3.0.4.tar.bz2 

https://github.com/netkit-ng/netkit-ng- 

core/releases/download/3.0.4/netkit-ng-core-

323.0.4.tar.bz2  

6: wget -v -O ~/Downloads/netkit-ng-filesystem-i386-

F7.00.1.3.tar.bz2 https://github.com/netkit-ng/netkit-

ngbuild/releases/download/0.1.3/netkit-ng-filesystem-

i386F7.0-0.1.3.tar.bz2  

7: wget -v -O ~/Downloads/netkit-ng-kernel-i386-K3.2- 

0.1.3.tar.bz2 https://github.com/netkit-ng/netkit-

ngbuild/releases/download/0.1.3/netkit-ng-kernel-i386-

K3.20.1.3.tar.bz2  

Once the three files were downloaded, the tar command was then used to unpack them into a single 

directory, named netkit-ng (line 8-10). The parameters -xjSf were specified, with –x used to extract files 

from an achieve, -j used to filter the extracted archive through bzip2 which is the downloaded format, -S to 

handle sparse files efficiently and –f to import files into the same directory.  
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8: tar -xjSf netkit-ng-core-32-3.0.4.tar.bz2  

9: tar -xjSf netkit-ng-filesystem-i386-F7.0-0.1.3.tar.bz2  

10: tar -xjSf netkit-ng-kernel-i386-K3.2-0.1.3.tar.bz2  

As specified in the Netkit-ng  documentation (Cartigny, 2014), the final configuration step was setting up 

three environment variables (lines 11-13): NETKIT_HOME which is set to the netkit-ng directory, 

MANPATH which points to the man directory located within the netkit-ng directory and PATH which 

points to the bin directory located again in the netkit-ng directory.  

11: export NETKIT_HOME=/home/parallels/Downloads/netkit-ng  

12: export MANPATH=$NETKIT_HOME/man:$MANPATH  

13: export PATH=$NETKIT_HOME/bin:$PATH  

However, the above method imported these three environmental variables to the current bash profile 

making them unavailable after session termination or system reboot. To further increase the robustness and 

efficiency of the development environment and avoid repetition, the above environmental variables were 

permanently added to the system.  In an Ubuntu operating system, this can be achieved by modifying the 

~/.bashrc file (line 14-15).  

14: echo ‘#netkit-ng environmental variables’ >> ~/.bashrc  

15: echo export NETKIT_HOME=/home/parallels/Downloads/netkitng >> 

~/.bashrc  

16: echo export MANPATH=$NETKIT_HOME/man:$MANPATH >> ~/.bashrc  

17: echo export PATH=$NETKIT_HOME/bin:$PATH >> ~/.bashrc  

18: source ~/.bashrc  

Line 18 reloads the modified ~/.bashrc profile without the need for a system reboot. It is also worth 

mentioning that one must be careful not to use single >, when importing lines to the bashrc file using echo, 

as this command will overwrite the existing bashrc file.  

At this point the default Netkit-ng configuration had been completed. To verify the correctness of the 

configuration and check whether all required packages existed in the underlying Ubuntu operating system, 

a script located in the netkit-ng directory, named check_configuration.sh, was provided. Once the script 

was executed (line 19-20), it verified the existence and correctness of the environmental variables, checked 

if the current shell session was allowed to execute nineteen distinct system calls and verified the presence 

of six additional packages.   
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Upon running it, the script could not locate xterm, konsole and Wireshark, since these three tools are not 

part of the default configuration of Ubuntu. The tools were installed via terminal (line 21-23) and, after 

completion; the check_configuration.sh provided an error message “System appears not to be able to run 

the Linux kernel”. As it was later discovered Netkit-ng requires two additional libraries (libc6:i386, 

libstdc++6:i386) that were installed (line 24). At this point Netkit-ng has been successfully installed and 

configured.  

19: chmod +x check_configuration.sh  

20: ./check_configuration.sh  

21: sudo apt-get install wireshark  

22: sudo apt-get install konsole  

23: sudo apt-get install xterm  

24: apt-get install libc6:i386 libstdc++6:i386  

 

4.3 Netkit-ng Basic Workflow  

Netkit-ng is a software-based network emulator with the ability to reproduce complex computer network 

scenarios and efficiently virtualize them on a single machine. Although it is possible to customise the 

filesystems located within each virtual machine, by design all virtual machines share the same core, kernel 

and filesystem, establishing Netkit-ng as one of the most light-weighted, open source network emulation 

tools (Pizzonia and Rimondini, 2016).  

The creation of a Netkit-ng network is a relatively easy process with few restrictions, as listed below:  

  All configuration files and subdirectories must exist in a single directory (e.g. lab1)  

  A text file named lab.conf must exist  

 Each virtual machine requires a separate directory (e.g.vm1) and a text file with the extension 

.startup (e.g. vm1.startup)  

Additional functionalities and capabilities can be optionally added to the virtualized network through other 

pre-defined directories and file extensions. Detailed documentation can be found at the online manual of 

Netkit-ng (Rimondini, 2010).  
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4.4 Network Evaluation Criteria  

To better understand the quality of each produced emulation network and establish means of comparison 

between different network versions, a list of network evaluation criteria have been defined and used for the 

full duration of the network development, as follows:  

 Accuracy  

Each produced network emulation environment is expected to behave in a certain way, based on the actions 

performed and option selected during its configuration. Upon completion of each network version, a series 

of short experiments are performed in each virtual machine aiming at collecting information that can be 

used at a later point to evaluate and compare different network versions. The commands and techniques 

used to collect information are as follows:  

i. Routing paths  

Initially the route –n (Phil Blundell and Eckenfels, 2014) command is used in all virtual 

machines to obtain the default routing path. The results are validated by comparing them 

with the output of the netstat -rn (Microsoft, 2012) command. Wherever the complexity of 

the network allows it, traceroute <IP> / domain (Wood, 1996) command is used to further 

extend the validation and reliability of the results.  

ii. Running services  

One the most common ways of obtaining running services on a Linux operating system is 

through the service –status-all command. The command lists the current state of all services 

controlled by System V. The + symbol indicates that the service is running, the – symbol that 

the service is stopped and the ? symbol indicates that the service is managed by the Upstart, 

which is executed during the operating system boot up.   

iii. Open ports / connections  

The netstat –tulpn is used to obtained all TCP and UDP listening ports from a Linux 

operating system. Nmap (Lyon, 2017) is another tool that can be used to scan an entire 

network and provide useful network information such as open ports and associated services.  
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 Portability  

One the main purposes of developing an emulation network is to provide individuals with a portable, light-

weight environment that can be easily shared. One of the factors affecting the portability of an emulation 

environment is the storage consumption of the system. The command du –ah (Torbjorn  Granlund et al., 

2016) is used on the host operating system (Ubuntu) to extract the memory allocated to each virtual 

machine (.disk file) immediately after the execution of the lstart command.  

 Speed  

Another important factor that defines the quality of a network emulation environment, is the time required 

for the network to boot up and come into an operational state. Although there are efficient ways of 

measuring the time taken for lstart to be completed, the obtained results will not be realistic since the host 

operating system is not able to determine the state (booting / operational) of each netkit-ng virtual 

machine.   

Therefore, the Clock (Meanterm, 2016) mobile application running on an iPhone 8 was used to count the 

time taken for each virtual machine to boot up. The timer was initiated upon the execution of the lstart 

command and was terminated the moment each virtual machine had finished booting up and was ready to 

receive input (e.g. root@pc1:~#).  

 

 Hardware limitations  

The hardware resources required (memory, CPU) by a network emulation environment can severely affect 

availability and user experience. Memory allocation and percentage of CPU consumption can be obtained 

through the htop command, which is not included by default on the Ubuntu distribution. Therefore, sudo 

apt-get install htop was used to download and install the htop package.   

It is also worth mentioning that each netkit-ng virtual machine is correlated with six operating system 

processes as follows:  

i. A  terminal  session  that  executes  the  vstart.sh  script 

 located  in $NETKIT_HOME/bin/.  
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ii. An  instantiation  of  Xterm  terminal  emulator  which  exists  in 

$NETKIT_HOME/kernel/netkit-kernel.  

iii. A hypervisor process that controls the available netkit-ng modules and is located in 

$NETKIT_HOME/kernel/modules.  

iv. Three sub-processes that are responsible for the execution of netkit-ng modules such as the 

creation of a virtual network hub and the I/O in the allocated .disk file.  

Furthermore, two additional operating system processes are used for each existing netkitng virtual network 

hub, as follows:  

i. A bin/sh script responsible to extract system variables such as time and current date which 

are then passed as attributes to all virtual machines connected to the designated network 

hub.  

ii. A uml_switch located in $NETKIT_HOME/bin/uml_switch.  

For the purposes of this project, the resources allocated to individual operating system processes and are 

related with the same netkit-ng virtual machine, are added and the final result is presented. The statistics 

are obtained after the network boot up and while the machines remain idle.  

4.5 Version 1: Local Area Network  

This subsection marks the beginning of the actual network development phase of the project and aims upon 

completion to produce a solid network foundation, on which the rest of the network infrastructure will be 

built. To better understand the development environment and gain experience in Netkit-ng, the researcher 

decided to initially create a small LAN (Local Area Network). The LAN consisted of three virtual 

machines (pc1, pc2, gw1) connected to the same /24 network, named A. Each machine was assigned a 

static IP address and a network interface. The additional network details of the devised LAN are illustrated 

in Figure 4.1  
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Figure 4.1   Version 1: Local Area Network 

 

4.5.1 Development  

 

The first step in deploying a Netkit-ng virtual network was the creation of lab directory that contained the 

minimum required sub-directories and files (lines 1-5). As previously discussed, each virtual machine 

requires a unique directory and a configuration file. Netkit-ng extracts the names of existing subdirectory 

and allocates them to individual virtual machines. It is vital for each .startup file to maintain an identical 

name as the related subdirectory. This allows Netkit-ng to match each virtual machine with an existing 

configuration file.  

1: cd ~/Desktop/  

2: mkdir net1  

3: cd net1  

4: mkdir pc1 pc2 gw1  

5: touch pc1.startup pc2.startup gw1.startup lab.conf  

It is possible for a virtual machine to temporarily boot up without the existence of a subdirectory and 

configuration file through the vstart command. However, the machine uses the default Netkit-ng 

configuration which will not be sufficient as the development process progresses. Furthermore, this project 

selects to utilise the functionalities provided through the L-tools, being the most recent. The next step after 

the creation of the necessary Netkit-ng subdirectories and files was to configure each virtual machine.   

There are two major text editors available via the GNU terminal, nano (Allegretta et al., 2017) and vi (Joy, 

2016), with the former being selected due to the researcher’s prior experience. The remaining of this 

subsection discusses the imported configuration settings in each file and provides the logic and reasoning 

behind them.  
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 lab.conf  

1: LAB_DESCRIPTION="LAN"  

2: LAB_VERSION=1  

3: LAB_AUTHOR="Abdullahi Modibbo"  

4: LAB_EMAIL="modibbo04@gmail.com"  

5: gw1[0]=A  

6: pc1[0]=A  

7: pc2[0]=A  

This text file contains a series of configuration settings which enable Netkit-ng to correlate and connect 

individual virtual machine into distinct virtual networks. The name of each machine, originated from the 

name of existing subdirectory, and was used as a unique identifier. Furthermore, by-design, Netkit-ng 

allows each virtual machine to deploy up to 40 different network interfaces. The use of opening and 

closing brackets appended next to the machine’s name and enclosing a numeric value (e.g. [0]), indicates 

that this virtual machine (e.g. pc1) is connected, using the enclosed network interface number, to a 

specified network (e.g. A) (lines 5-7).  

Optional Netkit-ng variables (lines 1-4) can also be substituted in the lab.conf file. These string variables 

are presented by default within each Netkit-ng virtual machine, after the Netkit-ng configuration script 

completion. Besides the virtual configuration, additional network functionalities and machine capabilities, 

to be used at a later stage, can be integrated through the lab.conf file.  

 pc1.startup  

1: ifconfig eth0 192.168.0.101/24  

2: route add default gw 192.168.0.254  

Each .startup file was executed within the relevant Netkit-ng virtual machine as part of the boot up script. 

Besides a series of customised Netkit-ng commands, normal shell scripting commands were also 

supported, as long as the packages used, existed within the virtual machine’s filesystem.  

Using the ifconfig command, a static IP address was assigned to the eth0 network interface (line 1). As 

illustrated in the lab.conf file, pc1 used the 0 interface to connect to a network labelled as A, which was 

the reason of selecting the eth0 interface as the network interface to be used in pc1.  
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In addition, the allocation of a class C network (192.168.0.0) to a LAN is a universally acceptable practice, 

as discussed in the RFC-1918 (IETF, 1996). Also, the use of a /24 IP range network (netmask) can provide 

additional information regarding the subnet as listed in Table 4.2  

 

Table 4.2     Class C network information  

         DECIMAL                   BINARY  

NETMASK      255.255.255.0 = 24        11111111.11111111.11111111.00000000  

WILDCARD       0.0.0.255                     00000000.00000000.00000000.11111111  

NETWORK  192.168.0.0/24 = C  11000000.10101000.00000000.00000000  

BROADCAST  192.168.0.255  11000000.10101000.00000000.11111111  

HOSTMIN  192.168.0.1  11000000.10101000.00000000.00000001  

HOSTMAX  192.168.0.254  11000000.10101000.00000000.11111110  

HOSTS/NET  254  -  

Although the above variables can explicitly be specified in each .startup file, the use of /24 allows Netkit-

ng to interpret and automatically assign these values to the network interface of pc1 and by extension to the 

A subnet.  

Finally, the use of the route add command with the parameters default gw (gateway) and an IP address 

specifies the default network routing path of the virtual machine (line 2). In simpler words, pc1 will 

transmit all generated traffic to the virtual machine with IP address 192.168.0.254 provided that the 

destinations address is not located within the same A subnet.   

 pc2.startup  

1: ifconfig eth0 192.168.0.102/24  

2: route add default gw 192.168.0.254  

An identical configuration file and set of commands as pc1, were used for pc2 with the only difference 

being the assigned IP address (192.168.0.102).   
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 gw1.startup  

1: ifconfig eth0 192.168.0.254/24  

As the name implies, this virtual machine was set as the default gateway for the 192.168.0.0/24 network. 

Similarly, a static IP address was allocated using the ifconfig command. Figure 4.2 illustrates the default 

routing path for subnet A.  

 

Figure 4.2   Default routing path for subnet A 

4.5.2 Data collection  

This small virtual LAN was the first iteration in a series of virtual networks. Therefore, there were no 

means of comparison with the measurements and statistics obtained during the network evaluation. 

However, the obtained data can be used as a benchmark for the network version that will follow. The data 

presented below were acquired based on the previously defined network evaluation criteria (section 4.4).  

Table 4.3     Version 1: LAN – routing paths  

  NO          VIRTUAL                   I P                    NETWORK INTERFACE    DEFAULT GATEWAY 
                             MACHINE 

1.  gw1   192.168.0.254  eth0  -  

2.  pc1   192.168.0.101  eth0  192.168.0.254  

3.  pc2   192.168.0.102  eth0  192.168.0.254  

 

Table 4.4     Version 1: LAN – running services 

              NO            VIRTUAL MACHINE                          RUNNING SERVICES 

1.  All virtual machines  ebtables, lxc, resolvconf, rsyslog  
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Table 4.5     Version 1: LAN – portability  

                 NO                  DIRECTORIES / FILES                                           STORAGE ALLOCATION  

1.  Lab directory (7 items)   12.8 KB  

2.  netkit-ng (827 items)   2.1 GB = 2 100 000 KB  

TOTAL  -   2 100 013 KB  

 
Table 4.6     Version 1: LAN – speed  

                                                                    VM BOOT UP TIME                 NETWORK BOOT TIME  
                  VM  

                                                                     (min: sec. millisec)                                    (millisec. millisec)  

1.  gw1  00:14.44  00:14.44  

2.  pc1  00:12.44  00:26.88  

3.  pc2  00:12.24  00:39.32  

  

Table 4.7   Version 1: LAN – hardware limitations  

VIRTUAL        MEMORY                  STORAGE                  CPU  
      MACHINE       ALLOC. ON                 ALLOC. ON               USAGE ON  

 
No open ports were obtained at any of the virtual machines using the netstat –tulpn command. The results 

were partially verified using the nmap 192.168.0.0/24 command to scan the entire network. However, by 

default nmap scans the first 1000 ports. The command nmap –p- 192.168.0.0/24 was used to scan all 

/ SYSTEM   RUN TIME   RUN TIME   RUN TI ME   

1.   gw1   
223616  KiB  ≈   

28.6   MB   
684  KB   %  0.6 –   1.3 %   

2.   pc1   
223616  KiB  ≈   

28.6  MB   680  KB   0.6 %  –   1.3 %   

3.   pc2   
223616  KiB  ≈   

28.6  MB   
680  KB   %  0.6 –   1.3 %   

4.   
Network  
Hop   A   

7552   KiB  ≈   

 MB 7.7   
-   -   

5.   
UML  

Switch   A   

2172  KiB  ≈   
 MB 2.2   -   -   

TOTAL   -   95.7   MB   
2044  KB   ≈   

2  MB   
1.8 %  –   3.9 %   
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65535 ports in each virtual machine, however the command was unexpectedly terminated before 

completion, since there was not enough virtual memory allocated to perform the task. The error message 

provided was Out of memory: Kill process 1509 (nmap) score 753 or sacrifice child.  

 

4.6 Version 2: Wide Area Network  

Although the creation of a virtual LAN infrastructure provided a basic level of experience in Netkit-ng, the 

knowledge gained from it, was considered insufficient for the purpose of this project. Aiming at acquiring a 

deeper understanding and extending the already gained knowledge, the researcher deemed necessary to 

increase the network complexity by expanding the constructed LAN into a WAN (Wide Area Network).  

This virtual WAN infrastructure consisted of two local area networks (A, B) connected via a central node 

aiming to represent the internet. Three additional virtual machines were connected to the central node. The 

virtual network topology was chosen based on the end goals of the project, which is to create an isolated 

Tor experimental network.   

Consequently, two of the virtual machines connected to the internet were named as dirauth1 and dirauth2 

aiming to be used as Tor Directory Authorities in one of the forthcoming network versions. The third 

virtual machines connected to the internet, named dns, aimed to serve as a Domain Name System for the 

entire infrastructure. However, the objective of this network version was to produce the WAN 

infrastructure and not to configure the Tor Directory Authorities or the DNS. Figure 4.3 illustrates the 

WAN topology and provides additional network information.  

    

Figure 4.3   Version 2: WAN 
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4.6.1 Development  

The development of the second network version relied heavily on the techniques and processes used during 

the first network version. Consequently, this subsection is focusing on the steps that are different from the 

LAN development (section 4.5.1). A copy of the LAN lab directory, renamed to net2, was used as the 

WAN lab directory (line 1). Seven additional netkit-ng virtual machines (directories & .startup files) were 

created in the net2 directory (line 2-4), as illustrated in Figure 4.3.  

1: cp –R ~/Desktop/net1/ ~/Desktop/net2  

2: cd ~/Desktop/net2/  

3: mkdir internet gw2 pc3 pc4 dirauth1 dirauth2 dns  

4: touch internet.startup gw2.startup pc3.startup pc4.startup 

dirauth1.startup dirauth2.startup dns.startup  

The remaining of this subsection discusses the lab.conf, gw1.startup and internet.startup configuration 

files and provides the reasoning behind each choice. All configuration files are available in Appendix B. 

 lab.conf  

……  

6: gw1[0]=A  

7: pc1[0]=A  

8: pc2[0]=A  

9: gw2[0]=B  

10: pc3[0]=B  

11: pc4[0]=B  

12: gw1[1]=I1  

13: internet[0]=I1 

14: gw2[1]=I2  

15: internet[1]=I2  

16: dirauth1[0]=I3  

17: internet[2]=I3  

18: dirauth2[0]=I4  

19: internet[3]=I4 

20: dns[0]=I5  

21: internet[4]=I5  

Through the lab.conf configuration file, all active network interfaces (e.g. eth0) were allocated to 

individual subnets. As can be observed, gw1 (line 12) and gw2 (line 14) were assigned a second network 
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interface which enabled virtual machines located in LAN A (pc1, pc2) and LAN B (pc3, pc4) to connect to 

the central node (internet) and thus with the entire virtual network infrastructure.   

Also, all existing subnets were connected to the central virtual machine (internet), thus creating a virtual 

network that represents an actual network topology of an authentic WAN infrastructure (line 13-21).   

 gw1.startup  

1: ifconfig eth0 192.168.0.254/24  

2: ifconfig eth1 10.0.0.1/16  

3: route add default gw 10.0.0.254  

In addition to the previously configured eth0 network interface (section 4.5.1) which acts as a default 

gateway for subnet A (line 1), a separate eth1 network interface was enabled and connected to the subnet 

I1 (line 2). Also, the IP 10.0.0.254 which is the eth0 network interface of the internet virtual machine was 

set as the default gateway for gw1 (line 3), resulting in the formation of a continuous routing path from all 

virtual machines located in subnet A to the internet. A similar configuration was used in gw2 aiming at 

achieving the same network configuration and routing paths for subnet B.  

 internet.startup  

1: ifconfig eth0 10.0.0.254/16  

2: ifconfig eth1 10.1.0.254/16  

3: ifconfig eth2 10.2.0.254/16  

4: ifconfig eth3 10.3.0.254/16  

5: ifconfig eth4 10.4.0.254/16 

6:  

7: route add -net 192.168.0.0/24 gw 10.0.0.1  

8: route add -net 193.168.0.0/24 gw 10.1.0.1  

9: route add -net 10.2.0.0/16 gw 10.2.0.1  

10: route add -net 10.3.0.0/16 gw 10.3.0.1  

11: route add -net 10.4.0.0/16 gw 10.4.0.230  

 

The internet virtual machine act as a central node that enables connectivity between all virtual subnets, 

which is a realistic representation of what actually exist in the real world. A number of virtual machines 

could be used to represent the internet, with the purpose of segregating the network into smaller 

subnetworks that would be able to represent different geographic locations. However, for the purposes of 
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this project, the researcher decided for the time being, to represent the internet as a single virtual machine, 

as it is easier to observe the interactions between distinct virtual network entities by capturing traffic at a 

single virtual machine.  

Having in mind the above, five network interfaces were allocated to the internet virtual machine (line 1-5) 

and were connected to individual networks. In addition, all virtual subnets were configured to use the 

respective internet’s network interfaces as their default subnet gateway. As a result, the internet virtual 

machine required a way of knowing in which subnet to forward any inbound network traffic. This was 

achieved by adding the IP ranges of the non-directly accessible subnets and then specifying the directly 

connected network gateway that will be used to forward traffic to the desired subnet.   

For example, the internet virtual machine did not maintain a direct connection with the subnet A, but was 

connected to it through the gw1 virtual machine. As a result, the internet virtual machine was not able to 

identify where the subnet A was located in order to forward network traffic with destination IP address in 

the 192.168.0.0/24 network range. Using the command route add –net 192.160.0.0/24 gw 10.0.0.1, the 

internet virtual machine was able to identify that, in order for inbound traffic to reach subnet A, the traffic 

had to be forwarded to the IP address 10.0.0.1, which was the eth1 network interface of gw1 (line 7). A 

similar configuration was used for subnet B (line 8).  

Since the remaining network subnets (I3, I4, I5) maintained a direct connection with the internet virtual 

machine, the addition of default gateways in these designated subnets was consider optional and, based on 

the current network topology, did not provide significant functionality. However, for consistency reasons 

and since the network infrastructure was still under development, the researcher selected to also define 

default gateways for the remaining subnets (line 9-11).   

4.6.2 Data Collection  

The data presented below was acquired based on the network evaluation criteria (section 4.4) and was used 

to compare and evaluate the two existing virtual network versions.  
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Table 4.8   Version 2: WAN – routing paths  

                       VIRTUAL                         NETWORK                       DEFAULT  

NO  IP  
                         MACHINE               INTERFACE                      GATEWAY  

1.  gw1  
192.168.0.254  

10.0.0.1  

eth0  

eth1  

-  

10.0.0.254  

2.  pc1  192.168.0.101  eth0  192.168.0.254  

3.  pc2  192.168.0.102  eth0  192.168.0.254  

 

  

4.   gw2   
193.168.0.254   

10.1.0.1   
eth0   
eth1   

-   
10.1.0.254   

5.   pc3   192.168.0.101   eth0   193.168.0.254   

6.   pc4   192.168.0.102   eth0   193.1 68.0.254   

7.   dirauth1   10.2.0.1   eth0   10.2.0.254   

8.   dirauth2   10.3.0.1   eth0   10.3.0.254   

9.   dns   10.4.0.230   eth0   10.4.0.254   

10.   internet   

10.0.0.254   

10.1.0.254   

10.2.0.254   

10.3.0.254   

10.4.0.254   

eth0   

eth1   

eth2   

eth3   

eth4   

10.0.0.1   

10.1.0.1   

10.2.0.1   

10.3.0.1   

10.4.0 .230   
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Table 4.9   Version 2: WAN – running services  

NO  VIRTUAL MACHINE  RUNNING SERVICES  

1.  All virtual machines  ebtables, lxc, resolvconf, rsyslog  

  

 

 

 

Table 4.10   Version 2: WAN – portability  

  DIRECTORIES / FILES                            STORAGE ALLOCATION  

1.  Lab directory (7 items)  88 KB  

2.  netkit-ng (827 items)  2.1 GB = 2 100 000 KB  

TOTAL  -  2 100 088 KB  
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Table 4.11   Version 2: WAN – speed  

VM BOOT UP TIME  NETWORK BOOT TIME  

  VM  
(min: sec. millisec)  (min: sec. millisec)  

1.  dirauth1  00:14.03  00:14.03  

 

  

2.   dirauth2   00:12.84   00:26.87   

3.   dns   00:12.90   00:39.77   

4.   gw1   00:14.13   00:53.90   

5.   gw2   00:13.95   01:07.85   

6.   internet   00:12.61   01:20.46   

7.   pc1   00:12.16   01:32.62   

8.   pc2   00:11.94   01:44.56   

9.   pc3   00:11.90   01: 56.46   

10.   pc4   00:12.34   02:08.80   
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Table 4.12   Version 2: WAN – hardware limitations  

VIRTUAL          MEMORY                 STORAGE            CPU  
                   MACHINE               ALLOC.NO                 ALLOC.ON                 USAGE ON  

                     / SYSTEM          RUN TIME                 RUN TIME           RUN TIME  

1.  dirauth1  
223616 KiB ≈  

28.6 MB  
684 KB  0.7% – 2%  

2.  dirauth2  
223616 KiB ≈  

28.6 MB  
684 KB  0.7% – 2%  

3.  dns  
223616 KiB ≈  

28.6 MB  
684 KB  0.7% – 2%  

4.  gw1  
223616 KiB ≈  

28.6 MB  
684 KB  0.7% – 2%  

5.  gw2  
223616 KiB ≈  

28.6 MB  
680 KB  0.7% – 2%  

6.  internet  
223616 KiB ≈  

28.6 MB  
700 KB  0.7% – 2%  

7.  pc1  
223616 KiB ≈  

28.6 MB  
684 KB  0.7% – 2%  

8.  pc2  
223616 KiB ≈  

28.6 MB  
676 KB  0.7% – 2%  

9.  pc3  
223616 KiB ≈  

28.6 MB  
684 KB  0.7% – 2%  

10.  pc4  
223616 KiB ≈  

28.6 MB  
680 KB  0.7% – 2%  

11.  
7 Network 

Hops  

52864 KiB ≈  

53.9 MB  
-  0%  

 

  

No open ports were obtained at any of the virtual machines using the netstat –tulpn command or nmap 

tool.  

4.6.3 Network Evaluation  

The goal of this subsection was to compare and critically evaluate the two produced virtual networks based 

on the measurements and statistics obtained during the data collection process and also discuss unexpected 

12.   
7  UML  

Swit ches   
15204   KiB  ≈   

15.4   MB   
-   0 %   

TOTAL   -   355.2  MB   
6840  KB  ≈   

6.8  MB   
6 %  –   13 %   
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system behaviors that have been observed during the development phase. Particular attention was given in 

distinguishing the diversities and similarities between each version and evaluating their impact on the 

overall virtual infrastructure and host operating system. The evaluation took into account that the WAN 

virtual network differentiates significantly in size and complexity, as it consisted of ten virtual machines 

and seven subnets, compared to the LAN virtual network that enclosed three virtual machines and a single 

subnet.  

As expected, the running services in all virtual machines were identical since the same core, filesystem and 

kernel were used and no additional services were enabled through any of the .startup files. At this point, it 

is worth mentioning that besides the four running services illustrated in Table 4.4 and Table 4.9, an 

additional 33 services were marked with [?], meaning that these services had been executed as part of the 

boot up process and their status remained unknown since they were not managed by the session user, even 

though it was root. According to the Netkit-ng documentation (Cartigny, 2014) and a 2016 paper which 

discusses the emulating capabilities of netkit (Pizzonia and Rimondini, 2016), it can be assumed that the 

above mentioned services are part of the modified Debian operating system used by netkit-ng. A full list of 

additional running services is provided in Appendix C. 

Since none of the above five running services required the use of a network port and additional ports had 

not been manually opened, all virtual machines in both networks did not maintain open ports. These 

expectations were verified through the use of netstat and nmap. The error message provided by nmap 

regarding the insufficient amount of memory to execute a network scan was taken into consideration and 

future network versions aimed also to address this issue.  

In addition, routing path information and default gateway configurations obtained during the data 

collection and presented in Table 4.3 and Table 4.8 match the expected network behaviour and do not 

deviate at any point.  

The most interesting information obtained during the LAN and WAN data collection process of both 

networks, concerned the virtual network portability and hardware limitations. Although the two produced 

networks differentiated significantly in context, the storage required for both netkit-ng lab directories, is 

extremely low. Also, the size of the netkit-ng filesystem, kernel and core remained exactly the same, since 
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no changes had been made. Consequently, both virtual networks consumed approximately 2.1 GB, which is 

an acceptable size that allows fast network sharing among peers. The acceptable storage size of both 

networks, combined with the low storage allocation (676 KB – 700KB) for each virtual machine during 

both network run times, verified the light-weighted nature of the netkit-ng emulation software regarding its 

storage consumption.   

Nevertheless, unexpected results were obtained regarding the CPU consumption and memory allocation. 

Specifically, the CPU consumption for the LAN ranged between 1.8% and 3.9%, in comparison with the 

WAN that required 6% to 13%. As can be observed, the WAN consumed approximately three times more 

CPU than the LAN, which can be characterized as a significant increase compared to the relatively small 

size of both networks.   

However, the most worrying results pertained to the total memory allocation. During run time, the LAN 

consumed 95.7 MB of RAM, in comparison with the 352.2 MB of RAM consumed by the WAN, 

(approximately three times more). Nonetheless, the host operating system was allocated 4GB of RAM, 

which is substantially more compared with the 352.2 MB used by Netkit-ng. Based on the measurements 

and statistics illustrated in Table 4.7 and Table 4.13, each virtual machine required approximately 29MB 

regardless of its network topology and active network interfaces. Furthermore, each deployed network hub 

(subnet) required an additional amount of approximately 10 MB, which is considered not very substantial, 

but when all network hubs were substituted the overall amount increased significantly.  

Finally, the LAN required a total of 39.32 seconds to boot up, compared with the 2 minutes and 8.8 

seconds needed by the WAN. Although the two time-frames differentiated significantly and the first 

impression was that the overall WAN performance was worst, this was not the case. Specifically, the 

average boot up time for the LAN virtual machines was 13.04 seconds, which was more than the 12.88 

seconds, average boot up time of the virtual machines in the WAN. Similarly, the standard deviation 

 where ;< is one sample value,  is the sample mean and N is the sample size) of 

the LAN was 1.22 compared to the 0.87 of the WAN, which was interpreted as positive for the WAN. 

Based on the obtained results of Table 9 and Table 14 and the calculated average and standard deviation, it 

can be assumed that a greater number of virtual machines required less individual time to boot up. 
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However, this assumption cannot be verified with the existing data but will be under consideration in future 

evaluation sections.  

4.7 Version 3: Wide Area Network with DNS  

The two previous development phases have substantially increased the researcher’s knowledge and 

experience in the Netkit-ng emulator. Therefore, from this subsection onwards, the focus shifts to the actual 

network functionality and capabilities, rather than the virtualization aspects of the system. However, in 

order to preserve the reliability and repeatability of the project, and provide a means of comparison with 

the previously produced virtual networks, the development process preserves a similar approach.  

A number of decisions were made based on the end goal of the project, which is the development of an 

isolated Tor experimental network. The second version of the network contained two virtual machines 

which in future network versions aim to represent Tor directory authorities. However, as discussed in 

Chapter 2, a fully functional Tor network requires the existence and use of additional network entities such 

as Entry, Middle and Exit relays.   

Consequently, the third virtual network version integrated thirty additional virtual machines, labelled as 

relay1 to relay30 in a sequential manner. In order to comply with the Tor circuit construction criteria, all 

relay virtual machines were placed in /16 different subnets and were connected to the internet virtual 

machine. The numbers of relay virtual machines were selected by having in mind both the available 

hardware resource allocated to the host operating system and also the provision of substantial network 

complexity for the creation of Tor circuits. Another step aiming at representing an actual WAN 

infrastructure was the configuration of a Domain Name System in the dns virtual machine that will be used 

by the entire virtual network infrastructure. Figure 4.4 illustrates the network topology of the third virtual 

network version and provides additional network information such as subnet names, IP ranges and active 

network interfaces.  
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Figure 4.4.   Version 3: WAN with DNS 

Besides the addition of thirty virtual machines and the implementation of a DNS, the third network 

version utilized additional Netkit-ng functionalities through the shared.startup and lab.dep text files.   

As discussed in section 4.3, each Netkit-ng virtual machine requires an associated .startup file that is 

executed during boot up time. Although it is mandatory for these files to exist, Netkit-ng provides another 

way of configuring all virtual machines through the shared.startup text file. The content of this file is 

executed with a level 4 priority in comparison with the level 5 priority of each individual .startup file, 

meaning that if the shared.startup file exists in the lab directory, it will be executed before the machine 

dependent .startup file.  

Another aspect of Netkit-ng that has not been touched until now is the boot up sequence of all virtual 

machines when using the command lstart. By design, Netkit-ng uses the name of each virtual machine to 

create an ascending, alphabetically sorted list that is used as the boot up sequence. However, if the lab.dep 

file exists in the lab directory, then a parallel boot up sequence is enabled, meaning all virtual machines are 
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booted simultaneously. Additional network dependencies can be specified in this file. For instance, initiate 

machines B and C in parallel only if machine A is already running.  

4.7.1 Development  

The second virtual network version (WAN) was used as the basis for the development of the third network 

version, which was the WAN with a DNS. Similar steps as the first and second network version were used 

to create the relay1 to relay30 virtual machines. Also, the shared.startup and lab.deb text files were added 

to the lab directory aiming at providing additional network functionality and improving future network 

configuration procedures.   

According to the Netkit-ng documentation (Cartigny, 2014), the main purpose of shared.startup file is to 

provide Netkit-ng users the ability to pass common configuration settings to all virtual machines. However, 

for the purposes of this project, this file was used in a rather unconventional way. A variable 

machine_name was declared inside the shared.startup file and was assigned the output of the uname –n 

(MacKenzie, 2010) command, which returns a string that contains the name of a Linux system (line 1). 

Then, a series of nested if statements compared the machine_name variable with hardcoded strings (line 2, 

14). Although the shared.startup script was executed by default in all Netkit-ng virtual machines, every 

script iteration assigned a different value to the machine_name variable, resulting in the execution of 

different actions in each virtual machine.   

shared. startup  

1:   machine_name=$(echo $(uname -n))  
2:   if [ "$machine_name" = "dns" ]; then  

……  

14:  elif [ "$machine_name" = "internet" ]; then  

……  

200: fi  

The unusual use of the shared.startup significantly improves the developing experience while working 

with Netkit-ng, since a single text file can contain an entire virtual network configuration making it easier 

and faster for the user to edit changes or add commands.   
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Another major network modification was the implementation of network dependency rules specified in the 

lab.dep text file. All virtual machines were divided into four main categories: (i) clients, (ii) gateways, (iii) 

servers and (iv) others, which were then used to select dependency rules.  The format used to specify a 

dependency in the lab.dep file was “A: B”, which is interpreted as start A only if B is running. Dns was 

selected as the first virtual machines to boot up, followed by the internet (line 4). Both virtual machines 

provide significant functionality to the network infrastructure with the former used to match domain names 

with IP addresses and the latter being the central network node. The boot up sequence continued with all 

directly connected nodes to the internet, which was basically all relay, Directory Authority and gateway 

machines (line3). Client virtual machines were the last to boot up (line 1-2). The complete shared.startup 

and lab.conf files appear in Appendix D 

lab.dep 1: pc1 pc2: gw1  

2: pc3 pc4: gw2   

3: gw1 gw2 dirauth1 dirauth2 relay1 relay2 relay3 relay4 relay5 

relay6 relay7 relay8 relay9 relay10 relay11 relay12 relay13 

relay14 relay15 relay16 relay17 relay18 relay19 relay20 relay21 

relay22 relay23 relay24 relay25 relay26 relay27 relay28 relay29 

relay30: internet  

4: internet: dns  

4.7.2 DNS Configuration  

One of the most common ways of managing a network infrastructure includes the ability to look up 

network interfaces and IP addresses by name. The use of fully qualified domain names (FQDNs) eases 

the configurations of running network services and increases the overall robustness and maintainability, 

particularly in the case of private network infrastructures. This can be achieved through the use of a DNS 

server.   

By design, Netkit-ng comes with the dnsmasq tool (Kelley, 2017), which is a domain name software that 

allows easy deployment of a DNS and DHCP (Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol) server. However, 

having in mind that Tor network entities are correlated with IP addresses that are assigned individual 

cryptographic fingerprints, the researcher deemed necessary to use static IP addresses instead of dynamic. 

Consequently, dnsmasq was not considered suitable for the purposes of this project. Therefore, a custom 

DNS server was developed using bind9 (Consortium, 2016), which is an open source software that enables 
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the sharing and resolving of DNS network queries. The remaining of this subsection briefly explains the 

necessary steps and procedures to deploy a custom DNS server on Netkit-ng using bind9.  

This particular type of DNS configuration requires the installation of two Linux packages: (i) bind9 and (ii) 

bind9utils. Both packages already existed in the Netkit-ng filesystem. Under normal circumstances, a 

bind9 DNS configuration involves editing files located in the /etc/bind/ directory. However, any system 

modifications that occur in Netkit-ng virtual machines during runtime are erased during shutdown with the 

following two exceptions:   

 If the command lhalt is used to terminate a running Netkit-ng network, then all .disk files 

persist on shutdown along with any system modification that happened. However, this 

option significantly increases the consumption of disk storage on the host machine and 

makes the overall management of the virtual infrastructure extremely difficult since each 

machine is able to maintain a different system configuration.  

 The second action that is able to perform changes to the entire network infrastructure is the 

modification of the Netkit-ng filesystem. Although this option is significantly better than 

the first, it is not appropriate in the current situation since any changes will affect all virtual 

machines and not just the dns, as desired.  

A third way that allows users to selectively modify files located in a Netkit-ng virtual machine is through 

the associated sub-directory located in the lab directory. Any substituted directories or file that exist in the 

associated sub-directory are copied to the root directory ( / ) of the associated virtual machine during boot 

up. If the files already exist in the virtual machine then they are overwritten. This Netkit-ng functionality 

was used to overwrite the named.conf.local (defines all DNS zones) and the named.conf.options 

(additional DNS functionality) text files located in the /etc/bind/ directory. Four additional text files that 

contained DNS zone and reverse DNS lookup information were added to the /etc/bind directory. The 

complete DNS configuration files are available in Appendix E 

The final step of configuring a private DNS server in a network infrastructure is to inform all existing 

network host that the specific virtual machine is used as a DNS server and all DNS queries should be 

forward to this specific IP address. This can be achieved by adding the IP address of the DNS server and 
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the FQDN of the private network to the /etc/resolv.conf text file and then restarting networking services in 

order to reload this network configuration file. The shared.startup file was used for the modification of 

/etc/resolv.conf in all virtual machines line (201 – 206).  

shared.startup  

201: echo "Configuring /etc/resolv.conf file"  

202: echo "search torlab.test." > /etc/resolv.conf  

203: echo "nameserver 10.4.0.230" >> /etc/resolv.conf  

204: echo "Restarting networking service"  

205: service networking stop  

206: service networking start  

At this point is worth mentioning that initially the command service network restart was used but, because 

of a system’s warning that restart is deprecated because it may not enable again some interfaces, the 

command was altered to stop | start (lines 205-206).  

4.7.3 Data Collection  

The data presented below was acquired based on the network evaluation criteria (section 4.4) and was used 

to evaluate the third network version and compare it with the second.  

Due to the increased number of virtual machines, the complete data tables are presented in Appendix F, G 

and H and only a selective number of machines are presented in this subsection. 
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Table 4.13   Version 3: WAN with DNS – routing paths  

VIRTUAL                                      NETWORK                            DEFAULT  

 

  

NO   
MACHINE   

IP   
INTERFACE   GATEWAY   

1.   gw1   
192.168.0. 254   

10.0.0.1   
eth0   
eth1   

-   
10.0.0.254   

2.   pc1   192.168.0.101   eth0   192.168.0.254   

3.   pc2   192.168.0.102   eth0   192.168.0.254   

4   gw2   
193.168.0.254   

10.1.0.1   
eth0   
eth1   

-   
10.1.0.254   

5.   pc3   192.168.0.101   eth0   193.168.0.254   

6.   pc4   192.168.0.102   eth0   193.168.0.254   

7.   dirauth1   10.2.0.1   eth0   10.2.0.254   

8.   dirauth2   10.3.0.1   eth0   10.3.0.254   

……   ……   ……   ……   ……   

35.   relay26   10.30.0.1   eth0   10.30.0.254   

36.   relay27   10.31.0.1   eth0   10.33.0.254   

37 ,   relay28   10.32.0.1   eth0   10.32.0.254   

38.   relay29   10.33.0.1   eth0   10.33.0.254   

……   ……   ……   ……   ……   
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Table 4.14   Version 3: WAN with DNS – running services  

NO       
VIRTUAL                              RUNNING SERVICES  

MACHINE  

 

  

  
Table 4.15   Version 3: WAN with DNS – portability  

DIRECTORIES / FILES      STORAGE ALLOCATION  

1.  Lab directory (7 items)  236 KB  

2.  netkit-ng (827 items)  2.1 GB = 2 100 000 KB  

TOTAL  -  2 100 236 KB  

  

Table 4.16   Version 3: WAN with DNS – speed  

      VM BOOT UP TIME                NETWORK BOOT TIME  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.   
All virtual  

machines   
ebtables, lxc, resolvconf, rsyslog   

2.   dns   bind9,   ebtables, lxc, resolvconf, rsyslog   

  VM   
min: sec. millisec ( )   ) min: sec. millisec (   

1.   dns   00:18.05   00:18.05   

2.   internet   00:49.50   01:07.55   

……   ……   ……   ……   

38.   pc2   00:22.01   

02:37.97   39.   pc3   00:22.01   

40.   pc4   00:22.01   
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Table 4.17   Version 3: WAN with DNS – hardware limitations  

                                                VIRTUAL                  MEMORY                  STORAGE              CPU  
       MACHINE              ALLOC. ON                  ALLOC. ON             USAGE ON  

 
 

Table 4.18   Version 3: WAN with DNS – Open Ports  

 

 

 

4.7.4 Network Evaluation 

The goal of this subsection was to compare and critically evaluate the three produced virtual networks 

aiming at identifying network improvements and deficiencies which can be supported by the obtained 

measurements and statistics. Additionally, the main purpose of this evaluation procedure was to determine 

whether the latest virtual network infrastructure (WAN with DNS) contained the necessary network 

components that would allowed the commencement of the next development phase, which is the 

integration of Tor.  

When comparing the three produced virtual networks the most distinguishable network characteristic is the 

number of virtual machines and consequently the overall network size and complexity. Nonetheless, this 

/ SYSTEM   RUN TIME   RUN TIME   RUN TIME   

1.   dirauth1   
264156  KiB  ≈   

 MB 33.8   
700  KB   0.7 %  –   % 1.3   

2.   dirauth2   
264156  KiB  ≈   

 MB 33.8   
704  KB   %  0.7 –   1.3 %   

3.   dns   
 KiB  264156 ≈   

 MB 33.8   
792  KB   0.7 %  –   1.3 %   

4.   gw1   
264156  KiB  ≈   

33.8  MB   
700  KB   0.7 %  –   1.3 %   

……   ……   ……   ……   ……   

TOTAL   -   
1718.3  MB  ≈   

1.7  GB   

28164  KB  ≈   

 MB 28.1   
%  28 –   % 52   

  VM   OPEN PORT   PROTOCOL   SERVICE   

1.   
All virtual  

machines   
none   -   -   

2.   dns   

10.4.0.230: 5 3   

127.0.0.1:953   

::1:953   

:::53   

tcp / udp   

tcp   

tcp 6   

udp6   

DNS   

rndc   

rndc   

rndc   
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is expected in most development procedure and in particularly when developing a network infrastructure. 

Considering that the initial network version (LAN) consisted of three virtual machines and the latest 

network version (WAN with DNS) consisted of forty virtual machines, one can conclude that the virtual 

network infrastructure has substantially evolved. Another aspect of the network with a significant growth is 

the number of network subnets as it is observed in Tables 4.3, 4.8 and 4.12, which is another indication of 

the substantial network expansion.  

In contrast, the running service in all virtual networks remained the same with the exception of the dns 

virtual machine, which in the latest version was configured to run a bind9 DNS server. Based on the 

current virtual network topology and having in mind the end goals of the virtual network, at the moment 

there is no other service which is able to provide substantial network functionality.  

The portability of the three virtual network infrastructures remained stable at approximately 2.1 GB, which 

is what was expected since no modification has taken place in the Netkit-ng file system, core and kernel 

and the size of the text files added to the lab directory (section 4.7.2) is minor (40KB).  

In a similar fashion to the previous evaluation subsection (section 4.6.3), the most unexpected results 

concerned the total memory consumption. The WAN consumed 355.2 MB of RAM which was 

approximately three times more than the LAN (95.7 MB).  

However, the memory consumption of the WAN with DNS was measured at 1.7 GB of RAM, which 

significantly exceeded any expectations. Specifically, the WAN with DNS consumed approximately 42.5% 

out of the 4 GB of available RAM of the host operating system. Besides the abnormal memory 

consumption, the third network version also required a significant amount of computational power that 

ranges between 28% to 52%, compared with the former two network version that required 1.8% to 3.9% 

and 6% to 13% respectively.  

The most significant improvement in the third virtual network was the overall time required to boot up. The 

network size and complexity of WAN with DNS differed substantially (40 virtual machines, 37 subnets) 

when compared to the first (3 virtual machines, 1 subnet) and second (10 virtual machines, 7 subnets) 

network versions. Nonetheless, the WAN with DNS required approximately 2:38 minutes to boot up, 
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which was a major improvement was considering that the second network version, which consisted of only 

10 virtual machines, required 2:09 minutes. Based on the measurements of Table 4.17 and the 

simultaneous boot up of some virtual machines, it was assumed that the reason behind this significant 

improvement was the use of the lab.dep text file and the activation of the parallel boot up functionality of 

Netkit-ng (section 4.7.1). 

At this point, it is worth mentioning an interesting Netkit-ng behaviour that was observed during the boot 

up of the third network version. In order to verify the observations, the WAN with DNS was initiated four 

times. As specified in the lab.dep the first virtual machine to boot up was the dns followed by the internet. 

Continuing, all virtual machines that were directly connected to the internet were configured to boot up in 

parallel. According to the Netkit-ng documentation (Rimondini, 2010), the maximum number of virtual 

machines that can be started simultaneously can be configured by the variable 

MAX_SIMULTANEOUS_VMS located in the netkit.conf file and set to five by default. However, it can 

be assumed that the boot up sequence does not rely only on the lab.dep dependencies and the 

MAX_SIMULTANIEOUS_VMS variable but takes into consideration more variables. The reasoning 

behind this assumption is based on the fact that every time the WAN with DNS was started, the same 

groups of five virtual machines were booted up using an alphabetically based order (as expected), with the 

exception of Group 1 for which ordering was random and different in every iteration. Figure 4.5 illustrates 

four boot up sequences aiming to provide a clear understanding of what happened.  

 

Figure 4.5   Version 3: WAN with DNS – parallel boot up sequence 
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4.7.5 DNS Server Evaluation  

For the duration of the third virtual network development, significant emphasis was given to the 

implementation of a DNS server. This subsection aims to present and briefly explain the basic DNS 

workflow and functionality in the third virtual network through experimentation even though, for the 

purpose of this project, this is considered common knowledge.  

The first way of verifying the correct configuration of a bind9 DNS server is using the command named-

checkconf /etc/bind/named.conf. If there is no output, then the configuration is considered correct and the 

bind9 service can be safely restarted through the /etc/init.d/bind9 stop | start command that reloads any 

changes.  

During DNS resolution, DNS queries are sent over UDP protocol from DNS clients to the DNS server that 

binds on port 53. Whenever a DNS response exceeds the normal UDP length (512 bytes), the message is 

truncated and the first segment of the response is send over UDP. The client can then reissue the same 

DNS query over TCP. This functionality reduced the network traffic significantly and increases the overall 

network performance by utilising the absence of acknowledgements and speed of UDP while providing an 

alternative solution (TCP) whenever it is necessary (RFC1123, 1989, RFC1034, 1987, RFC1035, 1987). In 

general, all DNS queries are sent from highnumbered ports (above 49152) to the DNS server destination 

port 53, and all DNS responses are sent from port 53 to the same high-numbered client port.  

In addition, bind9 includes rndc which is an optional utility used to manage the DNS server remotely via a 

command line administration. Since it is running on the loopback IP address port 953, the service is 

accessible only to users that are logged into the server and own a shared private key able to grant them 

privileges to the service. The key is stored in a separate file owned by root and the file path is included in 

both /etc/named.conf and /etc/rndc.conf text files. Additional information is available in the Reference 

Guide: Chapter 12 of Red Hat (RedHat, 2017).  

As it is illustrated in Table 4.19, the dns virtual machine allows TCP / UDP on port 53 and 953, which are 

running the dns and the rndc services respectively. Also, the listen-on-v6 configuration setting specified in 

the named.conf.options text file, allows the use of IPv6 addresses running on ::1:953 using TCP6 (tcp 

over IPv6) and :::53 using UDP6 (UDP over IPv6).  
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In order to confirm that the deployed DNS server was working as expected, a brief experiment was 

implemented. The experiment involved the capturing and analysis of network traffic passing through the 

network while the pc1 virtual machine executed a series of commands that generated DNS queries. The 

command tcpdump (Van Jacobson et al., 2017) was used on the pc1, gw1, internet and dns (line 1-3) 

virtual machines (Figure 4.6), being on the expected traffic path, to capture traffic that arrived and leave 

each network node.  Additionally, the results were verified using the vdump Netkit-ng command (Julien 

Iguchi-Cartigny et al., 2014), which allowed the capturing of network traffic from the host operating 

system on running Netkit-ng subnets (line 5-8). The subnets monitored were A, I1 and I5 (Figure 4.6).   

1: #Executed on pc1, gw1, internet and dns   

2: filename =$(echo $(date + “%d-%m-%y_%T”))  

3: machine_name=$(echo $(uname -n))  
4: tcpdump –i any –w /hostlab/”$machine_name”_”$filename.cap” &  

5: #Executed on the host operating system  

6: vdump A | wireshark –i – -k &  

7: vdump I1 | wireshark –i - -k &  

8: vdump I5 | wireshark –i - -k &  

    

Figure 4.6   DNS server evaluation – tcpdump and vdump deployment 

Initially the command host 10.4.0.230 (Peter Tobias et al., 2013) which performs a reverse DNS lookup on 

the specified IP address, was executed on the pc1 virtual machine and a DNS query (83 bytes) was send to 

the DNS server over UDP from port 60988. The DNS server sent a DNS response (142 bytes) over UDP 

port 53. The final output of the command was 230.0.4.10.in-addr.arpa domain name pointer 

dns.torlab.test. The results were verified through a comparison of the seven .pcap files, obtained from the 

use of tcpdump  and vdump. The only difference between each file was the recording of network-specific 
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arp (address resolution protocol) requests (RFC826, 1982) which, for the purposes of this project is 

considered common knowledge. The captured network traffic is available in Appendix I.  

A similar experiment was implemented using the host internet.torlab.test command. However, instead of 

passing an IP address, a FQDN was used to generate a forward DNS lookup. As a proof of concept, the 

internet virtual machine was selected as the target knowing that the DNS response will exceed the 512 

bytes of a UDP frame. Consequently, the DNS client retransmitted the DNS query over a TCP connection. 

The results were verified in the same fashion as the first experiment and the captured network traffic is 

available in AppendixJ.  

 4.8 Tor Experimental Network Implementation 

This section heavily relies on the technical skills gained through the development of an isolated network 

infrastructure (3.7) and the knowledge gained from the literature review (Chapter 2). It discusses the 

integration of Tor software in the Netkit-ng filesystem and utilises the third network version (WAN with 

DNS) as a basis for the configuration and deployment of Tor clients, relays and directory authorities. 

Following, additional functionality and capabilities are added to the produced Tor virtual network, 

generating the fifth and final network version and marking the end of the development phase. The section 

concludes with the implementation, analysis and evaluation of experiments in the isolated Tor experimental 

network.  

4.9 Netkit-ng Filesystem Update  

Unfortunately, the Tor software, which is an essential part of the second phase of development, is not part 

of in the default Netkit-ng filesystem installation. However, Netkit-ng provides a special network interface, 

named TAP, that allows a virtual machine to bridge a network connection to the host operating system and 

connect to the internet, with the purpose of updating and installing new software packages. Nonetheless, 

the host operating system does not maintain a connection to the internet. An alternative solution is to 

download the source code of Tor (TheTorProject, 2017) and build it using the make command within each 

virtual machine. However, the Tor software depends on libevent-2.0-5, tor-geoipdb and torsocks software 

packages that are not included in the source code of Tor.  
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Having in mind the time limitations of the project, it was deemed easier to enable the internet connection 

to the host operating system and use the TAP interface to download and install all required packages. 

Upon completion of the Netkit-ng filesystem update and installation of new packages the internet 

connection to the host operating system was disabled again.  

Initially, the command “vstart vm1 --eth0=tap,10.0.0.1,10.0.0.2 --mem=512 --no-cow” was used to start a 

single Netkit-ng virtual machine, named vm1. The virtual machine was allocated 512 MB of RAM and was 

connected through the eth0 network interface with IP 10.0.0.2 to the nk_tap_parallel network interface 

created in the host operating system with IP 10.0.0.1. The argument --no-cow enables vm1 to write to the 

Netkit-ng filesystem, meaning that any modifications made on run time will persist and any virtual 

machines that will later use the modified Netkit-ng filesystem will adopt these changes. At this point it is 

worth mentioning that if more than one Netkit-ng virtual machine uses the --no-cow command at the same 

time, there is a risk of filesystem corruption, which can lead to unexpected errors.  

The following actions were performed on the vm1 virtual machine aiming to update the existing software 

packages and install the Tor software. Initially, the command apt-get update was executed unsuccessfully 

with an error message “… could not resolve host”, which is usually related to an invalid DNS 

configuration or an inaccessible Linux URL repository. Consequently, the 8.8.8.8 and 8.8.4.4 IP addresses, 

which are the Google’s public DNS servers, are imported to the resolv.conf text file (line 1-2). 

Additionally, the URL address of Debian Wheezy repository in the UK was used to replace (lines 3-4) the 

contents of source.list text file (LinuxConfig.org, 2014).  

Continuing, the command apt-get update was executed for the second time and terminated with an error 

message “there is no key available for the following IDs: 7638D0442B90D010”. According to the Debian 

documentation, digital signing of all software packages in Debian is mandatory from 2013 onwards, in 

order to protect against forgeries (Debian.org, 2013). The command “apt-get install debian-keying” 

downloads all OpenPGP keys, which belongs to all authorised Debian developers. Alternatively, the 

command apt-key can be used to download a specific public key if the user knows the PGP fingerprint (line 

5), which in this case is provided in the error message of apt-get update. Finally, the vm1 virtual machine 
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was updated and upgraded and the Tor package, along with libevent-2.0-5, tor-geoipdb and torsocks 

dependency packages were installed (line 6-7).  

1: echo “nameserver 8.8.8.8” > /etc/resolv.conf  

2: echo “nameserver 8.8.4.4” >> /etc/resolv.conf  

3: echo “deb http://ftp.uk.debian.org/debian/ wheezy main contrib non-

free” > etc/apt/source.list  

4: echo “deb-src http://ftp.uk.debian.org/debian/ wheezy main contrib 

non-free” >> etc/apt/source.list  

5: apt-key adv --keyserver keyserver.ubuntu.com --recv-keys  
KEY_ID 7638D0442B90D010  

6: apt-get update && apt-get upgrade && apt-get autoremove  

7: apt-get install tor  

At this point, it is worth mentioning, that during the upgrade of the existing Netkit-ng packages, it was 

observed that a number of available services were started automatically. Examining this unexpected 

behaviour, the command service --status-all was executed in order to check which services were active. 

Surprisingly enough, there were thirteen additional services running. The vm1 was shut down and restarted, 

however all thirteen services were restarted during the Netkit-ng boot up script. Using the command ls 

/etc/rc*.d, which lists the services that have been specified to start during boot up, it was discovered that 

the state of all upgraded services was changed from K (kill) to S (Start).   

In order to prevent the execution of unnecessary services, the command update-rc.d was used to remove 

these services from the Upstart list (line 11-23), with the only exception being the Tor service, which was 

specified to start with priority 2 3 6 (James Hunt and Byrum, 2014).    

10: update-rc.d tor start default  

11: update-rc.d -f pdns-recursor remove     

12: update-rc.d -f dnsmasq remove  

13: update-rc.d -f apache2 remove 

14: update-rc.d -f proftp remove  

15: update-rc.d -f openvpn remove  

16: update-rc.d -f guagga remove  

17: update-rc.d -f ipsec remove  

18: update-rc.d -f squid remove 

19: update-rc.d -f ssh remove  

20: update-rc.d -f bind9 remove  

21: update-rc.d -f dbus remove  
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22: update-rc.d -f proftpd remove  

23: update-rc.d -f openbsd-inetd remove  

 

4.10 Version 4: Tor Integration  

The fourth network version was built on top of the WAN with DNS, which is the final outcome of the 

development of an isolated network. As the project progressed, less emphasis was given to the virtual 

aspect of the network and the focus shifted to the configuration and deployment of services, particularly 

Tor. Besides the implementation of Tor, the fourth network version aimed at addressing a number of 

deficiencies that had been identified during previous development phases, such as the amount of allocated 

virtual memory (section 4.5.2) in each virtual machine and the even number of Tor Directory Authority 

virtual machines. Figure 4.7 illustrates the network topology of the fourth virtual network version and 

provides additional network information such as subnet names, IP ranges and active network interfaces.  
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Figure 4.7   DNS server evaluation – tcpdump and vdump deployment 

4.10.1 Development  

The network topology of the fourth network version does not differ significantly from the third (WAN with 

DNS). Tor directory authorities participate in a voting procedure in order to agree on the basis of 

consensus. To avoid conflicts and to guarantee that the voting will not result in a draw, it is crucial that 

the number of active directory authorities is odd. Consequently, three virtual machines (dirauth3, dirauth4 

and dirauth5) were added to the network, in order to comply with this rule. The number of added virtual 

machines was selected at random with the only criterion being the employment of an odd number of 

directory authorities.  

Also, all virtual machines were allocated 128MB of virtual RAM (was 32 MB) in order to improve their 

overall performance and considering that, upon completion of the fourth network version, the majority of 

virtual machines will act as Tor network entities. Additional memory (256 MB - 512 MB) was allocated to 

dns, internet and all Directory Authority virtual machines, since they were expected to provide increased 
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functionality compared to other network entities. The memory allocation was performed via the lab.conf 

file is available in Appendix K. 

Furthermore, the fourth network version utilised a Shared folder, which provided similar functionality with 

the shared.startup text file. This subdirectory contained a directory named Scripts, that was made available 

inside every virtual machine (on the root directory (“/”)) and contained three bash scripts. The following 

subsection discusses the configuration of Tor clients, relays and directory authorities and explains the 

functionality provided by each bash script located in the /Scripts directory of each virtual machine.  

4.10.2 Configuration of Tor Directory Authorities, Relays and Clients  

Every Directory Authority has a long-term authority identity key (extracted from authority certificate) 

which is normally stored offline and is used to certify shorter-lived authority signing keys these are stored 

online and used by the Directory Authority to sign votes and consensus documents. The command tor-

gencert (line 1) can be used to generate the certificate and the two private keys, if the Tor directory 

protocol of the Directory Authority is set to v3 (0.2.0 version and later) through the /etc/tor/torrc file. A 

fourth private key, named secret onion key exists in all Tor entities. Tor directory authorities and relays 

use the secret onion key to generate session keys, but for Tor clients this is used as an encryption key 

during the establishment of a Tor circuit.  

1: tor-gencert --create-identity-key -m 12 -a $dir_ip:7000 \  

  -i /var/lib/tor/keys/authority_identity_key \  

  -s /var/lib/tor/keys/authority_signing_key \  

  -c /var/lib/tor/keys/authority_certificate  

As discussed in chapter 2 and illustrated in Table 2.1, the real Tor network employs the use of nine Tor 

directory authorities. The IP addresses and associated public keys of all nine Tor directory authorities are 

hardcoded in the Tor source code. As a result, the five Directory Authority virtual machines included in 

the fourth network version were not authorised to act as directory authorities. However, a Tor user is able 

to run its own private Directory Authority by downgrading the priority of the other nine hardcoded 

directory authorities. The configuration requires the extraction of two cryptographic fingerprints which are 

then imported into the /etc/tor/torrc text file along with the IP address, port and running protocol of the 

customised Tor Directory Authority. The first fingerprint was extracted automatically from the secret id 
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key (generated with secret onion key), using the tor command (line 2) and the second fingerprint was 

found inside the authority certificate. Table 4.19 summarises all cryptographic keys used by Tor directory 

authorities and provide a brief overview of their functionality  

2: tor --list-fingerprint --orport 1 \   --

dirserver "x 127.0.0.1:1 \       

ffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffff" \  

  --datadirectory /var/lib/tor/  

  

Table 4.19   Cryptographic keys used by Tor directory authorities  

NO  KEY NAME  PURPOSE  

1.  authority_identity_key   long term key to sign authority certificate  

2.  authority_signing_key   
medium-term key (12 months) to sign directory 

information  

3.  authority_certificate  
document signed by authority identity key to certify 

authority signing key  

4.  secret_id_key   
long-term key to sign router descriptor and TLS 

certificates  

5.  secret_onion_key  
medium-term key used to establish a circuit and 

negotiate ephemeral (session) keys   

6.  secret_onion_key_ntor  short-term key for handshake  

7.  fingerprint  fingerprint of the identity key  

  

The next step of deploying customised Tor Directory Authorities, relays and clients is the modification of 

the /etc/tor/torrc text file. Although, there are many attributes that can be customised in the torrc text file 

(TorProject, 2017h), for the purposes of this project and based on the desirable behaviour and network 

functionality, only a subset (42 in total) of the attributes were used. Appendix L outlines the selected Tor 

attributes and discusses their functionality. The torrc files of dirauth1, relay1 and pc1 virtual machines is 

available in Appendix M.  
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Since the values of some attributes in the torrc text file depend on the network role of the respective virtual 

machine, the Netkit-ng Shared folder cannot be used to upload the file as in such case, and it would be the 

same on all virtual machines.   

Initially, an attempt was made through the shared.startup file. The idea was to use the commands tor-

gencert and tor in two functions declared in the shared.startup file and called during the boot up time of 

each virtual machine. However, there were two problems with this approach. First, each time the network 

will boot up, every Directory Authority will generate a new authority certificate which will require the 

extraction of its cryptographic fingerprint as this is necessary to exist in all torrc text files. The 

fingerprints will first need to be imported into the torrc files of all Directory Authorities and also stored 

separately in the host operating system in order to be made available during the boot up script of the 

remaining virtual machines. In addition, the parallel boot up of Directory Authority virtual machines 

would have to be disabled as it could corrupt the text file used to store the fingerprints in the host operating 

system. Although there are many complications and risks with this approach, it significantly increases the 

overall network automation and robustness. However, there was a second problem with this approach 

which could not be overcome. The tor-gencert command requires the import of a password in order to 

generate the authority certificate. Although it is not a recommended and secure practice, the argument --

passphrase-fd can be used to read the password from a file. However, there is currently a bug (Fossies, 

2017) with the argument --passphrase-fd, with a bug-fix on Tor version 0.2.7.3 (Tor version 0.2.4.27 is the 

latest in Debian wheezy repositories).  

Having in mind the above complications, a different approach was adopted. At first, three bash scripts 

(dirauth_gen_keys.sh, relay_gen_keys.sh, client_gen_key.sh) were uploaded to all virtual machines using 

the Shared folder and the command lstart was used to start the fourth network version. The 

dirauth_gen_keys.sh script was executed in each Directory Authority virtual machine and generate all 

necessary Tor keys, as illustrated in Table 4.20. However, any modification in Netkit-ng virtual machines 

does not persist during shutdown. Consequently, the same script was used to copy the  

/var/lib/tor/fingerprint, /var/lib/tor/keys and /etc/tor/torrc to the /hostlab/$name, where  
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$name is the name of the virtual machine. The script completed execution by extracting the authority 

certificate fingerprint and the onion fingerprint and storing them in a dirauth_fingerprints.txt text file, 

located inside the Netkit-ng lab directory. Similar functionality and actions were performed by the 

relay_gen_keys.sh script in each Tor relay virtual machine and by client_gen_key.sh script in each Tor 

client, with the exception of generating authority certificates (this is unnecessary for Tor relays and 

clients). Then, the fourth network version was stopped using the command lhalt. At this point, it is worth 

mentioning that the passphrase for the command tor-gencert, used in the dirauth_gen_keys.sh script, was 

imported manually.  

Following the completion of the above steps, each Netkit-ng virtual machine folder, located in the lab 

directory, contained a set of cryptographic keys used by Tor and a torrc text file. Finally, the cryptographic 

fingerprints of Directory Authorities, located in the dirauth_fingerprints.txt text files, were used to 

manually configure the individual torrc text files of each virtual machine. The dirauth_gen_keys.sh, 

relay_gen_keys.sh and client_gen_key.sh scripts are available in Appendix K.  

4.10.3 Data Collection  

The data presented in Tables 4.20 – 4.21 was acquired based on the set of network evaluation criteria 

(section 4.4) and was used to compare and evaluate the fourth virtual network versions with the third. Due 

to the rather large number of virtual machines, the complete tables of data is presented in Appendix N, O 

and P. Also, the routing paths, presented in Table 4.20, list only the three newly added virtual machines, 

since nothing else had changed from the previous version. 

Table 4.20.   Version 4: Tor Integration – routing paths  

NO  VIRTUAL        IP                       NETWORK                            DEFAULT  

 
 

MACHINE   INTERFACE   GATEWAY   

1.   dirauth3   10.35.0.1   eth0   10.35.0.254   

2.   dirauth4   10.36.0.1   eth0   10.36.0.254   

3.   dirauth5   10.37.0.1   eth0   10.37.0.254   

4.   internet   
10.35.0.254   
10.36.0.254   

10.37.0.254   

eth35   
eth36   

eth3 7   

10.35 .0. 1   
10.36.0.1   

10.37.0.1   
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Table 4.21.   Version 4: Tor Integration – running services  

VIRTUAL  
NO                                                                            RUNNING SERVICES  

MACHINE  

bind9, dbus, ebtables, lxc, resolvconf, rpcbind,  
                 1.        All virtual machines                                              rsyslog, ssh  
 
                                    dns, gw1, gw2,                                                             tor  

internet 

 

Table 4.22.   Version 4: Tor Integration – portability  

  DIRECTORIES / FILES  STORAGE ALLOCATION  

1.  Lab directory (7 items)  1.8 MB  

2.  netkit-ng (827 items)  2.1 GB = 2 100 000 KB  

TOTAL  -  2 101 800 KB  

 

 

 

 Table 4.23.   Version 4: Tor integration – speed  

                              VM BOOT UP TIME            NETWORK BOOT TIME  

 

 

  

  VM   
min: sec. millisec ( )   ) min: sec. millisec (   

1.   dns   00:20.88   00:20.88   

2.   internet   00:54.87   01:15.75   

......   ……   ……   ……   

33.   relay30   00:14.76   02:41.14   

……   ……   ……   ……   

43 .   pc4   00:22.47   03:18.15   
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Table 4.24.   Version 4: Tor Integration – hardware limitations  

      VIRTUAL   MEMORY                STORAGE                    CPU  
           MACHINE              ALLOC. ON               ALLOC. ON    USAGE ON / SYSTEM         RUN 

TIME                RUN  TIME                       RUN TIME  

1.  dirauth1  277 MB  772 KB  0.7% – 1.3%  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 4.25.   Version 4: Tor Integration – Open Ports  

 

 

4.10.4 Network Evaluation 

Although the network size of the fourth virtual network version did not substantially increase, there are still 

major differences when compared with previous versions. The update and installation of new software 

packages, the allocation of additional memory to all virtual machines and the configuration and 

deployment of the Tor Directory Authorities, relays and clients significantly increase the overall 

……   ……   ……   ……   ……   

10.   pc1   149  MB   448  KB   0.7 %  –   1.3 %   

……   ……   ……   ……   ……   

TOTAL   -   
7936  MB  ≈   

7.9  GB   
 KB  24152 ≈   

24.1  MB   
30.1 %  –   
55.9 %   

  

  VM   OPEN PORT   PROTOCOL   SERVICE   

……   ……   ……   ……   ……   

6.   pc1   -   pc4   

0.0.0.0:5000   
19*.168.0.10* :53   

127.0.0.1:9011   

tcp   
tcp   
tcp   

tor   
named   

tor   

7 .   
dirauth1   -   
dirauth5   

0.0.0.0:5000   
0.0.0.0:7000   
10.* .0.1:53   

tcp   
tcp   
tcp   

tor   
tor   

named   

8 .   
relay1   -   
relay30   

10.* .0.1:53   
0.0.0.0:5000   

tcp   
tcp   

named   
tor   
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complexity of the network infrastructure. Besides the evaluation and comparison of the collected data 

versus the third virtual network (WAN with DNS), this subsection aims at analysing a number of 

unexpected system behaviours and providing a concise, justifiable evaluation of interesting network and 

system characteristics. The last goal of this subsection is to identify and highlight possible network or 

system improvements, which could be implemented during the fifth and final version of development.  

The results obtained regarding network routing paths, portability and speed are identical to the third 

network version (WAN with DNS). Despite the fact that the Netkit-ng filesystem was updated and 

additional packages were installed, the storage allocation remained at approximately 2.1 GB. The fourth 

network version required an additional 41 seconds to boot up (3:18) compared with the third network 

version (02:37), which was expected since three additional virtual machines were added and the tor service 

was initiated from the Upstart scripts.  

As discussed during the Netkit-ng filesystem update, a number of services were automatically started and 

imported to the Upstart scripts. The command updaterc.d was used to remove them and the command 

service --status-all was used to verify their removal. However, based on the open ports and running 

services obtained during the data collection, it can be assumed that the rpcbind, bind9, ssh and dbus 

services were still running on all virtual machines. In addition, the Tor service was started on all virtual 

machines. Nevertheless, the command service --status-all could not recognise that the tor service was 

running, with the exception of gw1, gw2, internet and dns virtual machines.  

Although there is no clear explanation why the Tor service was not listed as running in the majority of 

virtual machines, it could still be verified through open ports (netstat), operating system processes (top) 

and upstart listing (ls /etc/rc*.d) that the tor service was indeed running. Having in mind that Netkit-ng 

uses a modified version of the Debian Wheezy operating system, it can be speculated that both systemd and 

init.d initialization tools were used in all virtual machines. This is due to the 2013 migration of Debian to 

systemd from Upstart, preserving the Upstart and SysV initialization tools in order to guarantee backward 

compatibility. Consequently, running service --status-all was listing services that used a more traditional 

initialization script. For instance, the torrc text file had not been modified in the dns, gw1, gw2 and 

internet virtual machines, resulting in the use of @CONFDIR@/torrc-defaults script, which contained a 
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default Tor configuration (this is used if the /etc/tor/torrc text file is not modified). Similarly, the remaining 

virtual machines did not list tor as a running service through the service command, since their torrc text 

files had been modified, resulting in the execution of a native initialization script. The speculation that 

more than one initialization tools were used by Netkit-ng virtual machines could be verified through the 

use of locate command (line 1-4).   

1: updated  

2: locate upstart  

3: locate systemd  

4: locate init.d  

The most interesting but at the same time troubling results concern the total memory allocation of the 

fourth network version. Specifically, the consumption of RAM by each Netkit-ng virtual machine ranged 

between 149 MB to 534 MB, with an overall RAM allocation of approximately 7.9 GB. Having in mind 

that the host operating system (Ubuntu) was allocated 4 GB of RAM and that the laptop (MacBook Pro) 

had a total of 16GB available, the amount of allocated RAM by the fourth network version was extremely 

high. However, one must bear in mind that Netkit-ng virtual machines would be allowed to access an 

overall RAM of 7.9 GB, only in case there was a need for it.  

Nonetheless, as a result there could be a significant amount of memory swapping, meaning that there 

would be a constant data exchange between the RAM and the hard disk, since the system required more 

RAM than the available amount. However, the fact that memory swapping would happen in an already 

virtualized environment (Ubuntu), makes its analysis an extremely complex task that requires deep 

knowledge of the virtualization system in use (Parallels for Mac). Memory swapping is normally executed 

by the operating system kernel or, in the case of virtualized environments by the hypervisor process. 

Although the concept of memory swapping is considered outside the project boundaries, it is a critical 

aspect of the virtual network infrastructure, as it can severely affect the system performance.  

As discussed in section 4.4, each Netkit-ng virtual machine contains three sub-processes that are 

responsible for the execution of Netkit-ng modules such as the creation of a virtual network hub and the 

I/O in the allocated .disk file. However, as it can be observed through the htop tool, the only difference 

between those three sub-processes is the process id. Based on these similarities, a hypothesis could be 

made: if a Netkit-ng virtual machine could operate with only one of these three sub-processes and having 
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in mind that they access the same memory block, then the overall network consumption of RAM could be 

reduced. Due to the lack of documentation regarding the processes required by Netkitng virtual machines 

to operate, two experiments were conducted to verify this hypothesis.  

The goal of the first experiment was to validate the current Netkit-ng configuration in the host operating 

system (Ubuntu) and reject the possibility of a mistake during the preliminary steps of the project (section 

4.1 - 4.2). A new virtual machine was built using an Ubuntu 18.04 .iso file and the Netkit-ng was 

downloaded and configured, following the steps discussed in section 4.2. The command vstart vm1 was 

used to initiate a Netkitng virtual machine and the command htop was used to check the associated running 

processes. As expected, the vm1 virtual machine was using the same six processes discussed in section 

4.4. The same experiment was conducted on an Ubuntu 18.04.3 and an Ubuntu 18.04 with identical 

results. Based on the first experiment, the configuration of Netkit-ng was considered valid.  

The second experiment aimed at checking whether a Netkit-ng virtual machine was able to operate with 

only one of the three sub-processes running. The command vstart vm1 was used to initiate a Netkit-ng 

virtual machine. Then, the process ids of the three subprocesses were extracted from the htop command 

and the command kill was used to terminate two of the three running processes. The vm1 virtual machine 

continued to run without any interruption or error message. However, when the command ping was used 

in vm1 the virtual machine froze. When the last remaining process was killed the vm1 virtual machine 

crashed.  

In order to better understand the functionality of each of the three running processes, vm1 was booted up 

again and the command strace <pid> was used to debug the three processes. According to the output of 

strace, one of the running processes was managing the I/O operations of vm1 while another process was 

responsible for networking operations. No functionality or strace output was observed regarding the third 

process. The same experiment was conducted several times to verify the results. The only attained 

observation made, was that the process with the lowest pid was always the one that was idle. The results 

were further verified by conducting the same experiment in the internet, relay1 and dns virtual machines 

of the fourth virtual network. Based on the outcomes of the second experiment, the hypothesis that a 
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Netkit-ng virtual machine can operate with only one of these three sub-processes was rejected. However, 

the purpose of the third sub-process (the one with the highest pid number) remained unclear.   

4.10.5 Tor Configuration Evaluation  

By design, Tor generates a number of useful information and log files depending on the network role of the 

system (client, relay, Directory Authority), with the majority of this log files located in /var/lib/tor/ and 

/var/log/tor/. The goal of this subsection is to analyse the configuration of Tor based on the information 

contained in the info.log text files located in dirauth1, relay1 and pc1. The specific files are selected 

because they contain the most detailed information regarding the actions and processes performed by each 

Tor entity. Due to the substantial size of each info.log text file (4000 lines in 18 minutes), only a sample 

version, obtained from the dirauth1 virtual machine is provided in Appendix Q.  

Following the initialization of the fourth network version, the tor service was started. Initially, Tor relay 

and Tor client virtual machines attempted to connect to one of the nine real Tor Directory Authorities in 

order to fetch the latest version of consensus. This is due to the fact that a cache-consensus text file was 

downloaded, along with the Tor package, during the execution of apt-get install tor. Once all fetch 

consensus requests returned an http status code 404 (“Not Found”), the tor service recognised the addition 

of the five new Tor Directory Authorities located in the /etc/tor/torrc text file and attempted to match the 

cryptographic fingerprints with existing records in the cached_ consensus text file. As expected, the 

matching process failed, since the five new Tor Directory Authorities did not exist in the cached_ 

consensus. As a result, all Tor relays and Tor clients attempted to initiate a TLS session with any of the 

five reachable Tor Directory Authorities in order to authenticate their fingerprints. This procedure was 

repeated continuously until an authentication and a new consensus file was received from at least three of 

the five Tor Directory Authorities.   

At the same time, the five Tor Directory Authority virtual machines after the failed attempts to connect to 

the nine real Tor Directory Authorities, they started a process of authenticating between them by 

establishing TLS sessions and authenticating the fingerprints located in the /etc/tor/torrc text file. Once 

this authentication procedure was completed all five Tor Directory Authority virtual machines started 

requesting and collecting relay and client descriptor files in order to generate a new consensus document. 
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The process of generating a new consensus file took approximately one minute to complete. Once all five 

Tor Directory Authority virtual machines created their own version of consensus, a voting procedure was 

initiated between them (section 2.6.4), which took approximately nine minutes to complete. Upon 

completion, an identical consensus document was published on all five Tor Directory Authority virtual 

machines. Then, all Tor relay virtual machines attempted to fetch the consensus document, a task that 

took approximately three minutes. The last Tor entities that obtained a copy of consensus, fifteen minutes 

after the initialization of the fourth network version, were the Tor clients. At this point in time, the Tor 

clients were in a position to start the process of building Tor circuits. The consensus document was 

refreshed every fifteen minutes, by repeating the same processes.  

4.11 Version 5: Tor Experimental Network  

The fifth and final network version aims at addressing a number of deficiencies and problems that have 

been identified during the previous network and tor configuration evaluation. Upon completion, it also 

aims at producing an isolated Tor experimental network that incorporates the majority of capabilities and 

processes of the real Tor network. To this extent, two additional virtual machines, which act as 

webservers, were added to the virtual network in order to provide another interface for experimentation. 

This subsection concludes with the incorporation of Object Oriented Programming principles (OOP) in 

the shared.startup script and the implementation of the kill_duplicates.sh script, with the objectives of 

improving the overall network efficiency, lowering the amount computational power required during boot 

up and reducing the overall memory consumption. Figure 4.8 illustrates the network topology, IP ranges 

and running services of the produced Tor experimental network.  
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Figure 4.8 Tor Experimental Networks 

4.11.1 Development  

Initially, two virtual machines (webser1, webser2) were added to the virtual network and an Apache web 

service was started using the command /etc/init.d/apache2. The two webservers were connected directly to 

the internet virtual machine but they were not part of the virtual Tor network, aiming at providing an 

additional experimentation interface. For instance, pc1 virtual machine could send an http request to the 

Apache web server running on port 80 of the webser1 virtual machine either through the internet virtual 

machine or using the Onion Proxy running on localhost port 9011 of pc1 virtual machine.  

Besides the addition of the two webservers, the main focus of this development activity was to improve the 

overall network efficiency by eliminating unnecessary services and optimising existing functionality. To 

this extent, a number of software packages, such as rpcbind, dnsmasq, pdns_recursor, dbus, quagga and 

wireshark-common were permanently removed from the Netkit-ng filesystem, in order to reduce the 

overall filesystem size. Also, the command update-rc.d “package-name” disable | remove was used to 

disable and then remove all software packages configured to start on boot up through the Upstart 
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initialization tool, with the exception of Debian Wheezy and Netkitng dependent packages, is listed and 

explained in Appendix R. At this point, it is important to highlight that the tor service was also removed 

from the Upstart services, in order to prevent its execution on virtual machines that were not part of the 

virtual Tor network like gw1, gw2, dns and internet.  

Consequently, the function initiating_tor(), declared in the shared.startup script was executed in all Tor-

configured virtual machines, to start the tor service. To further optimize the shared.startup code quality, 

repeated code fractions were wrapped in functions and the nested if statements were replaced by a switch 

statement.  

Having in mind the analysis of the latest network evaluation, regarding the total memory consumption of 

the fourth network version and based on the conclusions of the two experiments (1. verification of Netkit-

ng configuration, 2. killing of duplicate virtual machine processes), a kill_duplicates.sh script was 

produced. This script was able to identify all running Netkit-ng virtual machines, extract the process id of 

the three identical sub-processes and then kill the one with the highest pid number. The final version of 

shared.startup and kill_duplicates.sh is available in Appendix S.  

It is important to mention that despite the fact that the execution of kill_duplicates.sh script, reduced the 

number of running operating system processes and the allocation of relevant resources, the script was not 

actually used in the following data collection and evaluation processes. In general, the termination of any 

operating system sub-processes without knowing their exact purpose is considered a highly insecure 

practice and should be avoided.  

4.11.2 Data Collection  

The data presented below was captured based on the network evaluation criteria (section 4.4) and was used 

to compare and evaluate the produced Tor Experimental environment with the previous network versions. 

Due to the increased number of virtual machines, the complete data of Table 31 (speed) are presented in 

Appendix T, and only a selected number of machines are presented in this subsection. Due to the similarity 

of results with the fourth network version, network routing paths (Table 4.26) and hardware limitations 

(Table 4.30) consider only the two newly added virtual machines (webser1, webser2).  
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Table 4.26.   Version 5: Tor Experimental Network – routing paths  

NO  VIRTUAL           IP                               NETWORK                 DEFAULT  
                            MACHINE                                             INTERFACE                GATEWAY  

1.  webser1  10.38.0.1   eth0  10.38.0.254  

2.  webser2  10.39.0.1   eth0  10.39.0.254  

3.  internet  
10.38.0.254  

10.39.0.254  

 eth38 

eth39  

10.38.0.1  

10.39.0.1  

  

Table 4.27.   Version 5: Tor Experimental Network – running services  

NO                      VIRTUAL MACHINE                                  RUNNING SERVICES  

1.  
All virtual machines except dns, gw1, gw2, 

internet, webser1, webser2  
tor  

2.  dns  bind9  

3.  webser1, webser2  appache2  

  

Table 4.28.   Version 5: Tor Experimental Network – portability  

                               DIRECTORIES / FILES         STORAGE ALLOCATION  

 1.                  Lab directory (7 items)  1.8 MB  

 

  

Table 4.29.   Version 5: Tor Experimental Network – speed  

                                                                      VM BOOT UP TIME              NETWORK BOOT TIME  
            VM  

                                                                      (min: sec. millisec)                 (min: sec. millisec)  

1.  dns  00:15.30  00:15.30  

……  ……  ……  ……  

43.  pc2  00:17.94  

02:39.30  43.  pc3  00:17.94  

43.  pc4  00:17.94  

 

 

2.   netkit - ng (827 items)   2.1  GB = 2 100 000 KB   

TOTAL   -   2  101 800 KB   
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Table 4.30.   Version 5: Tor Experimental Network – hardware limitations  

VIRTUAL          MEMORY                 STORAGE                      CPU  
     MACHINE        ALLOC. ON                ALLOC. ON                  USAGE ON  

 
25 MB  55.9%  

  

Table 4.31.   Version 5: Tor Experimental Network – Open Ports  

                                     VM                OPEN PORT             PROTOCOL                SERVICE  

1.  relay1 - relay30  0.0.0.0:5000  tcp  tor  

2.  pc1 - pc4  127.0.0.1:9011  
tcp 

tcp  

tor 

tor  

3.  
dirauth1 -  

dirauth5  

0.0.0.0:5000  

0.0.0.0:7000  

tcp 

tcp  

tor 

tor  

 

 

 

4.11.3 Network Evaluation 

The network routing paths, portability and hardware limitation results, obtained during the latest data 

collection, are very similar to the data collected during the fourth network version. Consequently, this 

subsection focuses on the analysis and overall evaluation of the running services and open ports.   

/ SYSTEM   RUN TIME   RUN TIME      RUN TIME   

1.   webser1   149   MB   460   KB   %  0.7 –   1.3 %   

2.   webser2   1 49   MB   450   KB   0.7 %  –   1.3 %   

3 .   
Network  
Hop I39   

 KiB  7552 ≈   
7.7  MB   

-   0 %   

4 .   
UML  

Switch I39   
2172  KiB  ≈   

 MB 2.2   
-   % 0   

5 .   
Network  
Hop I40   

7552  KiB  ≈   
7.7  MB   

-   0 %   

6 .   
UML  

Switch I40   
 KiB  2172 ≈   

2.2  MB   
-   0 %   

……   ……   ……   ……   ……   

TOTAL   -   8.1  GB   
2506 2  KB  ≈   %  30.1 –   

4.   
webser1,  
webser2   

:::80   tcp6   apache2   

5.   dns   

127.0.0.1:953   

127.0.0.1:53   
::1:953   

:::53   
10.4.0.230:53   

tcp   

tcp   
tcp6   

tcp6 / udp6   
tcp / udp   

rndc   

rndc   
rndc   

rndc   
named   

6 .   

dirauth1  -   
dirauth5   

relay1  -   relay30   

0.0.0.0: *   udp   tor   
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As discussed in the evaluation of the fourth network version (Tor Integration), the bind9, dbus, rpcbind, 

ssh and tor services were running on all virtual machines. However, there was no real need for the use of 

dbus, rpcbind and ssh in any of the virtual machines. Also, the bind9 service should have been used only 

by the dns virtual machine, since it was allocated the role of a DNS server for the entire network 

infrastructure. Finally, there was a small number of virtual machines that ran the tor service without being 

part of the virtual Tor network. In order to address these deficiencies, appropriate actions were taken 

during the development of the fifth virtual network version. As a result, the number of running services in 

all virtual machines of the fifth network version, were significantly reduced, as illustrated in Table 4.27.  

In addition, the Tor clients of the fourth network version were configured via the /etc/tor/torrc text file to 

run the onion proxy software on the localhost port 9011, which allowed them to redirect their traffic in the 

Tor network. Also, the OrPort functionality was enabled via port 5000. However, OrPort mostly used by 

Tor relays or Tor clients wishing to run a Tor hidden service. Since neither of the two cases is valid, the 

attribute OrPort 5000 was removed from the /etc/tor/torrc text file of all Tor client virtual machines (pc1 - 

pc4). As a result, the Tor clients of the fifth network version used only port 9011 (Table 4.31).  

 

4.12 Tor Experimental Network Evaluation  

This subsection concludes the second development and evaluation phase of the project and aims to 

highlight the most important characteristics of the produced Tor Experimental Network. Particular 

attention is given to unexpected system behaviours and peculiar network aspects. This subsection 

completes with the design, implementation and analysis of experiments which are used as a proof of 

concept.  

4.12.1 Important Observations  

Based on what has been discussed in Chapter 2 (The Onion Router) and according to the Tor 

documentation (TorProject, 2017k), the UDP protocol is not used in the Tor network. However, it was 

observed using the command netstat -tu that the tor service, running in all Tor relays and Tor Directory 

Authorities in the produced Tor experimental network, had randomly selected a port (30000 and above) 

listed as UDP. According to the Tor tickets #8219 (elgo, 2017) and #965 (Sebastian, 2014), earlier versions 

of Tor used to allow Tor relays to perform DNS queries (hence the selection of a random UDP port) in 
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order to test their own DNS resolution (even though they shouldn’t be willing to perform DNS queries for 

Tor clients) and latest version of Tor maintains a random UDP port in all Tor exit relays, as they might 

need to perform a DNS query on behalf of a Tor client and then return the results to the Tor client through 

the Tor circuit.   

Having in mind the above, additional tests and significant observations were made. Before discussing 

these observations, one must be aware that a Tor relay can be assigned up to six flags: (i) Valid, (ii) Guard, 

(iii) Exit, (iv) Fast, (v) Stable and (vi) Running, all listed in the consensus document. Initially, it was 

observed through the newly generated and shared consensus document that both the Exit and Guard flags 

were assigned to all Tor relays, meaning that the specific Tor relays could act either as an Entry or an Exit 

node. Figure 4.9 illustrates the use of the listing.sh script to extract the information from the consensus file 

of the dirauth5 virtual machine.  

 

Figure 4.9   Extraction of Tor relay flags from consensus file 

The files /var/lib/tor/router-stability and /var/lib/tor/v3-status-votes can be used to provide the reasoning 

behind the decision of the Tor Directory Authorities to assign the Exit and Guard flags to all running Tor 

relays. As discussed in section 2.7, in order for a Tor relay to be an Entry node it needs to have an up-time 

greater than 12,5%, provide at least 250 KB/s bandwidth and have a WFU (Weighted Fractional Uptime) 

of 98%. However, the produced Tor experimental network does not contain “Tor Bandwidth  

Authorities” (Stem, 2017), which are responsible for taking periodic measurements of all Tor relays and 

share them with the Tor Directory Authorities. As a result, the bandwidth and WFU of all Tor relays are 
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set to Unmeasured = 1. In the real Tor network, any Tor relay with Unmeasured=1 is removed from the 

consensus.  However, since the attribute TestingTorNetwork 1 is included in all torrc text files, this is an 

acceptable behaviour. Similarly, a Tor relay can be assigned the flag Exit if it fulfils the above mentioned 

Guard requirements and is allowed exits to at least two of the ports 80 (HTTP), 443 (standard TCP port 

which use SSL) and 6667 (IRC service). Since the attribute FirewallPorts is not specified in any of the 

/etc/tor/torrc text files and the command ExitPolicy “IP” does not specify a range of acceptable exit ports 

(e.g. reject *:80), all Tor relays of the produced Tor Experimental Network are eligible to be Exit nodes. As 

a result of all the above, the Tor Directory Authorities set both the flags Exit and Guard for all Tor relays.  

4.12.2 Proof of Concept - Traffic Capturing  

A number of actions and experiments were conducted in order to verify the validity and correctness of the 

produced Tor Experimental Network.  The main objective of the experiments was to verify the correctness 

of the Tor workflow and to test that a Tor Client was able to build a Tor circuit and communicate via the 

Tor network with an Apache webserver. Furthermore, the experiments aimed at identifying whether there 

were any complications due to the Exit and Guard flags set for all Tor relays.  

The virtual machine pc4 was selected as Tor client and the webser1 as the Apache webserver. In order to 

identify the Tor exit node which was selected by the pc4 virtual machine, tcpdump was deployed in the 

webser1 virtual machine. The command curl -socks5 127.0.0.1:9011 http:/10.38.0.1 was used to send an 

http request from pc4 via the Onion Proxy (localhost 9011) to the webserver. As illustrated in Figure 4.9, 

the webserver received the request from the IP 10.28.0.1 (relay24).  

 

 

 

Figure 4.10  HTTP request from Tor Exit relay24 to webserver 

 

In order to identify the Tor middle relay, tcpdump was deployed on relay24 and a second http request was 

sent from pc4 to the webserver. As illustrated in Figure 4.10, the relay24 virtual machine received a series 

of encrypted packets from IP 10.9.0.1 (relay5). It is worth mentioning that the size of encrypted packets 

was 611 bytes since, besides the 512 bytes of each Tor cell (section 2.10), the Tor cells are wrapped in the 

headers of three additional protocols: TLS, IP and Ethernet.  
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Figure 4.11   Tor Exit relay communication with webserver and Tor middle relay Next, 

tcpdump was deployed on relay5 (Tor middle relay) to identify the Tor Entry relay. Figure 4.11 illustrates the 

encrypted communication originating from the Tor entry relay with IP 10.34.0.1 (relay30) and forwarded to the exit 

relay with IP 10.28.0.1 (relay24). 

 

Figure 4.12   Traffic passing through the Tor middle relay5 

The results were verified by observing the traffic in relay30 as illustrated in Figure 4.13.  

 

Figure 4.13   Traffic passing through the Tor Entry relay30 

Finally, tcpdump was used on the Tor client (pc4) to double check the validity of the results and verify the 

redirection of the http request through the Onion Proxy as illustrated in Figure 4.14  

 
 

Figure 4.14   Traffic redirection through the onion proxy 
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Based on the obtained results, the Tor circuit constructed by the virtual machine pc4, which is a Tor client, 

is relay30 => relay5 => relay24. Also, as can be observed in Figures 4.6 to 4.14, the traffic passing through 

the Tor middle and Tor entry nodes is encrypted as expected, despite the fact that both relays could be used 

as Tor Exit relays.  

4.12.3 Proof of Concept - Controller Interface  

From version 0.1.0.11 onwards Tor provides to Tor clients an alternative way of managing Tor circuits, 

known as Controller Interface. According to the Tor documentation, a controller is a python-based 

program that connects to the Tor clients and allows them to send control commands such as getinfo, 

setevents and setconf (Mathewson, 2005). Consequently, the attribute ControlPort 12345 was set in all 

/etc/tor/torrc text files in order to allow the deployment of the Tor Controller Interface. The connection 

could have been made through the use of netcat or telnet utilities.  

However, in order to increase security and prevent unauthorised access to the service, Tor requires the use 

of two additional attributes: (i) HashedControlPassword which contains the hash value of a password, 

generated by tor --hash-password “password” and is located in the /etc/tor/torrc file and (ii) the use of a 

CookieAuthentication attribute which generates an authentication cookie located at 

/run/tor/control.authcookie. However, for the purposes of this experiment the attribute 

CookieAuthentication was set to 0, meaning that the Controller Interface would not request a password 

during the establishment of the connection.  

Next, the command telnet localhost 12345 was used in pc1 virtual machine to connect to the Tor controller 

interface. AUTHENTICATE followed by space was used to authenticate to the service and then the 

command getinfo circuit-status was used to request the randomly select and verified Tor circuits of the pc4 

virtual machine. Figure 4.15 illustrates the procedure of connecting to the Tor controller interface and 

requesting circuit information.  
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Figure 4.15   Requesting Tor circuit information via the Tor controller interface 

In conclusion, the results obtained during the traffic capturing experiment and the use of Tor controller 

interface do not indicate any complication or issues in the overall Tor workflow of the Tor experimental 

network. As expected, there was an encrypted communication within the Tor network and the Tor exit 

relay decrypted the traffic and propagated it to the public network. In addition, a number of different Tor 

circuits were constructed from each Tor client and all Tor traffic was redirected through the Onion Proxy, 

preventing any leakage of information. Lastly, the UDP protocol was not used by any of the Tor entities.   

4.13 Discussion and Limitations  

This section discusses the outcome of the last development phase by highlighting the key characteristics of 

the created isolated Tor experimental network in comparison with the knowledge gained from the literature 

review. The section begins by outlining the importance of online privacy and anonymity with an emphasis 

in the ways that Tor seeks to provide it. The section then proceeds with a brief overview of the research 

methodology and research approach. Emphasis is also placed in summarising the two practical phases of 

the project and its research implications. The section concludes by discussing the system limitations.   

The increasing collection of personally identifiable information has become an issue of major value and 

importance, significantly undermining the fundamental end user right to online privacy. Tor seeks to 

address the issues surrounding online privacy and provide a means that can enhance end user online 

anonymity. This is achieved through encrypted, tunneled traffic, propagated through a number of randomly 

selected relay servers that are located around the world, until the traffic exits to the public internet.   
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Nonetheless, online privacy enhancing tools, such as Tor, require a significant amount of thorough 

experimentation and service evaluation in order to successfully assess the risks of cyber-attacks and collect 

accurate, scientific network data, in an ethically appropriate manner. Therefore, the development of an 

isolated Tor experiment network can provide an exploratory environment that can be used for secure 

testing and system evaluation.   

Furthermore, the combination of experimental and literature based, research approaches, increased the 

project’s quality and took advantage of the theoretical knowledge gained before initiating the design and 

implementation of a virtual network infrastructure. The establishment of a strong network foundation and 

the sequential network development, analysis and evaluation approach contributed to a concise, effective 

and scientifically verified outcome that incorporated the main principles and capabilities of Tor.  

Specifically, the produced virtual system was built on top of a Wide Area Network that was initially based 

on a Local Area Network.  The implementation of a Domain Name Server and the deployment of two 

Apache webservers, presented a major stepping stone towards the reproduction of a real-world network. 

The subsequent configuration and enactment of Tor directory authorities, relays and clients expanded the 

capabilities and functionalities of the overall infrastructure significantly. The fifth and final network 

version consisted of a total of forty-five virtual machines, each having its own distinct network role. 

Another major aspect of the network development procedure was the creation of X.509 digital certificates 

along with the extraction and distribution of cryptographic fingerprints to all virtual Tor entities.  

4.14 Summary of Development Results  

In order to provide a concise, efficient and scientifically verified virtual network infrastructure, the 

development phase of the study followed a sequential network development, analysis and evaluation 

approach. A set of network evaluation criteria were established and defined prior to the development phase, 

aiming to establish means of comparison between different network versions. The network evaluation 

criteria consisted of routing paths, open port, running services, network portability, speed and hardware 

limitations. The remaining of this subsection summarises the results of the five virtual network versions, as 

follows:  
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 Routing Paths    

Due to the manual creation and distribution of X.509 digital certificates, the correlation of cryptographic 

fingerprints between Tor entities and their assigned IP addresses and to better manage the development 

environment, static IP addresses were used. Specifically, virtual machines that were directly connected to 

the internet virtual machine were allocated an IP address that belonged to a different /16 network (10.0-

39.0.1-254/16).   

In addition, all directly connected virtual machines (to the internet) utilized only their eth0 network 

interface, with the exception of gw1 and gw2 virtual machines that maintained a second network interface 

connected to two individual /24 subnets (192193.168.0.0/24). Also, the internet virtual machine was set as 

the default gateway for all /16 subnets besides the LAN A and B that used their own local router gateway 

(gw1, gw2). The selected routing paths, IP addresses and network topology did not cause any issues or 

concerns in any of the five virtual networks.  

 Open Port / Connections  

The two first network versions focused on the design and deployment of the virtual infrastructure rather 

than the integration of network services. Subsequently, virtual machines of the first (LAN) and second 

(WAN) network versions did not maintained any open ports. During the development of the third network 

version (WAN with DNS) a DNS server was configured to run on ports 53 (named) and 953 (rndc), using 

the bind9 package.  

After the Netkit-ng file system modification that took place during the preliminary development steps of 

the fourth network version (Tor Integration), the tor service was integrated and configured to the virtual 

infrastructure. As a result, all virtual machines that had been allocated a Tor role (relay, directory authority) 

maintained the port 5000 (OrPort). Port 7000 (DirPort) was also used by the Tor Directory Authorities. In 

addition, Tor clients were configured to run an onion proxy on the localhost port 9011. Finally, two apache 

webservers running on port 80, were deployed during the development of the fifth network version (Tor 

experimental network).  
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 Running Services  

After the Netkit-ng filesystem modification that took place during the preliminary development steps of the 

fourth network version (Tor Integration), a number of unexpected services such as dbus, rpcbind, ssh and 

bind9 were running. However, these deficiencies have been addressed during the development phased of 

the fifth network version. As a result, the produced Tor experimental network utilizes only the tor, bind9 

and appache2 services.  

 Portability  

Despite the Netkit-ng filesystem modification, the network portability remained stable in all network 

version at approximately 2.1 GB.  

 Speed  

The network size and complexity of third network version differed substantially (40 virtual machines, 37 

subnets) when compared to the first (3 virtual machines, 1 subnet) and second (10 virtual machines, 7 

subnets) network versions. Nonetheless, the third network version required approximately 2:38 minutes to 

boot up, which was a major improvement considering that the second network version, which consisted of 

only 10 virtual machines, required 2:09 minutes. Since the network size of the fourth and fifth versions was 

similar with the third, the speed results were similar (2:39.30).   

 Hardware Limitations  

The second network version consumed 355.2 MB of RAM which was approximately three times more than 

the first (95.7 MB). However, the memory consumption of the third network version was measured at 1.7 

GB of RAM, which exceeded any expectations.  

Besides the abnormal memory consumption, the third network version required a significant amount of 

computational power that ranged between 28% to 52%, compared with the former two network version that 

required 1.8% to 3.9% and 6% to 13% respectively. The consumption of RAM by each Netkit-ng virtual 

machine in the fourth and fifth network versions ranged between 149 MB to 534 MB, with an overall RAM 

allocation of approximately 7.9 - 8.1 GB. Having in mind that the host operating system (Ubuntu) was 

allocated 4 GB of RAM and that the laptop (MacBook Pro) had a total of 16GB available, the amount of 

allocated RAM was extremely high.  
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4.15 Research Implications  

Aided by the light-weighted, open source nature of the selected simulation environment (Netkit-ng) and the 

well documented configuration practices, the produced Tor experimental network is able to contribute to a 

variety of cyber security domains.  

The achieved system scalability, limited only by the available hardware system resources, contributed 

towards the creation of a secure, isolated environment that can be used for the conduction of research 

experiments. Also, the ability to alter, update or remove software packages allow the investigation and 

exploitation of past and current vulnerabilities, aiming at further understanding and analysing the issues 

leading to an attack. Additionally, the ownership of the entire Tor network allows the examination and 

analysis of time and traffic correlation attacks that are not feasible in the real Tor network.  

The system can also be used as a method of teaching in the context of security architecture, cryptography, 

network protocols and secure communications. Students can experiment and learn in a secure and 

controlled fashion about the network design principles and encryption capabilities of one of the most 

prevailing anonymity system. In a similar fashion, the developed system can be used by law enforcement 

and junior forensic examiners as a training tool in order to enhance their knowledge and confidence in 

extracting Tor-related forensic artefacts.  

Last but not least, the adoption, design and implementation of a similar network infrastructure within the 

boundaries of an enterprise, can impose a major defensive barrier regarding industrial espionage and in 

addressing particularly the issues surrounding insider threats.  

4.16 Limitations  

As with any piece of research, there will always be room for improvement, no matter how much time or 

resources are allocated in the research effort. This section outlines and briefly discusses a number of 

observed system limitations, as follows:  

 Dynamic Scalability  

Despite its substantial network complexity, the produced Tor experimental network does not employ means 

of integrating additional virtual machines in a dynamic way. Although the deployment of additional 
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network entities is considered a fairly easy and well documented process, no means of dynamic generation 

are provided, since the majority of the network infrastructure has been manually created.   

 Allocation of Resources  

This research selected to use the Netkit-ng simulation tool as the development environment due to its low 

demand in hardware resources. Despite the fact that there is a substantial number of virtual machines in the 

produced virtual network, the amount of memory finally allocated (7,9 GB of RAM) exceeded the initial 

project expectations. 

 Tor Bandwidth Authorities  

The lack of Tor bandwidth authority servers and the resulting inability of Tor Directory Authority servers 

to obtain valid bandwidth statistics and measurements, resulted in the allocation of Exit and Guard flags to 

all Tor relays. Although this did not affect the overall functionality of the network (section 5.4.2, 5.4.3), it 

is considered a system limitation as it deviates from the real Tor network functionality.  

 Simulation Interface  

The produced system does not employ a simulation interface that can be used to observe the status and 

operations of each network entity. The increased number of virtual machines makes the overall 

management and control of the virtual infrastructure complex. Netkit-ng supports the deployment of 

“headless” virtual machines, meaning that the specified virtual machine will not be allocated a terminal 

interface, but can rather be operated through an ssh tunnel. However, this action is considered inefficient as 

it can create unnecessary network overheads when combined with the Tor traffic.   

 Static Allocation of Cryptographic Keys  

The process of generating and distributing X.509 digital certificates was performed manually (section 

5.2.2), since the current configuration requires the existence of Tor Directory Authority fingerprints in all 

torch configuration files. Consequently, a manual configuration of all Tor entities is necessary, if one 

decides to generate his/her own certificates.   
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CHAPTER FIVE 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
This chapter summarizes the results regarding each research objective and provides a concise, justifiable 

and evidence-based answer to the research question. It also discusses future work directions.  

5.1 Research Outputs  

Each research objective carried its own importance towards addressing a significant part of the research 

question, as follows:  

1a. To develop an isolated network infrastructure  

The first part of this objective was accomplished through practical experimentation and the utilisation of 

Netkit-ng network simulation environment. The followed detailed and well documented development 

process contributed significantly to the achievement of the research outcomes. The initial design, 

development and deployment of a virtual Local Area Network, followed by its expansion into a Wide Area 

Network produced an adequate isolated network infrastructure. Finally, the integration and configuration of 

a Domain Name Server fulfilled the overall expectations of the objective and delivered a virtual network 

infrastructure that was used as the basis for the subsequent research objectives.   

1b. To integrate Tor in the produced isolated network infrastructure   

The second part of this objective was also achieved through practical experimentation which relied heavily 

on the outcomes of the previous objective. The produced virtual network infrastructure was used as a 

foundation for the integration of Tor. Significant emphasis was given to the configuration of Tor Directory 

Authorities, relays and clients in accordance with the knowledge gained from the conducted literature 

review. The relevant research activity concluded with the delivery of a concise, effic ient and isolated Tor 

experimental network. 

2. To analyze and understand in depth the Tor capabilities regarding its implementation, network 

architecture, cryptographic controls and design.  

This objective was achieved through a comprehensive and thorough analysis of the literature. Due to the 

substantial breadth of the relevant knowledge domain, the research focuses on the areas of network 
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architecture, cryptographic controls and system design. The literature review began with a background 

research regarding the original Tor project (mid-1990s) and proceeded to the examination of the 2nd 

generation Onion Router (2004). An emphasis was given in the design advances and network architecture 

updates, surrounding the themes of Perfect Forward Secrecy, Tor proxy software and TCP streaming.   

The literature review continued by looking at the functionality, capabilities and means of digital 

communications between (i) Tor Directory Authorities, (ii) entry, middle and exit relays, and (iii) Tor 

clients. Significant emphasis was also given to the creation and establishment of Tor circuits and the 

encryption capabilities and algorithms that operate within the Tor network. The literature concluded with 

an overview of the current state of Tor.  

3. To critically evaluate the performance of the developed isolated Tor experimental network and 

define its limitations  

The third and last objective of the research was fulfilled through detailed analysis and intensive 

experimentation. A set of network evaluation criteria, consisting of routing paths, open port, running 

services, network portability and hardware limitations, were established and defined prior to the 

development phase. These evaluation criteria were used for the full duration of the research to assess each 

network version and to determine the deficiencies that needed to be addressed in subsequent versions. 

Wherever necessary, additional experiments were conducted to augment the validity, reliability and 

repeatability of the system and provide a comprehensive view of the system limitations.  

5.2 Conclusion  

The accomplishment of the research objectives answered the research question:  

To what extent can the concepts and principles of Tor help in minimizing privacy concerns in 

online interactions? 

This research activity led to the development of an isolated experimental network that incorporates the 

fundamental principles and core capabilities offered by Tor. The developed system provides the means for 

the creation and establishment of Tor circuits that can be used by Tor clients to access webserver content 

anonymously. The system also includes its own Tor Directory Authorities that receive network statics from 

Tor relays, perform a voting procedure and publish a new consensus document every fifteen minutes. In 
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addition, all network communications between Tor entities are encrypted using elliptic curve cryptography 

and the data streams are transmitted over the TLS protocol. Finally, the system allows for the management 

and control of Tor entities through the Control Port interface.  

Aided by the light-weighted, open source nature of the selected simulation environment (Netkit-ng) and the 

well documented configuration practices, the produced Tor experimental network can also be used as a 

method of teaching in the context of security architecture, cryptography, network protocols, secure 

communications and digital forensics.  

5.3 Future work  

The outputs of this research activity contributed to the creation of a solid research foundation that could be 

used as starting point for future research directions. The remaining of this section presents and discusses 

future research recommendations, as follows:    

5.3.1 Dynamic Network Scalability  

The development of a software-based controller could further increase the flexibility and scalability of the 

system. Software features could include the dynamic configuration of Tor entities, the creation and 

segregation of additional subnets and the automatic deployment of firewalls. Figure 7 illustrates a UML 

structural model diagram of the recommended software enhancements.  

 

Figure 5.1   UML structural model diagram for a dynamic Tor network 
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5.3.2. Hidden Services  

A hidden service is a special Tor protocol that allows Tor clients to offer a variety of services such as email 

servers, web publishing and instant messaging within the boundaries of the Tor network. In addition, the 

Tor project with the collaboration of the Debian team published in 2013 a new, open source operating 

system, named Tails (TorProject, 2013) that supports the use of messaging applications such as Google 

Talk, IRC and Bonjour, utilizing the hidden service protocol. Future research can focus either on the 

deployment and analysis of Tor hidden services on virtual Tor clients or the development of messaging 

application that utilise the capabilities of Tor hidden services. 

5.3.3 System Interface  

The increased number of virtual machines makes the overall management and control of the developed 

virtual infrastructure complex. Future research activity could be developing a software module that will 

collect statistics, measurements and log files from all virtual machines and summarize their status in a 

graphical interface.  

5.3.4 Network Zoning  

The produced system does not take into account the network latency that might occur during real world 

network communication. To cater for this, the system could be divided into different network zones, having 

their own central nodes. The deployment of firewalls in each network zone and the deliberate creation of 

bandwidth bottlenecks could be used to introduce substantial network latency, able to represent a more 

realistic network infrastructure.  

5.3.5 Certificate Authorities  

The possible deployment of master and intermediate Certificate Authorities within the Tor experimental 

network can provide another layer of security to the overall infrastructure and enable the use of https from 

Tor clients. As a result, Tor clients will have the capability to maintain end-to-end encryption, since the 

traffic exiting the Tor network will remain encrypted.  
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 APPENDICES 

Appendix A Consensus Example  
1. network-status-version 3  
2. vote-status consensus  
3. consensus-method 25  
4. valid-after 2017-06-17 02:00:00  
5. fresh-until 2017-06-17 03:00:00  
6. valid-until 2017-06-17 05:00:00  
7. voting-delay 300 300  
8. client-versions  

0.2.4.27,0.2.4.28,0.2.4.29,0.2.5.12,0.2.5.13,0.2.5.14,0.2.6.11,0.2. 
6.12,0.2.7.6,0.2.7.7,0.2.7.8,0.2.8.9,0.2.8.10,0.2.8.11,0.2.8.12,0.2 

.8.13,0.2.8.14,0.2.9.9,0.2.9.10,0.2.9.11,0.3.0.2-alpha,0.3.0.3alpha,0.3.0.4-

rc,0.3.0.5-rc,0.3.0.6,0.3.0.7,0.3.0.8,0.3.1.1alpha,0.3.1.2-alpha,0.3.1.3-

alpha  
9. server-versions  

0.2.4.27,0.2.4.28,0.2.4.29,0.2.5.12,0.2.5.13,0.2.5.14,0.2.6.11,0.2. 

6.12,0.2.7.6,0.2.7.7,0.2.7.8,0.2.8.9,0.2.8.10,0.2.8.11,0.2.8.12,0.2 

.8.13,0.2.8.14,0.2.9.9,0.2.9.10,0.2.9.11,0.3.0.7,0.3.0.8,0.3.1.2alpha,0.3.1.3

-alpha  
10. known-flags Authority Bad Exit Exit Fast Guard HSDir NoEdConsensus Running 

Stable V2Dir Valid  
11. recommended-client-protocols Cons=1-2 Desc=1-2 DirCache=1 HSDir=1 HSIntro=3 

HSRend=1 Link=4 LinkAuth=1 Microdesc=1-2 Relay=2  
12. recommended-relay-protocols Cons=1-2 Desc=1-2 DirCache=1 HSDir=1 HSIntro=3 

HSRend=1 Link=4 LinkAuth=1 Microdesc=1-2 Relay=2  
13. required-client-protocols Cons=1-2 Desc=1-2 DirCache=1 HSDir=1 HSIntro=3 

HSRend=1 Link=4 LinkAuth=1 Microdesc=1-2 Relay=2  
14. required-relay-protocols Cons=1 Desc=1 DirCache=1 HSDir=1 HSIntro=3 HSRend=1 

Link=3-4 LinkAuth=1 Microdesc=1 Relay=1-2  
15. params CircuitPriorityHalflifeMsec=30000 NumDirectoryGuards=3  

NumEntryGuards=1 NumNTorsPerTAP=100 Support022HiddenServices=0 

UseNTorHandshake=1 UseOptimisticData=1 bwauthpid=1 cbttestfreq=10 

pb_disablepct=0 usecreatefast=0  
16. shared-rand-previous-value 8 ot0icPHUE9JyVZDhYJT+Kf6mNrN+BLXjcbxbqvnpeBI=  
17. shared-rand-current-value 8  

SBn5MkltbK+Kmv2fGqAMPvw/bTVPCvy91Cujd2fHZ2Q=  
18. dir-source dannenberg 0232AF901C31A04EE9848595AF9BB7620D4C5B2E 

dannenberg.torauth.de 193.23.244.244 80 443  
19. contact Andreas Lehner  
20. vote-digest F0F0268B314581443873B630265B2831F2C4BA28  
21. dir-source tor26 14C131DFC5C6F93646BE72FA1401C02A8DF2E8B4  

86.59.21.38 86.59.21.38 80 443  
22. contact Peter Palfrader  
23. vote-digest 111CD2BCDF9BBE6F46731E24B6FE0A07B1BE80E2  
24. dir-source longclaw 23D15D965BC35114467363C165C4F724B64B4F66  

199.254.238.53 199.254.238.53 80 443  
25. contact Riseup Networks <collective at riseup dot net> -  

1nNzekuHGGzBYRzyjfjFEfeisNvxkn4RT  
26. vote-digest 96C5D4FA3AD0622CCEB97542E2DE66B3DB81DAFB  
27. dir-source maatuska 49015F787433103580E3B66A1707A00E60F2D15B  

171.25.193.9 171.25.193.9 443 80  
28. contact 4096R/1E8BF34923291265 Linus Nordberg <linus@nordberg.se>  
29. vote-digest 9EED4BB69522E2E819BBECD28AF0FB30E780BEC1  
30. dir-source moria1 D586D18309DED4CD6D57C18FDB97EFA96D330566  

128.31.0.34 128.31.0.34 9131 9101  
31. contact 1024D/28988BF5 arma mit edu  
32. vote-digest 3C6923EBF5B0C3CC7B1C3037202537096245F57E  
33. dir-source dizum E8A9C45EDE6D711294FADF8E7951F4DE6CA56B58  

194.109.206.212 194.109.206.212 80 443  
34. contact 1024R/8D56913D Alex de Joode <adejoode@sabotage.org>  
35. vote-digest 89E6FD95EFAC0718FDC990D7FF424E6FAD5A7DBD  
36. dir-source gabelmoo ED03BB616EB2F60BEC80151114BB25CEF515B226  

131.188.40.189 131.188.40.189 80 443  
37. contact 4096R/261C5FBE77285F88FB0C343266C8C2D7C5AA446D Sebastian Hahn 

<tor@sebastianhahn.net> - 12NbRAjAG5U3LLWETSF7fSTcdaz32Mu5CN  
38. vote-digest EE1A0BF77B6764BC6CBE15B4049C08BD801A4CF6  
39. dir-source Faravahar EFCBE720AB3A82B99F9E953CD5BF50F7EEFC7B97  
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154.35.175.225 154.35.175.225 80 443  
40. contact 0x0B47D56D Sina Rabbani (inf0) <sina redteam net>  
41. vote-digest FC8389E36A9E4E06168B5E9EAAEB9A043ABAD515  
42. r seele AAoQ1DAR6kkoo19hBAX5K0QztNw TbvUJlQyYJahdnJK3SmSRR3DG0g  

2017-06-16 09:11:31 67.161.31.147 9001 0  
43. s Running Stable V2Dir Valid  
44. v Tor 0.2.9.10  
45. pr Cons=1-2 Desc=1-2 DirCache=1 HSDir=1 HSIntro=3 HSRend=1-2 Link=1-4 

LinkAuth=1 Microdesc=1-2 Relay=1-2  
46. w Bandwidth=29  
47. p reject 1-65535  
48. r gfythfh AA3G2vHNskh5QB5Un5afxywdaQ0 tjeH1dDu00VCTuF4DjMhF+PcgCg  

2017-06-16 23:16:53 176.31.126.144 10927 19219  
49. s Fast HSDir Running Stable V2Dir Valid  
50. v Tor 0.2.7.6  
51. pr Cons=1-2 Desc=1-2 DirCache=1 HSDir=1 HSIntro=3 HSRend=1 Link=1-4 LinkAuth=1 

Microdesc=1-2 Relay=1-2  
52. w Bandwidth=945  
53. p reject 1-65535  
54. r CalyxInstitute14 ABG9JIWtRdmE7EFZyI/AZuXjMA4  

2q3KLdpi1/4YE6kQO7PMvJUOflc 2017-06-16 13:19:02 162.247.72.201 443 80  
55. s Exit Fast Guard HSDir Running Stable V2Dir Valid  
56. v Tor 0.3.0.7  
57. pr Cons=1-2 Desc=1-2 DirCache=1 HSDir=1-2 HSIntro=3-4 HSRend=1-2 Link=1-4 

LinkAuth=1,3 Microdesc=1-2 Relay=1-2  
58. w Bandwidth=10100  
59. p accept 20-23,43,53,79-

81,88,110,143,194,220,389,443,464,531,543544,554,563,636,706,749,873,902-

904,981,989- 
995,1194,1220,1293,1500,1533,1677,1723,1755,1863,2082-2083,2086- 
2087,2095-2096,2102-2104,3128,3389,3690,4321,4643,5050,5190,5222- 
5223,5228,5900,6660-6669,6679,6697,8000,8008,8074,8080,8087- 
8088,8332-8333,8443,8888,9418,9999- 
10000,11371,12350,19294,19638,23456,33033,64738  

60. r Neldoreth ABUk3UA9cp8I9+XXeBPvEnVs+o0 Ucsx2DFMSNG/F+maBw02fvOwlHs  
2017-06-16 09:58:18 185.13.39.197 443 80  

61. s Fast Guard HSDir Running Stable V2Dir Valid  
62. v Tor 0.2.9.11  
63. pr Cons=1-2 Desc=1-2 DirCache=1 HSDir=1 HSIntro=3 HSRend=1-2 Link=1-4 

LinkAuth=1 Microdesc=1-2 Relay=1-2  
64. w Bandwidth=8120  
65. p reject 1-65535  
66. r MansikkaMaki04 ABpoc34PraISaJvGDXJn/1XrZyI iDh3K/LuJ3Ua27FATo4lnTIeK5E 2017-

06-16 13:13:58 35.185.111.102 9001 9030  
67. s Fast HSDir Running Stable V2Dir Valid  

…………  
…………  
…………  
  
  

 

Appendix B Version 2: WAN Configuration Files  
 lab.conf  
1: LAB_DESCRIPTION="WAN"  
2: LAB_VERSION="2"  
3: LAB_AUTHOR="Abdullahi Modibbo" 4: 

LAB_EMAIL="modibbo04@gmail.com" 5:  
6: gw1[0]=A  
7: pc1[0]=A  
8: pc2[0]=A 9:  
10: gw2[0]=B  
11: pc3[0]=B  
12: pc4[0]=B 13:  
14: gw1[1]=I1 15: internet[0]=I1 

16:  
17: gw2[1]=I2 18: internet[1]=I2 

19:  
20: dirauth1[0]=I3  
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21: internet[2]=I3 22:  
23: dirauth2[0]=I4  
24: internet[3]=I4 25:  
26: dns[0]=I5  
27: internet[4]=I5  

  
pc1.startup  
1: ifconfig eth0 192.168.0.101/24  
2: route add default gw 192.168.0.254  

  
pc2.startup  
1: ifconfig eth0 192.168.0.102/24  
2: route add default gw 192.168.0.254  

  
pc3.startup  
1: ifconfig eth0 193.168.0.101/24  
2: route add default gw 193.168.0.254  

  
pc4.startup  
1: ifconfig eth0 193.168.0.102/24  
2: route add default gw 193.168.0.254  

  
gw1.startup  
1: ifconfig eth0 192.168.0.254/24  
2: ifconfig eth1 10.0.0.1/16  
3: route add default gw 10.0.0.254  

  
gw2.startup  
1: ifconfig eth0 193.168.0.254/24  
2: ifconfig eth1 10.1.0.1/16  
3: route add default gw 10.1.0.254  

  
dirauth1.startup  
1: ifconfig eth0 10.2.0.1/16  
2: route add default gw 10.2.0.254  
 dirauth2.startup 1: ifconfig eth0 

10.3.0.1/16  
2: route add default gw 10.3.0.254  
 dns.startup  
1: ifconfig eth0 10.4.0.230/16  
2: route add default gw 10.4.0.254  
 internet.startup 1: ifconfig eth0 

10.0.0.254/16  
2: ifconfig eth1 10.1.0.254/16  
3: ifconfig eth2 10.2.0.254/16  
4: ifconfig eth3 10.3.0.254/16  
5: ifconfig eth4 10.4.0.254/16 6:  
7: route add -net 192.168.0.0/24 gw 10.0.0.1  
8: route add -net 193.168.0.0/24 gw 10.1.0.1  
9: route add -net 10.2.0.0/16 gw 10.2.0.1  
10: route add -net 10.3.0.0/16 gw 10.3.0.1  
11: route add -net 10.4.0.0/16 gw 10.4.0.230  
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Appendix C Additional Netkit-ng Services  
  

1. console-screen.sh  

2. hwclock.sh  

3. #mountfs-bootclean.sh  

4. #mountnfs.sh  

5. #setkey  

6. bootmisc.sh  

7. checkfs.sh  

8. checkroot-boot.sh  

9. freeradius  

10. killprocs  

11. kmod  

12. mountall-bootclean.sh  

13. mountall.sh  

14. mountdevsubfs.sh  

15. mountkernfs.sh  

16. mtab.sh  

18. netkit-phase1  

19. netkit-phase2  

20. netkit-

welcome  

21. networking  

22. pdns-recursor  

23. pppd-dns 24. 

guagga  

25. rc.local  

26. rdnssd  

27. screen-cleanup  

28. sendsigs  

29. udev-mtab  

30. umountfs  

31. umountndfs.sh  

32. umountroot  

33. x12tpd  

17. netkit-mount-modules-dir  
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 Appendix D Version 3: WAN with DNS Configuration 
Files  

  
shared.startup 1: #get machine 

name  
2: machine_name=$(echo $(uname -n))  3:   
4: if [ "$machine_name" = "dns" ]; then  
5:    echo "Initializing dns specific 

configuration"  

6:    ip addr add 10.4.0.230/16 dev eth0  

7:    ip link set up dev eth0  

8:    ip route add default via 10.4.0.254  

9:    echo "Initializing DNS Server"  

10:    /etc/init.d/bind9 start  

11:    echo "DNS SERVER STARTED"  

12:    echo "Checking for open ports"  

13:    netstat -tulpn | grep :53  

14: elif [ "$machine_name" = "internet" ]; then  
15:    ifconfig eth0 10.0.0.254/16  

16:    ifconfig eth1 10.1.0.254/16  

17:    ifconfig eth2 10.2.0.254/16  

18:    ifconfig eth3 10.3.0.254/16  

19:    ifconfig eth4 10.4.0.254/16  

20:    ifconfig eth5 10.5.0.254/16  

21:    ifconfig eth6 10.6.0.254/16  

22:    ifconfig eth7 10.7.0.254/16  

23:    ifconfig eth8 10.8.0.254/16  

24:    ifconfig eth9 10.9.0.254/16  

25:    ifconfig eth10 10.10.0.254/16  

26:    ifconfig eth11 10.11.0.254/16  

27:    ifconfig eth12 10.12.0.254/16  

28:    ifconfig eth13 10.13.0.254/16  

29:    ifconfig eth14 10.14.0.254/16  

30:    ifconfig eth15 10.15.0.254/16  

31:    ifconfig eth16 10.16.0.254/16  

32:    ifconfig eth17 10.17.0.254/16  

33:    ifconfig eth18 10.18.0.254/16  
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34:    ifconfig eth19 10.19.0.254/16  

35:    ifconfig eth20 10.20.0.254/16  

36:    ifconfig eth21 10.21.0.254/16  

37:    ifconfig eth22 10.22.0.254/16  

38:    ifconfig eth23 10.23.0.254/16  

39:    ifconfig eth24 10.24.0.254/16  

40:    ifconfig eth25 10.25.0.254/16  

41:    ifconfig eth26 10.26.0.254/16  

42:    ifconfig eth27 10.27.0.254/16  

43:    ifconfig eth28 10.28.0.254/16  

44:    ifconfig eth29 10.29.0.254/16  

45:    ifconfig eth30 10.30.0.254/16  

46:    ifconfig eth31 10.31.0.254/16  

47:    ifconfig eth32 10.32.0.254/16  

48:   ifconfig eth33 10.33.0.254/16  

49:   ifconfig eth34 10.34.0.254/16  

50:   route add -net 192.168.0.0/24 gw 

10.0.0.1  

51:   route add -net 193.168.0.0/24 gw 

10.1.0.1  

52:   route add -net 10.2.0.0/16 gw 10.2.0.1  

53:   route add -net 10.3.0.0/16 gw 10.3.0.1  

54:   route add -net 10.5.0.0/16 gw 10.5.0.1  

55:   route add -net 10.6.0.0/16 gw 10.6.0.1  

56:  route add -net 10.7.0.0/16 gw 10.7.0.1  

57:   route add -net 10.8.0.0/16 gw 10.8.0.1  

58:   route add -net 10.9.0.0/16 gw 10.9.0.1  

59:   route add -net 10.10.0.0/16 gw 

10.10.0.1  

60:   route add -net 10.11.0.0/16 gw 

10.11.0.1  

61:   route add -net 10.12.0.0/16 gw 

10.12.0.1  

62:   route add -net 10.13.0.0/16 gw 

10.13.0.1  

63:   route add -net 10.14.0.0/16 gw 

10.14.0.1  
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64:    route add -net 10.15.0.0/16 gw 

10.15.0.1  

65:    route add -net 10.16.0.0/16 gw 

10.16.0.1  

66:    route add -net 10.17.0.0/16 gw 

10.17.0.1  

67:    route add -net 10.18.0.0/16 gw 

10.18.0.1  

68:    route add -net 10.19.0.0/16 gw 

10.19.0.1  

69:    route add -net 10.20.0.0/16 gw 

10.20.0.1  

70:    route add -net 10.21.0.0/16 gw 

10.21.0.1  

71:    route add -net 10.22.0.0/16 gw 

10.22.0.1  

72:    route add -net 10.23.0.0/16 gw 

10.23.0.1  

73:    route add -net 10.24.0.0/16 gw 

10.24.0.1  

74:    route add -net 10.25.0.0/16 gw 

10.25.0.1  

75:    route add -net 10.26.0.0/16 gw 

10.26.0.1  

76:    route add -net 10.27.0.0/16 gw 

10.27.0.1  

77:    route add -net 10.28.0.0/16 gw 

10.28.0.1  

78:    route add -net 10.29.0.0/16 gw 

10.29.0.1  

79:    route add -net 10.30.0.0/16 gw 

10.30.0.1  

80:    route add -net 10.31.0.0/16 gw 

10.31.0.1  

81:    route add -net 10.32.0.0/16 gw 

10.32.0.1  

82:    route add -net 10.33.0.0/16 gw 

10.33.0.1  

83:    route add -net 10.34.0.0/16 gw 

10.34.0.1  
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84:  elif [ "$machine_name" = "gw1" ]; then  

85:    ifconfig eth0 192.168.0.254/24  

86:    ifconfig eth1 10.0.0.1/16  

87:    route add default gw 10.0.0.254  

88:  elif [ "$machine_name" = "gw2" ]; then  

89:    ifconfig eth0 193.168.0.254/24  

90:    ifconfig eth1 10.1.0.1/16  

91:    route add default gw 10.1.0.254  

92:  elif [ "$machine_name" = "dirauth1" ]; then  

93:    ifconfig eth0 10.2.0.1/16  

94:    route add default gw 10.2.0.254  

95:  elif [ "$machine_name" = "dirauth2" ]; then  

96:    ifconfig eth0 10.3.0.1/16  

97:    route add default gw 10.3.0.254  

98:  elif [ "$machine_name" = "pc1" ]; then  

99:    ifconfig eth0 192.168.0.101/24  

100:   route add default gw 192.168.0.254  

101: elif [ "$machine_name" = "pc2" ]; then  

102:   ifconfig eth0 192.168.0.102/24  

103:   route add default gw 192.168.0.254  

104: elif [ "$machine_name" = "pc3" ]; then  

105:   ifconfig eth0 193.168.0.101/24  

106:   route add default gw 193.168.0.254  

107: elif [ "$machine_name" = "pc4" ]; then  

108:   ifconfig eth0 193.168.0.102/24  

109:  route add default gw 193.168.0.254  

110: elif [ "$machine_name" = "relay1" ]; then  

111:  ifconfig eth0 10.5.0.1/16  

112:  route add default gw 10.5.0.254  

113: elif [ "$machine_name" = "relay2" ]; then  

114:  ifconfig eth0 10.6.0.1/16  

115:  route add default gw 10.6.0.254  

116: elif [ "$machine_name" = "relay3" ]; then  

117: ifconfig eth0 10.7.0.1/16  
118:  route add default gw 10.7.0.254  
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119: elif [ "$machine_name" = "relay4" ]; then  
120:  ifconfig eth0 10.8.0.1/16  
121:  route add default gw 10.8.0.254  
122: elif [ "$machine_name" = "relay5" ]; then  
123:  ifconfig eth0 10.9.0.1/16  
124:  route add default gw 10.9.0.254  
125: elif [ "$machine_name" = "relay6" ]; then  
126:   ifconfig eth0 10.10.0.1/16  
127:   route add default gw 10.10.0.254  
128: elif [ "$machine_name" = "relay7" ]; then  
129:   ifconfig eth0 10.11.0.1/16  
130:   route add default gw 10.11.0.254  
131: elif [ "$machine_name" = "relay8" ]; then  
132:   ifconfig eth0 10.12.0.1/16  
133:   route add default gw 10.12.0.254  
134: elif [ "$machine_name" = "relay9" ]; then  
135:   ifconfig eth0 10.13.0.1/16  
136:   route add default gw 10.13.0.254  
137: elif [ "$machine_name" = "relay10" ]; then  
138:   ifconfig eth0 10.14.0.1/16  
139:   route add default gw 10.14.0.254  
140: elif [ "$machine_name" = "relay11" ]; then  
141:   ifconfig eth0 10.15.0.1/16  
142:   route add default gw 10.15.0.254  
143: elif [ "$machine_name" = "relay12" ]; then  
144:   ifconfig eth0 10.16.0.1/16  
145:   route add default gw 10.16.0.254  
146: elif [ "$machine_name" = "relay13" ]; then  
147:   ifconfig eth0 10.17.0.1/16  
148:   route add default gw 10.17.0.254  
149: elif [ "$machine_name" = "relay14" ]; then  
150:   ifconfig eth0 10.18.0.1/16  
151:   route add default gw 10.18.0.254  
152: elif [ "$machine_name" = "relay15" ]; then  
153:   ifconfig eth0 10.19.0.1/16  
154:   route add default gw 10.19.0.254  
155: elif [ "$machine_name" = "relay16" ]; then  
156:   ifconfig eth0 10.20.0.1/16  
157:   route add default gw 10.20.0.254  
158: elif [ "$machine_name" = "relay17" ]; then  
159:   ifconfig eth0 10.21.0.1/16  
160:   route add default gw 10.21.0.254  
161: elif [ "$machine_name" = "relay18" ]; then  
162:   ifconfig eth0 10.22.0.1/16  
163:   route add default gw 10.22.0.254  
164: elif [ "$machine_name" = "relay19" ]; then  
165:   ifconfig eth0 10.23.0.1/16  
166:   route add default gw 10.23.0.254  
167: elif [ "$machine_name" = "relay20" ]; then  
168:   ifconfig eth0 10.24.0.1/16  
169:   route add default gw 10.24.0.254  
170: elif [ "$machine_name" = "relay21" ]; then  
171:  ifconfig eth0 10.25.0.1/16  
172:  route add default gw 10.25.0.254  
173: elif [ "$machine_name" = "relay22" ]; then  
174:  ifconfig eth0 10.26.0.1/16  
175:  route add default gw 10.26.0.254  
176: elif [ "$machine_name" = "relay23" ]; then  
177:  ifconfig eth0 10.27.0.1/16  
178: route add default gw 10.27.0.254  
179: elif [ "$machine_name" = "relay24" ]; then  
180:  ifconfig eth0 10.28.0.1/16  
181:  route add default gw 10.28.0.254  
182: elif [ "$machine_name" = "relay25" ]; then  
183:  ifconfig eth0 10.29.0.1/16  
184:  route add default gw 10.29.0.254  
185: elif [ "$machine_name" = "relay26" ]; then  
186:   ifconfig eth0 10.30.0.1/16  
187:   route add default gw 10.30.0.254  
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188: elif [ "$machine_name" = "relay27" ]; then  
189:   ifconfig eth0 10.31.0.1/16  
190:   route add default gw 10.31.0.254  
191: elif [ "$machine_name" = "relay28" ]; then  
192:   ifconfig eth0 10.32.0.1/16  
193:   route add default gw 10.32.0.254  
194: elif [ "$machine_name" = "relay29" ]; then  
195:   ifconfig eth0 10.33.0.1/16  
196:   route add default gw 10.33.0.254  
197: elif [ "$machine_name" = "relay30" ]; then  
198:   ifconfig eth0 10.34.0.1/16  
199:   route add default gw 10.34.0.254  
200: fi  
201: echo "Configuring /etc/resolv.conf file"  
202: echo "search torlab.test." > /etc/resolv.conf  
203: echo "nameserver 10.4.0.230" >> /etc/resolv.conf  
204: echo "Restarting networking service"  
205: service networking stop 206: service networking 

start  
207: echo "Testing DNS server"  
208: dig torlab.test  
209: host dns.torlab.test  
 lab.conf  
1: LAB_DESCRIPTION="TOR NETWORK SIMULATOR"  
2: LAB_VERSION="3"  
3: LAB_AUTHOR="Abdullahi Modibbo" 4: 

LAB_EMAIL="modibbo04@gmail.com" 5:  
6: #subnets  
7: gw1[0]=A  
8: pc1[0]=A  
9: pc2[0]=A 10:  
11: gw2[0]=B  
12: pc3[0]=B  
13: pc4[0]=B 14:  
15: #links subnets to internet  
16: gw1[1]=I1 17: internet[0]=I1 

18:  
19: gw2[1]=I2 20: internet[1]=I2 

21:  
22: dirauth1[0]=I3  
23: internet[2]=I3 24:  
25: dirauth2[0]=I4  
26: internet[3]=I4 27:  
28: dns[0]=I5 29: internet[4]=I5 

30:  
31: relay1[0]=I6 32: 

internet[5]=I6 33:  
34: relay2[0]=I7 35: 

internet[6]=I7 36:   
37: relay3[0]=I8 38: 

internet[7]=I8 39:   
40: relay4[0]=I9 41: 

internet[8]=I9 42:  
43: relay5[0]=I10 44: 

internet[9]=I10 45:  
46: relay6[0]=I11 47: 

internet[10]=I11 48:  
49: relay7[0]=I12 50: 

internet[11]=I12 51:  
52: relay8[0]=I13 53: 

internet[12]=I13 54:  
55: relay9[0]=I14 56: 

internet[13]=I14 57:  
58: relay10[0]=I15 59: 

internet[14]=I15 60:   
61: relay11[0]=I16 62: 

internet[15]=I16 63:  
64: relay12[0]=I17 65: 

internet[16]=I17 66:  
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67: relay13[0]=I18  
68: internet[17]=I18  
69  
70: relay14[0]=I19 71: 

internet[18]=I19 72:  
73: relay15[0]=I20 74: 

internet[19]=I20 75:   
76: relay16[0]=I21 77: 

internet[20]=I21 78:  
79: relay17[0]=I22 80: 

internet[21]=I22 81:  
82: relay18[0]=I23 83: 

internet[22]=I23 84:  
85: relay19[0]=I24 86: 

internet[23]=I24 87:  
88: relay20[0]=I25 89: internet[24]=I25 90:  
91: relay21[0]=I26 92: 

internet[25]=I26 93:  
94: relay22[0]=I27 95: 

internet[26]=I27 96:  
97: relay23[0]=I28 98: 

internet[27]=I28 99:  
100: relay24[0]=I29 101: 

internet[28]=I29 102:  
103: relay25[0]=I30 104: 

internet[29]=I30 105:  
106: relay26[0]=I31 107: 

internet[30]=I31 108:  
109: relay27[0]=I32 110: 

internet[31]=I32 111:  
112: relay28[0]=I33 113: 

internet[32]=I33 114:  
115: relay29[0]=I34 116: 

internet[33]=I34 117:  
118: relay30[0]=I35  
119: internet[34]=I35  

   

  

Appendix E DNS Configuration Files  
  

named.conf.local 1: zone 

"torlab.test" {  
2:     type master;  
3:         file "/etc/bind/db.test.torlab";  
4: };  
5: zone "192.in-addr.arpa" {  
6:         type master;  
7:         file "/etc/bind/db.192";  
8: };  
9: zone "193.in-addr.arpa" {  
10:         type master;  
11:         file "/etc/bind/db.193";  
12: };  
13: zone "10.in-addr.arpa" {  
14:         type master;  
15:         file "/etc/bind/db.10";  
16: };   
named.conf.options  
1: options {  
2:  directory "/var/cache/bind";  
3:  forwarders {  
4:    8.8.8.8;  
5:    8.8.4.4;  
6:  };  
7:  forward only;  
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8:  recursion yes;  
9:  allow-query {any;};  
10:  auth-nxdomain no;  
11:  listen-on-v6 {any;};  
12: };  db.test.torlab  
1: $TTL  8h  
2: @ IN SOA     torlab.test.    root.torlab.test. (  
3:    1     ; serial  

4:    8h         ; refresh  

5:    2h         ; retry  

6:    1w         ; expire  

7:    0          ; negative cache 

ttl  

8: )  
9: ;  
10: ; nameserver(s) 11: @ IN  NS 

 dns.torlab.test.  
12:   
13: ; ip's pointing to host  
14: dns    IN  A  10.4.0.230   

15: dirauth1 IN  A  10.2.0.1  

16: dirauth2 IN   A  10.3.0.1  

17: pc1    IN   A 192.168.0.101  

18: pc2    IN  A 192.168.0.102  

19: pc3    IN  A 193.168.0.101  

20: pc4    IN  A 193.168.0.102  

21: relay1   IN  A  10.5.0.1  

22: relay2   IN  A  10.6.0.1  

23: relay3   IN  A  10.7.0.1  

24: relay4   IN  A  10.8.0.1  

25: relay5   IN  A  10.9.0.1  

26: relay6   IN A  10.10.0.1  

27: relay7   IN  A  10.11.0.1  

28: relay8   IN  A  10.12.0.1  

29: relay9   IN  A  10.13.0.1  

30: relay10   IN  A  10.14.0.1  

31: relay11   IN  A  10.15.0.1  

32: relay12   IN  A  10.16.0.1  

33: relay13   IN  A  10.17.0.1  

34: relay14   IN  A  10.18.0.1  

35: relay15   IN  A  10.19.0.1  
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36: relay16   IN  A  10.20.0.1  

37: relay17   IN  A  10.21.0.1  

38: relay18   IN  A  10.22.0.1  

39: relay19   IN  A  10.23.0.1  

40: relay20   IN  A  10.24.0.1  

41: relay21   IN  A  10.25.0.1  

42: relay22   IN  A  10.26.0.1  

43: relay23   IN  A  10.27.0.1  

44: relay24   IN  A  10.28.0.1  

45: relay25   IN  A  10.29.0.1  

46: relay26   IN  A  10.30.0.1  

47: relay27   IN  A  10.31.0.1  

48: relay28   IN  A  10.32.0.1  

49: relay29   IN  A  10.33.0.1  

50: relay30   

51: ; gateways  

IN  A  10.34.0.1  

52: gw1  IN  A  192.168.0.254  

53:  IN  A 

54:    
10.0.0.1  

55: gw2  IN  A  193.168.0.254  

56:  IN  A  10.1.0.1  

57: ; universal    

58: internet IN  A  10.0.0.254  

59:    IN  A  10.1.0.254  

60:    IN  A  10.2.0.254  

61:    IN  A  10.3.0.254  

62:    IN  A  10.4.0.254  

63:    IN  A  10.5.0.254  

64:    IN  A  10.6.0.254  

65:    IN  A  10.7.0.254  

66:    IN  A  10.8.0.254  

67:    IN  A  10.9.0.254  

68:    IN  A  10.10.0.254  

69:    IN  A  10.11.0.254  
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70:    IN  A  10.12.0.254  

71:    IN  A  10.13.0.254  

72:    IN  A  10.14.0.254  

73:    IN  A  10.15.0.254  

74:    IN  A  10.16.0.254  

75:    IN  A  10.17.0.254  

76:    IN  A  10.18.0.254  

77:    IN  A  10.19.0.254  

78:    IN  A  10.20.0.254  

79:    IN  A  10.21.0.254  

80:    IN  A  10.22.0.254  

81:    IN  A  10.23.0.254  

82:    IN  A  10.24.0.254  

83:    IN  A  10.25.0.254  

84:    IN  A  10.26.0.254  

85:    IN  A  10.27.0.254  

86:    IN  A  10.28.0.254  

87:   IN  A  10.29.0.254  

88:   IN  A  10.30.0.254  

89:   IN  A  10.31.0.254  

90:   IN  A  10.32.0.254  

91:   IN  A  10.33.0.254  

92:   IN  A  10.34.0.254  

 db.10 1: $TTL    8h  
2: @ IN      SOA     torlab.test.    root.torlab.test. (  
3:    1      ; serial  

4:    8h         ; refresh  

5:    2h         ; retry  

6:    1w         ; expire  

7:    0          ; negative cache 

ttl  

8:    )  

9: ;  
10: ; dns's nameservers  
11: @ IN  NS  dns.torlab.test.  
12: ;  
13: ; ip's pointing to host domains  
14: ; network ID : "I1" ->>10.0.0.0/16  
15: 1.0.0   IN  PTR gw1.torlab.test.  
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16: 254.0.0   IN  PTR internet.torlab.test.  
17: ; network ID : "I2" ->>10.1.0.0/16  
18: 1.0.1   IN  PTR gw2.torlab.test.  
19: 254.0.1   IN  PTR internet.torlab.test.  
20: ; network ID : "I3" ->>10.2.0.0/16  
21: 1.0.2   IN  PTR dirauth1.torlab.test. 22: 254.0.2   IN 

 PTR internet.torlab.test.  
23: ; network ID : "I4" ->>10.3.0.0/16  
24: 1.0.3   IN  PTR dirauth2.torlab.test. 25: 254.0.3   IN 

 PTR internet.torlab.test.  
26: ; network ID : "I5" ->>10.4.0.0/16 27: 230.0.4   IN 

 PTR dns.torlab.test.  
28: 254.0.4   IN  PTR internet.torlab.test.  
29: ; network ID : "I6" ->>10.5.0.0/16  
30: 1.0.5   IN  PTR relay1.torlab.test.  
31: 254.0.5   IN  PTR internet.torlab.test.  
32: ; network ID : "I7" ->>10.6.0.0/16  
33: 1.0.6   IN  PTR relay2.torlab.test.  
34: 254.0.6   IN  PTR internet.torlab.test.  
35: ; network ID : "I8" ->>10.7.0.0/16  
36: 1.0.7   IN  PTR relay3.torlab.test.  
37: 254.0.7   IN  PTR internet.torlab.test.  
38: ; network ID : "I9" ->>10.8.0.0/16  
39: 1.0.8   IN  PTR relay4.torlab.test.  
40: 254.0.8   IN  PTR internet.torlab.test.  
41: ; network ID : "I10" ->>10.9.0.0/16  
42: 1.0.9   IN  PTR relay5.torlab.test.  
43: 254.0.9   IN  PTR internet.torlab.test.  
44: ; network ID : "I11" ->>10.10.0.0/16 45: 1.0.10   IN 

 PTR relay6.torlab.test.  
46: 254.0.10 IN  PTR internet.torlab.test.  
47: ; network ID : "I12" ->>10.11.0.0/16 48: 1.0.11   IN 

 PTR relay7.torlab.test.  
49: 254.0.11 IN  PTR internet.torlab.test.  
50: ; network ID : "I13" ->>10.12.0.0/16 51: 1.0.12   IN 

 PTR relay8.torlab.test.  
52: 254.0.12 IN  PTR internet.torlab.test.  
53: ; network ID : "I14" ->>10.13.0.0/16  
54: 1.0.13   IN PTR relay9.torlab.test.  
55: 254.0.13 IN  PTR internet.torlab.test.  
56: ; network ID : "I15" ->>10.14.0.0/16 57: 1.0.14   IN 

 PTR relay10.torlab.test.  
58: 254.0.14 IN  PTR internet.torlab.test.  
59: ; network ID : "I16" ->>10.15.0.0/16 60: 1.0.15   IN 

 PTR relay11.torlab.test.  
61: 254.0.15 IN  PTR internet.torlab.test.  
62: ; network ID : "I17" ->>10.16.0.0/16 63: 1.0.16   IN 

 PTR relay12.torlab.test.  
64: 254.0.16 IN  PTR internet.torlab.test.  
65: ; network ID : "I18" ->>10.17.0.0/16 66: 1.0.17   IN 

 PTR relay13.torlab.test.  
67: 254.0.17 IN  PTR internet.torlab.test.  
68: ; network ID : "I19" ->>10.18.0.0/16 69: 1.0.18   IN 

 PTR relay14.torlab.test.  
70: 254.0.18 IN  PTR internet.torlab.test.  
71: ; network ID : "I20" ->>10.19.0.0/16 72: 1.0.19   IN 

 PTR relay15.torlab.test.  
73: 254.0.19 IN  PTR internet.torlab.test.  
74: ; network ID : "I21" ->>10.20.0.0/16 75: 1.0.20   IN 

 PTR relay16.torlab.test.  
76: 254.0.20 IN  PTR internet.torlab.test.  
77: ; network ID : "I22" ->>10.21.0.0/16 78: 1.0.21   IN 

 PTR relay17.torlab.test.  
79: 254.0.21 IN  PTR internet.torlab.test.  
80: ; network ID : "I23" ->>10.22.0.0/16 81: 1.0.22   IN 

 PTR relay18.torlab.test.  
82: 254.0.22 IN  PTR internet.torlab.test.  
83: ; network ID : "I24" ->>10.23.0.0/16 84: 1.0.23   IN 

 PTR relay19.torlab.test.  
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85: 254.0.23 IN  PTR internet.torlab.test.  
86: ; network ID : "I25" ->>10.24.0.0/16 87: 1.0.24   IN 

 PTR relay20.torlab.test.  
88: 254.0.24 IN  PTR internet.torlab.test.  
89: ; network ID : "I26" ->>10.25.0.0/16 90: 1.0.25   IN 

 PTR relay21.torlab.test.  
91: 254.0.25 IN  PTR internet.torlab.test.  
92: ; network ID : "I27" ->>10.26.0.0/16 93: 1.0.26   IN 

 PTR relay22.torlab.test.  
94: 254.0.26 IN  PTR internet.torlab.test.  
95: ; network ID : "I28" ->>10.27.0.0/16 96: 1.0.27   IN 

 PTR relay23.torlab.test.  
97: 254.0.27 IN  PTR internet.torlab.test.  
98: ; network ID : "I29" ->>10.28.0.0/16 99: 1.0.28   IN 

 PTR relay24.torlab.test.  
100: 254.0.28  IN  PTR internet.torlab.test. 101: ; network 

ID : "I30" ->>10.29.0.0/16  
102: 1.0.29  IN PTR relay25.torlab.test.  
103: 254.0.29  IN  PTR internet.torlab.test. 104: ; network 

ID : "I31" ->>10.30.0.0/16  
105: 1.0.30  IN PTR relay26.torlab.test.  
106: 254.0.30  IN  PTR internet.torlab.test. 107: ; network 

ID : "I32" ->>10.31.0.0/16  
108: 1.0.31  IN PTR relay27.torlab.test.  
109: 254.0.31  IN  PTR internet.torlab.test. 110: ; network 

ID : "I33" ->>10.32.0.0/16  
111: 1.0.32  IN PTR relay28.torlab.test.  
112: 254.0.32  IN  PTR internet.torlab.test. 113: ; network 

ID : "I34" ->>10.33.0.0/16  
114: 1.0.33  IN PTR relay29.torlab.test. 115: 254.0.33  IN  PTR 

internet.torlab.test. 116: ; network ID : "I35" ->>10.34.0.0/16  
117: 1.0.34    IN  PTR relay30.torlab.test.  
118: 254.0.34  IN  PTR internet.torlab.test.  
 db.192 1: $TTL    8h  
2: @ IN      SOA     torlab.test.    root.torlab.test. (  
3:    1      ; serial  

4:    8h         ; refresh  

5:    2h         ; retry  

6:    1w         ; expire  

7:    0          ; negative cache 

ttl  

8:    )  

9: ;  
10: ; dns's nameservers  
11: @ IN  NS  dns.torlab.test.  
12: ;  
13: ; ip's pointing to host domains  

  
14: ; network ID : "A" ->>192.168.0.0./24  
15: 101.0.168  IN  PTR  pc1.torlab.test.  

16: 102.0.168  IN  PTR  pc2.torlab.test.  

17: 254.0.168  IN  PTR  gw1.torlab.test.  

 db.193 1: $TTL    8h  
2: @ IN      SOA     torlab.test.    root.torlab.test. (  
3:    1     ; serial  

4:    8h         ; refresh  
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5:    2h         ; retry  

6:    1w         ; expire  

7:    0          ; negative cache 

ttl  

8:    )  

9: ;  
10: ; dns's nameservers  
11: @ IN  NS  dns.torlab.test.  
12: ;  
13: ; ip's pointing to host domains  
14: ; network ID : "B" ->>193.168.0.0./24  
15: 101.0.168  IN  PTR  pc3.torlab.test.  

16: 102.0.168  IN  PTR  pc4.torlab.test.  

17: 254.0.168  IN  PTR  gw2.torlab.test.  
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Appendix F Version 3: WAN with DNS – Routing Paths   
                            VIRTUAL                                             NETWORK                     DEFAULT  

NO                                    IP  
                            MACHINE                                              INTERFACE            GATEWAY  

1.  gw1  
192.168.0.254  

10.0.0.1  

eth0 

eth1  

-  

10.0.0.254  

2.  pc1  192.168.0.101  eth0  192.168.0.254  

3.  pc2  192.168.0.102  eth0  192.168.0.254  

4.  gw2  
193.168.0.254  

10.1.0.1  

eth0 

eth1  

-  

10.1.0.254  

5.  pc3  192.168.0.101  eth0  193.168.0.254  

6.  pc4  192.168.0.102  eth0  193.168.0.254  

7.  dirauth1  10.2.0.1  eth0  10.2.0.254  

8.  dirauth2  10.3.0.1  eth0  10.3.0.254  

9.  dns  10.4.0.230  eth0  10.4.0.254  

10.  relay1  10.5.0.1  eth0  10.5.0.254  

11.  relay2  10.6.0.1  eth0  10.6.0.254  

12  relay3  10.7.0.1  eth0  10.7.0.254  

13.  relay4  10.8.0.1  eth0  10.8.0.254  

14.  relay5  10.9.0.1  eth0  10.9.0.254  

15.  relay6  10.10.0.1  eth0  10.10.0.254  

16.  relay7  10.11.0.1  eth0  10.11.0.254  

17.  relay8  10.12.0.1  eth0  10.12.0.254  

18.  relay9  10.13.0.1  eth0  10.13.0.254  

19.  relay10  10.14.0.1  eth0  10.14.0.254  

20.  relay11  10.15.0.1  eth0  10.15.0.254  

21.  relay12  10.16.0.1  eth0  10.16.0.254  
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40.  internet  

10.13.0.254 
10.14.0.254  
10.15.0.254 
10.16.0.254  
10.17.0.254 
10.18.0.254  
10.19.0.254 
10.20.0.254  
10.21.0.254 
10.22.0.254  
10.23.0.254 
10.24.0.254  
10.25.0.254 
10.26.0.254  
10.27.0.254 
10.28.0.254  
10.29.0.254 
10.30.0.254  
10.31.0.254 
10.32.0.254  
10.33.0.254  

10.34.0.254  

 eth13 

eth14 

eth15 

eth16 

eth17 

eth18 

eth19 

eth20 

eth21 

eth22 

eth23 

eth24 

eth25 

eth26 

eth27 

eth28 

eth29 

eth30 

eth31 

eth32 

eth33 

eth34  

10.13.0.1 
10.14.0.1  
10.15.0.1 
10.16.0.1  
10.17.0.1 
10.18.0.1  
10.19.0.1 
10.20.0.1  
10.21.0.1 
10.22.0.1  
10.23.0.1 
10.24.0.1  
10.25.0.1 
10.26.0.1  
10.27.0.1 
10.28.0.1  
10.29.0.1 
10.30.0.1  
10.31.0.1 
10.32.0.1  
10.33.0.1  

10.34.0.1  
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Appendix G Version 3: WAN with DNS – Speed   
          VM BOOT UP TIME                NETWORK BOOT TIME  

 

  VM   
) min: sec. millisec (   ) min: sec. millisec (   

1.   dns   00:18 . 05   00:18 . 05   

2.   internet   00:49.5 0   01:07.55   

3.   dirauth2   00:09.30   

01:16.85   

4.   gw1   00:09.30   

5.   gw2   00:09.30   

6.   dirauth1   00:09.30   

7.   relay1   00:09.30   

8.   relay10   00:07.36   

01:24.21   

9.   relay11   00:07.36   

10.   relay12   00:07.36   

11.   relay13   00:07.36   

12.   relay14   00:07.36   

13.   relay15   00:10.47   

01:34.68   

14.   relay16   00:10.47   

15.   relay17   00:10.47   

16.   relay18   00:10.47   

17.   relay19   00:10.47   

18.   relay2   00:09.33   

01 :44.01   

19.   relay20   00:09.33   

20.   relay21   00:09.33   

21.   relay22   00:09.33   

22.   relay23   00:09.33   

23.   relay24   00:09.47   
01:53.48   

24.   relay25   00:09.47   
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25.   relay26   00:09.47   

01:53.48   26.   relay27   00:09.47   

27.   relay28   00:09.47   

28.   relay29   00:10.20   

02:0 3.68   

29.   relay3   00:10.20   

30.   relay30   00:10.20   

31.   relay4   00:10.20   

32.   relay5   00:10.20   

33.   relay6   00:12.28   

02:15.96   

34.   relay7   00:12.28   

35.   relay8   00:12.28   

36.   relay9   00:12.28   

37.   pc1   00:12.28   

38.   pc2   00:22.01   

02:37.97   39.   pc3   00:22.01   

40.   pc4   00:22.01   
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Appendix H Version 3: WAN with DNS – Hardware Limitations   
VIRTUAL            MEMORY                     STORAGE         CPU  

                   MACHINE                ALLOC. ON                   ALLOC. ON         USAGE ON                                                                                                     
/ SYSTEM                 RUN TIME                   RUN TIME          RUN TIME  

1.  dirauth1  
264156 KiB ≈  

33.8 MB  
700 KB  0.7% – 1.3%  

2.  dirauth2  
264156 KiB ≈  

33.8 MB  
704 KB  

0.7% – 1.3%  

3.  dns  
264156 KiB ≈  

33.8 MB  
792 KB  

0.7% – 1.3%  

4.  gw1  
264156 KiB ≈  

33.8 MB  
700 KB  

0.7% – 1.3%  

5.  gw2  
264156 KiB ≈  

33.8 MB  
700 KB  

0.7% – 1.3%  

6.  internet  
264156 KiB ≈  

33.8 MB  
760 KB  

0.7% – 1.3%  

7.  pc1  
264156 KiB ≈  

33.8 MB  
684 KB  

0.7% – 1.3%  

8.  pc2  
264156 KiB ≈  

33.8 MB  
696 KB  

0.7% – 1.3%  

9.  pc3  
264156 KiB ≈  

33.8 MB  
704 KB  

0.7% – 1.3%  

10.  pc4  
264156 KiB ≈  

33.8 MB  
692 KB  

0.7% – 1.3%  

11.  relay1  
264156 KiB ≈  

33.8 MB  
696 KB  

0.7% – 1.3%  

12.  relay2  
264156 KiB ≈  

33.8 MB  
700 KB  

0.7% – 1.3%  

13.  relay3  
264156 KiB ≈  

33.8 MB  
704 KB  

0.7% – 1.3%  

14.  relay4  
264156 KiB ≈  

33.8 MB  
700 KB  

0.7% – 1.3%  
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15.  relay5  
264156 KiB ≈  

33.8 MB  
700 KB  

0.7% – 1.3%  

16.  relay6  
264156 KiB ≈  

33.8 MB  
704 KB  

0.7% – 1.3%  

17.  relay7  
264156 KiB ≈  

33.8 MB  
700 KB  

0.7% – 1.3%  

18.  relay8  
264156 KiB ≈  

33.8 MB  
700 KB  

0.7% – 1.3%  

19.  relay9  
264156 KiB ≈  

33.8 MB  
704 KB  

0.7% – 1.3%  
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4 2.   
37  UML  
Switches   

80364   KiB  ≈   
81.4   MB   

-   0 %   

TOTAL   -   
1718.3  MB  ≈   

1.7  GB   
28164   KB  ≈   

28.1   MB   
28 %  –   52 %   
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Appendix I DNS Evaluation Experiment – DNS Query 
over UDP  

  

No.     Time           Source                Destination           Protocol Length Info  

1 0.000198000    192.168.0.101         10.4.0.230            DNS      83     Standard query 

0x1650  PTR 230.0.4.10.in-addr.arpa  

Frame 1: 83 bytes on wire (664 bits), 83 bytes captured (664 bits) on interface 0  

Ethernet II, Src: 66:58:4a:dd:5a:63 (66:58:4a:dd:5a:63), Dst: ca:8f:13:ab:59:4f 

(ca:8f:13:ab:59:4f)  

Internet Protocol Version 4, Src: 192.168.0.101 (192.168.0.101), Dst: 10.4.0.230 (10.4.0.230)  

User Datagram Protocol, Src Port: 60988 (60988), Dst Port: 53 (53)  

Domain Name System (query)  

  

No.     Time           Source                Destination           Protocol Length Info  

2 0.003032000    10.4.0.230            192.168.0.101         DNS      142    Standard query 

response 0x1650  PTR dns.torlab.test  

Frame 2: 142 bytes on wire (1136 bits), 142 bytes captured (1136 bits) on interface 0  

Ethernet II, Src: ca:8f:13:ab:59:4f (ca:8f:13:ab:59:4f), Dst: 66:58:4a:dd:5a:63 

(66:58:4a:dd:5a:63)  

Internet Protocol Version 4, Src: 10.4.0.230 (10.4.0.230), Dst: 192.168.0.101 (192.168.0.101)  

User Datagram Protocol, Src Port: 53 (53), Dst Port: 60988 (60988)  

Domain Name System (response)  
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Appendix J DNS Evaluation Experiment – DNS Query 
over TCP  

  

No.     Time           Source                Destination           Protocol Length Info  

1 0.000000000    192.168.0.101         10.4.0.230            DNS      80     Standard query 

0xabde  A internet.torlab.test  

2 0.001073000    10.4.0.230            192.168.0.101         DNS      544    Standard query 

response 0xabde  A 10.9.0.254 A 10.10.0.254 A 10.11.0.254 A 10.12.0.254 A 10.13.0.254 A 

10.14.0.254 A 10.15.0.254 A 10.16.0.254 A 10.17.0.254 A 10.18.0.254 A 10.19.0.254 A 10.20.0.254 

A 10.21.0.254 A  
10.22.0.254 A 10.23.0.254 A 10.24.0.254 A 10.25.0.254 A 10.26.0.254 A 10.27.0.254 A 10.28.0.254 

A  
10.29.0.254 A 10.30.0.254 A 10.31.0.254 A 10.32.0.254 A 10.33.0.254 A 10.34.0.254 A 10.0.0.254 

A 10.1.0.254 A 10.2.0.254  

3 0.008856000    192.168.0.101         10.4.0.230            TCP      74     46777→53 [SYN] 

Seq=0 Win=14600 Len=0 MSS=1460 SACK_PERM=1 TSval=1068024 TSecr=0 WS=4  

4 0.009357000    10.4.0.230            192.168.0.101         TCP      74     53→46777 [SYN, 

ACK] Seq=0 Ack=1 Win=14480 Len=0 MSS=1460 SACK_PERM=1 TSval=1079954 TSecr=1068024 WS=4  

5 0.009419000    192.168.0.101         10.4.0.230            TCP      66     46777→53 [ACK] 

Seq=1 Ack=1 Win=14600 Len=0 TSval=1068024 TSecr=1079954  

6 0.010823000    192.168.0.101         10.4.0.230            DNS      106    Standard query 

0x048a  A internet.torlab.test  

7 0.011514000    10.4.0.230            192.168.0.101         TCP      66     53→46777 [ACK] 

Seq=1 Ack=41 Win=14480 Len=0 TSval=1079954 TSecr=1068024  

8 0.011879000    10.4.0.230            192.168.0.101         DNS      700    Standard query 

response 0x048a  A 10.10.0.254 A 10.11.0.254 A 10.12.0.254 A 10.13.0.254 A 10.14.0.254 A 

10.15.0.254 A 10.16.0.254 A 10.17.0.254 A 10.18.0.254 A 10.19.0.254 A 10.20.0.254 A 10.21.0.254 

A 10.22.0.254 A  
10.23.0.254 A 10.24.0.254 A 10.25.0.254 A 10.26.0.254 A 10.27.0.254 A 10.28.0.254 A 10.29.0.254 

A  
10.30.0.254 A 10.31.0.254 A 10.32.0.254 A 10.33.0.254 A 10.34.0.254 A 10.0.0.254 A 10.1.0.254 A  
10.2.0.254 A 10.3.0.254 A 10.4.0.254 A 10.5.0.254 A 10.6.0.254 A 10.7.0.254 A 10.8.0.254 A 

10.9.0.254  

9 0.011940000    192.168.0.101         10.4.0.230            TCP      66     46777→53 [ACK] 

Seq=41 Ack=635 Win=15868 Len=0 TSval=1068034 TSecr=1079954  

10 0.015096000    192.168.0.101         10.4.0.230            TCP      74     56029→53 [SYN] 

Seq=0 Win=14600 Len=0 MSS=1460 SACK_PERM=1 TSval=1068034 TSecr=0 WS=4  

11 0.015101000    192.168.0.101         10.4.0.230            TCP      66     46777→53 [FIN, 

ACK] Seq=41 Ack=635 Win=15868 Len=0 TSval=1068034 TSecr=1079954  

12 0.015724000    10.4.0.230            192.168.0.101         TCP      74     53→56029 [SYN, 

ACK] Seq=0 Ack=1 Win=14480 Len=0 MSS=1460 SACK_PERM=1 TSval=1079954 TSecr=1068034 WS=4  

13 0.015959000    192.168.0.101         10.4.0.230            TCP      66     56029→53 [ACK] 

Seq=1 Ack=1 Win=14600 Len=0 TSval=1068034 TSecr=1079954  

14 0.016126000    192.168.0.101         10.4.0.230            DNS      106    Standard query 

0xd273  AAAA internet.torlab.test  

15 0.016263000    10.4.0.230            192.168.0.101         TCP      66     53→46777 [FIN, 

ACK] Seq=635 Ack=42 Win=14480 Len=0 TSval=1079954 TSecr=1068034  

16 0.016322000    192.168.0.101         10.4.0.230            TCP      66     46777→53 [ACK] 

Seq=42 Ack=636 Win=15868 Len=0 TSval=1068034 TSecr=1079954  

17 0.016627000    10.4.0.230            192.168.0.101         TCP      66     53→56029 [ACK] 

Seq=1 Ack=41 Win=14480 Len=0 TSval=1079954 TSecr=1068034  

18 0.018086000    10.4.0.230            192.168.0.101         DNS      147    Standard query 

response 0xd273   

19 0.018131000    192.168.0.101         10.4.0.230            TCP      66     56029→53 [ACK] 

Seq=41 Ack=82 Win=14600 Len=0 TSval=1068034 TSecr=1079954  

20 0.018665000    192.168.0.101         10.4.0.230            TCP      74     49886→53 [SYN] 

Seq=0 Win=14600 Len=0 MSS=1460 SACK_PERM=1 TSval=1068034 TSecr=0 WS=4  

21 0.018964000    10.4.0.230            192.168.0.101         TCP      74     53→49886 [SYN, 

ACK] Seq=0 Ack=1 Win=14480 Len=0 MSS=1460 SACK_PERM=1 TSval=1079955 TSecr=1068034 WS=4  
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22 0.019050000    192.168.0.101         10.4.0.230            TCP      66     49886→53 [ACK] 

Seq=1 Ack=1 Win=14600 Len=0 TSval=1068034 TSecr=1079955  

23 0.019138000    192.168.0.101         10.4.0.230            TCP      66     56029→53 [FIN, 

ACK] Seq=41 Ack=82 Win=14600 Len=0 TSval=1068034 TSecr=1079954  

24 0.019595000    192.168.0.101         10.4.0.230            DNS      106    Standard query 

0xf3b1  MX internet.torlab.test  

25 0.019916000    10.4.0.230            192.168.0.101         TCP      66     53→49886 [ACK] 

Seq=1 Ack=41 Win=14480 Len=0 TSval=1079955 TSecr=1068034  

26 0.020288000    10.4.0.230            192.168.0.101         TCP      66     53→56029 [FIN, 

ACK] Seq=82 Ack=42 Win=14480 Len=0 TSval=1079955 TSecr=1068034  

27 0.020340000    192.168.0.101         10.4.0.230            TCP      66     56029→53 [ACK] 

Seq=42 Ack=83 Win=14600 Len=0 TSval=1068035 TSecr=1079955  

28 0.020855000    10.4.0.230            192.168.0.101         DNS      147    Standard query 

response 0xf3b1   

29 0.020891000    192.168.0.101         10.4.0.230            TCP      66     49886→53 [ACK] 

Seq=41 Ack=82 Win=14600 Len=0 TSval=1068035 TSecr=1079955  

30 0.021578000    192.168.0.101         10.4.0.230            TCP      66     49886→53 [FIN, 

ACK] Seq=41 Ack=82 Win=14600 Len=0 TSval=1068035 TSecr=1079955  

31 0.022264000    10.4.0.230            192.168.0.101         TCP      66     53→49886 [FIN, 

ACK] Seq=82 Ack=42 Win=14480 Len=0 TSval=1079955 TSecr=1068035  

32 0.022359000    192.168.0.101         10.4.0.230            TCP      66     49886→53 [ACK] 

Seq=42 Ack=83 Win=14600 Len=0 TSval=1068035 TSecr=1079955  
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Appendix K Version 4: Tor Integration Configuration 
Files  
 lab.conf  
1: LAB_DESCRIPTION="TOR NETWORK SIMULATOR"  
2: LAB_VERSION="4"  
3: LAB_AUTHOR="Abdullahi Modibbo"  
4: LAB_EMAIL="modibbo04@gmail.com"  
5: #memory allocation  
6: pc1[mem]=128  
7: pc2[mem]=128  
8: pc3[mem]=128  
9: pc4[mem]=128  
10: gw1[mem]=128  
11: gw2[mem]=128  
12: dns[mem]=256  
13: internet[mem]=512  
14: dirauth1[mem]=256  
15: dirauth2[mem]=256  
16: dirauth3[mem]=256  
17: dirauth4[mem]=256  
18: dirauth5[mem]=256  
19: relay1[mem]=128  
20: relay2[mem]=128  
21: relay3[mem]=128  
22: relay4[mem]=128  
23: relay5[mem]=128  
24: relay6[mem]=128  
25: relay7[mem]=128  
26: relay8[mem]=128  
27: relay9[mem]=128  
28: relay10[mem]=128  
29: relay11[mem]=128  
30: relay12[mem]=128  
31: relay13[mem]=128  
32: relay14[mem]=128  
33: relay15[mem]=128  
34: relay16[mem]=128  
35: relay17[mem]=128  
36: relay18[mem]=128  
37: relay19[mem]=128  
38: relay20[mem]=128  
39: relay21[mem]=128  
40: relay22[mem]=128  
41: relay23[mem]=128  
42: relay24[mem]=128  
43: relay25[mem]=128  
44: relay26[mem]=128  
45: relay27[mem]=128  
46: relay28[mem]=128  
47: relay29[mem]=128  
48: relay30[mem]=128  
49: #subnets  
50: gw1[0]=A  
51: pc1[0]=A  
52: pc2[0]=A  
53: gw2[0]=B  
54: pc3[0]=B  
55: pc4[0]=B  
56: #links subnets to internet  
57: gw1[1]=I1  
58: internet[0]=I1  
59: gw2[1]=I2  
60: internet[1]=I2  
61: dirauth1[0]=I3  
62: internet[2]=I3  
63: dirauth2[0]=I4  
64: internet[3]=I4  
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65: dns[0]=I5  
66: internet[4]=I5  
67: relay1[0]=I6  
68: internet[5]=I6  
69: relay2[0]=I7  
70: internet[6]=I7  
71: relay3[0]=I8  
72: internet[7]=I8  
73: relay4[0]=I9  
74: internet[8]=I9  
75: relay5[0]=I10  
76: internet[9]=I10  
77: relay6[0]=I11  
78: internet[10]=I11  
79: relay7[0]=I12  
80: internet[11]=I12  
81: relay8[0]=I13  
82: internet[12]=I13  
83: relay9[0]=I14  
84: internet[13]=I14  
85: relay10[0]=I15  
86: internet[14]=I15  
87: relay11[0]=I16  
88: internet[15]=I16  
89: relay12[0]=I17  
90: internet[16]=I17  
91: relay13[0]=I18  
92: internet[17]=I18  
93: relay14[0]=I19  
94: internet[18]=I19  
95: relay15[0]=I20  
96: internet[19]=I20  
97: relay16[0]=I21  
98: internet[20]=I21  
99: relay17[0]=I22  
100: internet[21]=I22  
101: relay18[0]=I23  
102: internet[22]=I23  
103: relay19[0]=I24  
104: internet[23]=I24  
105: relay20[0]=I25  
106: internet[24]=I25  
107: relay21[0]=I26  
108: internet[25]=I26  
109: relay22[0]=I27  
110: internet[26]=I27  
111: relay23[0]=I28  
112: internet[27]=I28  
113: relay24[0]=I29  
114: internet[28]=I29  
115: relay25[0]=I30  
116: internet[29]=I30  
117: relay26[0]=I31  
118: internet[30]=I31  
119: relay27[0]=I32  
120: internet[31]=I32  
121: relay28[0]=I33  
122: internet[32]=I33  
123: relay29[0]=I34  
124: internet[33]=I34  
125: relay30[0]=I35  
126: internet[34]=I35  
127: dirauth3[0]=I36  
128: internet[35]=I36  
129: dirauth4[0]=I37  
130: internet[36]=I37  
131: dirauth5[0]=I38  
132: internet[37]=I38  
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Scripts/dirauth_gen_keys.sh 1: 

#!/bin/bash 2:   
3: #get the ip  
4: dir_ip=$(echo $(ifconfig | grep Bcast | cut -d ':' -f2 | cut -d ' ' -f1))  
5: machine_name=$(echo $(uname -n)) 6:   
7: #create dir to store tor keys 8: mkdir 

/var/lib/tor/keys 9:   
10: #generating certificates  
11: echo "Generating Certificates"  
12:tor-gencert --create-identity-key -m 12 -a $dir_ip:7000 \  
 -i /var/lib/tor/keys/authority_identity_key \  
 -s /var/lib/tor/keys/authority_signing_key \  -c 

/var/lib/tor/keys/authority_certificate 13:  
14: #generating onion keys  
15: echo "Generating fingerprints"  
16: tor --list-fingerprint --orport 1 \  
  --dirserver "x 127.0.0.1:1 

ffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffff" \   --

datadirectory /var/lib/tor/ 17:  
18: #copying files to the host machine  
19: cp -R /var/lib/tor/keys /hostlab/$machine_name/var/lib/tor/  
20: cp /var/lib/tor/fingerprint /hostlab/$machine_name/var/lib/tor/ 21: cp 

/etc/tor/torrc /hostlab/$machine_name/etc/tor/ 22:   
23: #extracting dirauth fingerprints and importing them to a file located in the 

host  
24: echo "Copying keys to host maching"  
25: echo "Machine name: $machine_name" >> /hostlab/dirauth_fingerprints.txt  
26: fingerprint1=$(echo $(cat /var/lib/tor/keys/authority_certificate | grep 

fingerprint | cut -d ' ' -f2))  
27: echo "Certificate fingerprint is: $fingerprint1" echo 

"Certificate fingerprint is: $fingerprint1" >> 

/hostlab/dirauth_fingerprints.txt 28:  
29: fingerprint2=$(echo $(cat /var/lib/tor/fingerprint | cut -d ' ' f2))  
30: echo "Onion Fingerprint is: $fingerprint2"  
31: echo "Onion Fingerprint is: $fingerprint2" >> 

/hostlab/dirauth_fingerprints.txt  
32: echo "------------------------------------------------------------ 

---------" >> /hostlab/dirauth_fingerprints.txt  
  

Scripts/relay_gen_keys.sh 1: 

#!/bin/bash 2:  
3: #get the ip  
4:dir_ip=$(echo $(ifconfig | grep Bcast | cut -d ':' -f2 | cut -d ' ' -f1))  
5: machine_name=$(echo $(uname -n)) 6:   
7: #generating onion keys  
8: echo "Generating fingerprints"  
9: tor --list-fingerprint --orport 1 \  
  --dirserver "x 127.0.0.1:1 

ffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffff" \   --

datadirectory /var/lib/tor/ 10:  
11: #copying files to the host machine  
12: cp /var/lib/tor/fingerprint /hostlab/$machine_name/var/lib/tor/ 13:  
14: #extracting dirauth fingerprints and importing them to a file located in the 

host  
15: echo "Copying fingerprint to host maching"  
16: echo "Machine name: $machine_name with IP: $dir_ip" >> 

/hostlab/relay_fingerprints.txt  
17: fingerprint=$(echo $(cat /var/lib/tor/fingerprint | cut -d ' ' f2))  
18: echo "Onion Fingerprint is: $fingerprint"  
19: echo "Onion Fingerprint is: $fingerprint" >> /hostlab/relay_fingerprints.txt  
20: echo "------------------------------------------------------------ 

--" >> /hostlab/relay_fingerprints.txt  
  

Scripts/client_gen_key.sh 1: 

#!/bin/bash 2:  
3: #get the ip  
4: dir_ip=$(echo $(ifconfig | grep Bcast | cut -d ':' -f2 | cut -d ' ' -f1))  
5: machine_name=$(echo $(uname -n)) 6:   
7: #generating onion keys  
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8: echo "Generating fingerprints"  
9: tor --list-fingerprint --orport 1 \  
  --dirserver "x 127.0.0.1:1 

ffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffff" \   --

datadirectory /var/lib/tor/ 10:  
11: #copying files to the host machine  
12: cp /var/lib/tor/fingerprint /hostlab/$machine_name/var/lib/tor/ 13:  
14: #extracting dirauth fingerprints and importing them to a file located in the 

host  
15: echo "Copying fingerprint to host maching"  
16: echo "Machine name: $machine_name with IP: $dir_ip" >>  

/hostlab/client_fingerprints.txt  
17: fingerprint=$(echo $(cat /var/lib/tor/fingerprint | cut -d ' ' f2))  
18: echo "Onion Fingerprint is: $fingerprint"  
19: echo "Onion Fingerprint is: $fingerprint" >> /hostlab/client_fingerprints.txt  
20: echo "--------------------------------------------------------" >>  

/hostlab/client_fingerprints.txt  
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Appendix L Torrc Text Files  
  

dirauth1 virtual machine ->>> /etc/tor/torrc  
1: TestingTorNetwork 1  
2: DataDirectory /var/lib/tor  
3: RunAsDaemon 1  
4: ConnLimit 60  
5: Nickname dirauth1  
6: PidFile /var/lib/tor/pid  
7: Log notice file /var/lib/tor/notice.log  
8: Log info file /var/lib/tor/info.log  
9: ProtocolWarnings 1  
10: SafeLogging 0  
11: DisableDebuggerAttachment 0  
12: DirAuthority dirauth1 orport=5000 no-v2 hs 

v3ident=34AA3B1524B616FFE8629DEBA048E4A8593D8934 10.2.0.1:7000  
CA23E608D2012F40F482A8FCEF6EE87D5F5300AF  

13: DirAuthority dirauth2 orport=5000 no-v2 hs 

v3ident=A40A681ACD17E86AF7D04F022801444C87C84DFA 10.3.0.1:7000  
6F081D8E1D73B744E5B78C3646635A2231B6ACFF  

14: DirAuthority dirauth3 orport=5000 no-v2 hs 

v3ident=F6534ED79E9A9B7D958EF5FCB7C6D6A89AED8B1B 10.35.0.1:7000  
100ADF0F0D15F2C5911ABAE024FA830FB9202F94  

15: DirAuthority dirauth4 orport=5000 no-v2 hs 

v3ident=CD75A6CC850FA37241C94543956A077ABD60B3B0 10.36.0.1:7000  
4DFD720526C21C246676329DA90E1DAEEC8CAF2F  

16: DirAuthority dirauth5 orport=5000 no-v2 hs 

v3ident=6966E61FB5EB175818A4F23C790649BE3D6B9AD2 10.37.0.1:7000  
206F927649F6BA585E9B82459B875F1650B2CE80  

17: SocksPort 0  
18: OrPort 5000  
19: Address 10.2.0.1  
20: DirPort 7000  
21: ExitPolicy accept 192.168.0.0/24:*  
22: ExitPolicy accept 193.168.0.0/24:*  
23: ExitPolicy accept 10.0.0.0/16:*  
24: ExitPolicy accept 10.1.0.0/16:*  
25: ExitPolicy accept 10.2.0.0/16:*  
26: ExitPolicy accept 10.3.0.0/16:*  
27: ExitPolicy accept 10.4.0.0/16:*  
28: ExitPolicy accept 10.5.0.0/16:*  
29: ExitPolicy accept 10.6.0.0/16:*  
30: ExitPolicy accept 10.7.0.0/16:*  
31: ExitPolicy accept 10.8.0.0/16:*  
32: ExitPolicy accept 10.9.0.0/16:*  
33: ExitPolicy accept 10.10.0.0/16:*  
34: ExitPolicy accept 10.11.0.0/16:*  
35: ExitPolicy accept 10.12.0.0/16:*  
36: ExitPolicy accept 10.13.0.0/16:*  
37: ExitPolicy accept 10.14.0.0/16:*  
38: ExitPolicy accept 10.15.0.0/16:*  
39: ExitPolicy accept 10.16.0.0/16:*  
40: ExitPolicy accept 10.17.0.0/16:*  
41: ExitPolicy accept 10.18.0.0/16:*  
42: ExitPolicy accept 10.19.0.0/16:*  
43: ExitPolicy accept 10.20.0.0/16:*  
44: ExitPolicy accept 10.21.0.0/16:*  
45: ExitPolicy accept 10.22.0.0/16:*  
46: ExitPolicy accept 10.23.0.0/16:*  
47: ExitPolicy accept 10.24.0.0/16:*  
48: ExitPolicy accept 10.25.0.0/16:*  
49: ExitPolicy accept 10.26.0.0/16:*  
50: ExitPolicy accept 10.27.0.0/16:*  
51: ExitPolicy accept 10.28.0.0/16:*  
52: ExitPolicy accept 10.29.0.0/16:*  
53: ExitPolicy accept 10.30.0.0/16:*  
54: ExitPolicy accept 10.31.0.0/16:*  
55: ExitPolicy accept 10.32.0.0/16:*  
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56: ExitPolicy accept 10.33.0.0/16:*  
57: ExitPolicy accept 10.34.0.0/16:*  
58: ExitPolicy accept 10.35.0.0/16:*  
59: ExitPolicy accept 10.36.0.0/16:*  
60: ExitPolicy accept 10.37.0.0/16:*  
61: ExitPolicy accept 10.38.0.0/16:*  
62: ExitPolicy accept 10.39.0.0/16:*  
63: ExitPolicy accept [::1]:*  
64: IPv6Exit 1  
65: AuthoritativeDirectory 1  
66: V3AuthoritativeDirectory 1  
67: ContactInfo dirauth1@test.test  
68: ExitPolicy reject *:*  
69: TestingV3AuthInitialVotingInterval 300  
70: TestingV3AuthInitialVoteDelay 20  
71: TestingV3AuthInitialDistDelay 20  

  
relay1 virtual machine ->>> /etc/tor/torrc  
1: TestingTorNetwork 1  
2: DataDirectory /var/lib/tor  
3: RunAsDaemon 1  
4: ConnLimit 60  
5: Nickname relay1  
6: PidFile /var/lib/tor/pid  
7: Log notice file /var/lib/tor/notice.log  
8: Log info file /var/lib/tor/info.log  
9: ProtocolWarnings 1  
10: SafeLogging 0  
11: DisableDebuggerAttachment 0  
12: DirAuthority dirauth1 orport=5000 no-v2 hs 

v3ident=34AA3B1524B616FFE8629DEBA048E4A8593D8934 10.2.0.1:7000  
CA23E608D2012F40F482A8FCEF6EE87D5F5300AF  

13: DirAuthority dirauth2 orport=5000 no-v2 hs 

v3ident=A40A681ACD17E86AF7D04F022801444C87C84DFA 10.3.0.1:7000  
6F081D8E1D73B744E5B78C3646635A2231B6ACFF  

14: DirAuthority dirauth3 orport=5000 no-v2 hs 

v3ident=F6534ED79E9A9B7D958EF5FCB7C6D6A89AED8B1B 10.35.0.1:7000  
100ADF0F0D15F2C5911ABAE024FA830FB9202F94  

15: DirAuthority dirauth4 orport=5000 no-v2 hs 

v3ident=CD75A6CC850FA37241C94543956A077ABD60B3B0 10.36.0.1:7000  
4DFD720526C21C246676329DA90E1DAEEC8CAF2F  

16: DirAuthority dirauth5 orport=5000 no-v2 hs 

v3ident=6966E61FB5EB175818A4F23C790649BE3D6B9AD2 10.37.0.1:7000  
206F927649F6BA585E9B82459B875F1650B2CE80  

17: SocksPort 0  
18: OrPort 5000  
19: Address 10.5.0.1  
20: ExitPolicy accept 192.168.0.0/24:*  
21: ExitPolicy accept 193.168.0.0/24:*  
22: ExitPolicy accept 10.0.0.0/16:*  
23: ExitPolicy accept 10.1.0.0/16:*  
24: ExitPolicy accept 10.2.0.0/16:*  
25: ExitPolicy accept 10.3.0.0/16:*  
26: ExitPolicy accept 10.4.0.0/16:*  
27: ExitPolicy accept 10.5.0.0/16:*  
28: ExitPolicy accept 10.6.0.0/16:*  
29: ExitPolicy accept 10.7.0.0/16:*  
30: ExitPolicy accept 10.8.0.0/16:*  
31: ExitPolicy accept 10.9.0.0/16:*  
32: ExitPolicy accept 10.10.0.0/16:*  
33: ExitPolicy accept 10.11.0.0/16:*  
34: ExitPolicy accept 10.12.0.0/16:*  
35: ExitPolicy accept 10.13.0.0/16:*  
36: ExitPolicy accept 10.14.0.0/16:*  
37: ExitPolicy accept 10.15.0.0/16:*  
38: ExitPolicy accept 10.16.0.0/16:*  
39: ExitPolicy accept 10.17.0.0/16:*  
40: ExitPolicy accept 10.18.0.0/16:*  
41: ExitPolicy accept 10.19.0.0/16:*  
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42: ExitPolicy accept 10.20.0.0/16:*  
43: ExitPolicy accept 10.21.0.0/16:*  
44: ExitPolicy accept 10.22.0.0/16:*  
45: ExitPolicy accept 10.23.0.0/16:*  
46: ExitPolicy accept 10.24.0.0/16:*  
47: ExitPolicy accept 10.25.0.0/16:*  
48: ExitPolicy accept 10.26.0.0/16:*  
49: ExitPolicy accept 10.27.0.0/16:*  
50: ExitPolicy accept 10.28.0.0/16:*  
51: ExitPolicy accept 10.29.0.0/16:*  
52: ExitPolicy accept 10.30.0.0/16:*  
53: ExitPolicy accept 10.31.0.0/16:*  
54: ExitPolicy accept 10.32.0.0/16:*  
55: ExitPolicy accept 10.33.0.0/16:*  
56: ExitPolicy accept 10.34.0.0/16:*  
57: ExitPolicy accept 10.35.0.0/16:*  
58: ExitPolicy accept 10.36.0.0/16:*  
59: ExitPolicy accept 10.37.0.0/16:*  
60: ExitPolicy accept 10.38.0.0/16:*  
61: ExitPolicy accept 10.39.0.0/16:*  
62: ExitPolicy accept [::1]:*  
63: IPv6Exit 1  

  
pc1 virtual machine ->>> /etc/tor/torrc  
1: TestingTorNetwork 1  
2: DataDirectory /var/lib/tor  
3: RunAsDaemon 1  
4: ConnLimit 60  
5: Nickname pc1  
6: PidFile /var/lib/tor/pid  
7: Log notice file /var/lib/tor/notice.log  
8: Log info file /var/lib/tor/info.log  
9: ProtocolWarnings 1  
10: SafeLogging 0  
11: DisableDebuggerAttachment 0  
12: DirAuthority dirauth1 orport=5000 no-v2 hs 

v3ident=34AA3B1524B616FFE8629DEBA048E4A8593D8934 10.2.0.1:7000  
CA23E608D2012F40F482A8FCEF6EE87D5F5300AF  

13: DirAuthority dirauth2 orport=5000 no-v2 hs 

v3ident=A40A681ACD17E86AF7D04F022801444C87C84DFA 10.3.0.1:7000  
6F081D8E1D73B744E5B78C3646635A2231B6ACFF  

14: DirAuthority dirauth3 orport=5000 no-v2 hs 

v3ident=F6534ED79E9A9B7D958EF5FCB7C6D6A89AED8B1B 10.35.0.1:7000  
100ADF0F0D15F2C5911ABAE024FA830FB9202F94  

15: DirAuthority dirauth4 orport=5000 no-v2 hs 

v3ident=CD75A6CC850FA37241C94543956A077ABD60B3B0 10.36.0.1:7000  
4DFD720526C21C246676329DA90E1DAEEC8CAF2F  

16: DirAuthority dirauth5 orport=5000 no-v2 hs 

v3ident=6966E61FB5EB175818A4F23C790649BE3D6B9AD2 10.37.0.1:7000  
206F927649F6BA585E9B82459B875F1650B2CE80  

17: SocksPort 0  
18: OrPort 5000  
19: Address 192.168.0.101  
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Appendix M  Version 4: Tor Integration – Speed   
VM BOOT UP TIME  NETWORK BOOT TIME  

 

25.  relay23  00:11.87   

26.  relay24  00:11.87  

27.  relay25  00:11.87  

  VM   
) ( min: sec. millisec   ) min: sec. millisec (   

1.   dns   00:20.88   00:20.88   

2.   internet   00:54.87   01:15.7 5   

3.   dirauth1   00:09.99   

01:25.74   

4.   dirauth2   00:09.99   

5.   dirauth3   00:09.99   

6.   dirauth4   00:09.99   

7.   dirauth5   00:09.99   

8.   gw1   00:12. 07   

01:37.81   

9.   gw2   00:12.07   

10.   relay1   00:12.07   

11.   relay10   00:12.07   

12.   relay11   00:12.07   

13.   relay12   00:11.35   

01:49.16   

14.   relay13   00:11.35   

15.   relay14   00:11.35   

16.   relay15   00:11.35   

17.   relay16   00:11.35   

18.   relay17   00:12.65   

02:01.81   

19.   relay18   00:12.65   

20.   relay19   00:12.65   

21.   relay2   00:12.65   

22.   relay20   00:12.65   

23.   relay21   00:11.87   
02:13.68   

24.   relay22   00:11.87   
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28.  relay26  00:12.70  

02:26.38  

29.  relay27  00:12.70  

30.  relay28  00:12.70  

31.  relay29  00:12.70  

32.  relay3  00:12.70  

33.  relay30  00:14.76  

02:41.14  

34.  relay4  00:14.76  

35.  relay5  00:14.76  

36.  relay6  00:14.76  

37.  relay7  00:14.76  

38.  relay8  00:14.44  

02:55.68  

39.  relay9  00:14.44  

40.  pc1  00:14.44  

41.  pc2  00:14.44  

42.  pc3  00:14.44  

43.  pc4  00:22.47  03:18.15  

   

  

Appendix N Version 4: Tor Integration – Hardware 
Limitations   

VIRTUAL  MEMORY  STORAGE  CPU  
 MACHINE ALLOC. ON ALLOC. ON USAGE ON / SYSTEM RUN TIME RUN TIME RUN TIME  

1.  dirauth1  277 MB  772 KB  0.7% – 1.3%  

2.  dirauth2  277 MB  760 KB  0.7% – 1.3%  

3.  dirauth3  277 MB  804 KB  0.7% – 1.3%  

4.  dirauth4  277 MB  764 KB  0.7% – 1.3%  
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5.  dirauth5  277 MB  768 KB  0.7% – 1.3%  

6.  dns  277 MB  520 KB  0.7% – 1.3%  

7.  gw1  149 MB  460 KB  0.7% – 1.3%  

8.  gw2  149 MB  464 KB  0.7% – 1.3%  

9.  internet  534 MB  524 KB  0.7% – 1.3%  

10.  pc1  149 MB  448 KB  0.7% – 1.3%  

11.  pc2  149 MB  472 KB  0.7% – 1.3%  

12.  pc3  149 MB  504 KB  0.7% – 1.3%  

13.  pc4  149 MB  416 KB  0.7% – 1.3%  

14.  relay1  149 MB  568 KB  0.7% – 1.3%  

15.  relay2  149 MB  552 KB  0.7% – 1.3%  

16.  relay3  149 MB  520 KB  0.7% – 1.3%  

17.  relay4  149 MB  548 KB  0.7% – 1.3%  

18.  relay5  149 MB  512 KB  0.7% – 1.3%  

19.  relay6  149 MB  568 KB  0.7% – 1.3%  
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Appendix O Version 4: Tor Integration – Open 

Ports 

 

  

  

  

 

 

 

42.   relay29   149  MB   544  KB   %  0.7 –   1.3 %   

43.   relay30   149  MB   548  KB   0.7 %  –   1.3 %   

44.   
40   Network  

Hop s   

302080   KiB  ≈   

308   MB   
-   % 0   

45.   
40  UML  

Switches   

86880   KiB  ≈   

88   MB   
-   0 %   

TOTAL   -   
7 9 36   MB  ≈   

7.9   GB   

2 4152   KB  ≈   

24 .1  MB   

30.1 %  –   

55.9 %   
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Appendix P  Dirauth1 Reduced info.log   
  

Sept 10 12:01:42.000 [notice] Tor 0.2.4.27 (git-412e3f7dc9c6c01a) opening 

new log file.  

...  

Sept 10 12:01:43.000 [warn] Configured authority type does not match 

authority type in DirAuthority list.  Adjusting. (100 v 108)  

Sept 10 12:01:43.000 [info] init_keys(): adding my own v3 cert  

Sept 10 12:01:43.000 [info] trusted_dirs_load_certs_from_string(): Adding 

downloaded certificate for directory authority dirauth1 with signing 

key  
3BBC0676EEC0FD8A2C80BC00256203BCAFDC1267  

Sept 10 12:01:43.000 [info] cell_ewma_set_scale_factor():  
Disabled cell_ewma algorithm because of value in Default value  

Sept 10 12:01:43.000 [notice] Parsing GEOIP IPv4 file 

/usr/share/tor/geoip.  

Sept 10 12:01:43.000 [notice] Parsing GEOIP IPv6 file 

/usr/share/tor/geoip6.  

Sept 10 12:01:44.000 [notice] Configured to measure statistics. Look for 

the *-stats files that will first be written to the data directory in 

24 hours from now.  

Sept 10 12:01:44.000 [info] mark_my_descriptor_dirty(): Decided to publish 

new relay descriptor: config change  

Sept 10 12:01:44.000 [info] configure_nameservers(): Parsing resolver 

configuration in '/etc/resolv.conf'  

Sept 10 12:01:44.000 [info] eventdns: Parsing resolv.conf file 

/etc/resolv.conf  

Sept 10 12:01:44.000 [info] eventdns: Added nameserver  
10.4.0.230:53 as 0x40611d88  

Sept 10 12:01:44.000 [info] eventdns: Setting maximum allowed timeouts to 

16  

Sept 10 12:01:44.000 [info] eventdns: Setting timeout to 10 Sept 10 

12:01:44.000 [info] Bootstrapped 0%: Starting.  

Sept 10 12:01:44.000 [info] trusted_dirs_load_certs_from_string(): Adding 

cached certificate for unrecognized directory authority with signing 

key 28EB6C6635F1DB90BB60AF8B43F1676E892BB30B  

Sept 10 12:01:44.000 [info] trusted_dirs_load_certs_from_string(): Adding 

cached certificate for unrecognized directory authority with signing 

key 109A865D7DBE58367C120353CBE9947EE263695A  

Sept 10 12:01:44.000 [info] trusted_dirs_load_certs_from_string(): Adding 

cached certificate for unrecognized directory authority with signing 

key 6C29F33BA94B5F9D8EC0EE9EB7144BDFF876AA52  

Sept 10 12:01:44.000 [info] trusted_dirs_load_certs_from_string(): Adding 

cached certificate for unrecognized directory authority with signing 

key 02958C9BE542EEA43130E54FE6634B6E874B196D  

Sept 10 12:01:44.000 [info] trusted_dirs_load_certs_from_string(): Adding 

cached certificate for unrecognized directory authority with signing 

key 8738EBDF44CD72B25FE20F8901290E0573950A56  
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Sept 10 12:01:44.000 [info] trusted_dirs_load_certs_from_string(): Adding 

cached certificate for unrecognized directory authority with signing 

key EFB790BA79E84FE5ED90B4C1E6022904B0E9C478  

Sept 10 12:01:44.000 [info] trusted_dirs_load_certs_from_string(): Adding 

cached certificate for unrecognized directory authority with signing 

key E861D5367EE5A469892D3FE6B2A25218FBA133FC  

Sept 10 12:01:44.000 [info] trusted_dirs_load_certs_from_string(): Adding 

cached certificate for unrecognized directory authority with signing 

key 45735762F32794C2286FEA914EE0322F04E0F36B  

Sept 10 12:01:44.000 [info] trusted_dirs_load_certs_from_string(): Adding 

cached certificate for unrecognized directory authority with signing 

key 9439CFDCFD0FCF41E6501BCD2C0151E68C30B77F  

Sept 10 12:01:44.000 [info] read_file_to_str(): Could not open  
"/var/lib/tor/cached-consensus": No such file or directory  

Sept 10 12:01:44.000 [info] read_file_to_str(): Could not open 

"/var/lib/tor/unverified-consensus": No such file or directory  

Sept 10 12:01:44.000 [warn] Consensus includes unrecognized authority 

'dannenberg' at dannenberg.torauth.de:80 (contact  
Andreas Lehner; identity  
0232AF901C31A04EE9848595AF9BB7620D4C5B2E)  

Sept 10 12:01:44.000 [warn] Consensus includes unrecognized authority 

'tor26' at 86.59.21.38:80 (contact Peter Palfrader; identity 

14C131DFC5C6F93646BE72FA1401C02A8DF2E8B4)  

Sept 10 12:01:44.000 [warn] Consensus includes unrecognized authority 

'longclaw' at 199.254.238.53:80 (contact Riseup  
Networks <collective at riseup dot net> -  
1nNzekuHGGzBYRzyjfjFEfeisNvxkn4RT; identity  
23D15D965BC35114467363C165C4F724B64B4F66)  

……  

  

  

  

  

  

 Appendix Q  Debian Wheezy and Netkit-ng Depended 
Upstart Packages  

 

LEVEL  NAME  DEPENDANCY  FUNCTIONALITY  

rc0.d  -  -  -  

rc1.d  

  

killprocs  Debian  
manage / terminate specified 

pid’s  

motd  Debian  OS welcome message  

bootlogs  Debian  OS error logs  

single  Debian  start single-mode user  

netkit-phase1  Netkit  machine_name.startup  
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rc2.d  

rc3.d 

rc4.d  

rsyslog  Debian  fast system log-processing  

rsync  Debian  
file synchronization and 

transferring  

rc.local  Debian  add Upstart scripts  

netkit-phase2  Netkit  shared.startup  

rmnologin  Debian  managing system state  

-  -  -  

rc5.d  -  -  -  

……………. 

  

Appendix R Version 5: Tor Experimental  

Network - Configuration Files 
 kill_duplicates.sh 1: 
#!/bin/bash 2:   
3: #get netkit-ng virtual machine names  
4: vm_names=($(ps ax | grep netkit | grep "name=" | uniq -u | awk '{print  

$7}' | grep -v "/home" | cut -d'=' -f2 | sort --unique)) 5:   
6: for i in "${vm_names[@]}" #loop through all vm names  
7: do  
8:  #Get all processes ids of $i  
9: pid=($(ps ax | grep -v "bin/sh" | grep -v "xterm" | grep -v "Ss+"  

| grep $i | grep -v "grep" | grep -v "dnsmasq" | awk '{print $1}'))  
10: echo "=============================="    
11: echo "killing pid" ${pid[0]} "of" $i   
12: kill ${pid[0]} #kill pid with higher number  
13: done   
shared.startup 1: #get machine 

name  
2: machine_name=$(echo $(uname -n)) 3:  
4: #configure the local dns server as the default and restart services 5: 

conf_dns(){ 6:  
7:  echo "Configuring /etc/resolv.conf file"  
8:  echo "search torlab.test." > /etc/resolv.conf  
9:  echo "nameserver 10.4.0.230" >> /etc/resolv.conf  
10: echo "Restarting networking service"  
11: service networking stop  
12: service networking start  
13: echo "Testing DNS server"  
14: dig torlab.test  
15: host dns.torlab.test 16: } 17:  
18: #modifying key, fingerprint ownership permissions 19: 

fixing_file_permissions(){ 20:  
21:  chown debian-tor /var/lib/tor/fingerprint  
22:  chown -R debian-tor /var/lib/tor/keys/  
23: }  
24: #starting appache server  
25: initiating_webserver(){  
26: /etc/init.d/apache2 start  
26: netstat -tulpn | grep :80 28: } 29:  
30: #starting tor service 31: 

initiating_tor(){ 32:   
33: service tor start  
34: netstat -tulpn | grep tor 35: } 36:  
37: #main configuration of network  
38: case "$machine_name" in  
39:  'dns')    
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40:   echo "Initializing dns specific configuration"  

41:    ip addr add 10.4.0.230/16 dev eth0  

42:    ip link set up dev eth0  

43:    ip route add default via 10.4.0.254  

44:    echo "Initializing DNS Server"  

45:    /etc/init.d/bind9 start  

46:    echo "DNS SERVER STARTED"  

47:    echo "Checking for open ports"  

48:    netstat -tulpn | grep :53  

49:    ;;  

50:  'internet')  

51:    ifconfig eth0 10.0.0.254/16  

52:    ifconfig eth1 10.1.0.254/16  

53:    ifconfig eth2 10.2.0.254/16  

54:    ifconfig eth3 10.3.0.254/16  

55:    ifconfig eth4 10.4.0.254/16  

56:    ifconfig eth5 10.5.0.254/16  

57:    ifconfig eth6 10.6.0.254/16  

58:    ifconfig eth7 10.7.0.254/16  

59:    ifconfig eth8 10.8.0.254/16  

60:    ifconfig eth9 10.9.0.254/16  

61:    ifconfig eth10 10.10.0.254/16  

62:    ifconfig eth11 10.11.0.254/16  

63:    ifconfig eth12 10.12.0.254/16  

64:    ifconfig eth13 10.13.0.254/16  

65:    ifconfig eth14 10.14.0.254/16  

66:    ifconfig eth15 10.15.0.254/16  

67:    ifconfig eth16 10.16.0.254/16  

68:    ifconfig eth17 10.17.0.254/16  

69:    ifconfig eth18 10.18.0.254/16  

70:    ifconfig eth19 10.19.0.254/16  
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71:    ifconfig eth20 10.20.0.254/16  

72:    ifconfig eth21 10.21.0.254/16  

73:    ifconfig eth22 10.22.0.254/16  

74:    ifconfig eth23 10.23.0.254/16  

75:    ifconfig eth24 10.24.0.254/16  

76:    ifconfig eth25 10.25.0.254/16  

77:    ifconfig eth26 10.26.0.254/16  

78:    ifconfig eth27 10.27.0.254/16  

79:    ifconfig eth28 10.28.0.254/16  

80:    ifconfig eth29 10.29.0.254/16  

81:    ifconfig eth30 10.30.0.254/16  

82:    ifconfig eth31 10.31.0.254/16  

83:    ifconfig eth32 10.32.0.254/16  

84:    ifconfig eth33 10.33.0.254/16  

85:    ifconfig eth34 10.34.0.254/16  

86:    ifconfig eth35 10.35.0.254/16  

87:    ifconfig eth36 10.36.0.254/16  

88:    ifconfig eth37 10.37.0.254/16  

89:    ifconfig eth38 10.38.0.254/16  

90:    ifconfig eth39 10.39.0.254/16  

91:    route add -net 192.168.0.0/24 gw 10.0.0.1  

92:    route add -net 193.168.0.0/24 gw 10.1.0.1  

93:    route add -net 10.2.0.0/16 gw 10.2.0.1  

94:    route add -net 10.3.0.0/16 gw 10.3.0.1  

95:    route add -net 10.5.0.0/16 gw 10.5.0.1  

96:    route add -net 10.6.0.0/16 gw 10.6.0.1  

97:   route add -net 10.7.0.0/16 gw 10.7.0.1  

98:   route add -net 10.8.0.0/16 gw 10.8.0.1  

99:  route add -net 10.9.0.0/16 gw 10.9.0.1  

100: route add -net 10.10.0.0/16 gw 

10.10.0.1  
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101: route add -net 10.11.0.0/16 gw 

10.11.0.1  

102:  route add -net 10.12.0.0/16 gw 

10.12.0.1  

103:  route add -net 10.13.0.0/16 gw 

10.13.0.1  

104:  route add -net 10.14.0.0/16 gw 

10.14.0.1  

105:  route add -net 10.15.0.0/16 gw 

10.15.0.1  

106:  route add -net 10.16.0.0/16 gw 

10.16.0.1  

107:   route add -net 10.17.0.0/16 gw 

10.17.0.1  

108:   route add -net 10.18.0.0/16 gw 

10.18.0.1  

109:   route add -net 10.19.0.0/16 gw 

10.19.0.1  

110:   route add -net 10.20.0.0/16 gw 

10.20.0.1  

111:   route add -net 10.21.0.0/16 gw 

10.21.0.1  

112:   route add -net 10.22.0.0/16 gw 

10.22.0.1  

113:   route add -net 10.23.0.0/16 gw 

10.23.0.1  

114:   route add -net 10.24.0.0/16 gw 

10.24.0.1  

115:   route add -net 10.25.0.0/16 gw 

10.25.0.1  

116:   route add -net 10.26.0.0/16 gw 

10.26.0.1  

117:   route add -net 10.27.0.0/16 gw 

10.27.0.1  

118:   route add -net 10.28.0.0/16 gw 

10.28.0.1  

119:   route add -net 10.29.0.0/16 gw 

10.29.0.1  

120:   route add -net 10.30.0.0/16 gw 

10.30.0.1  

121:   route add -net 10.31.0.0/16 gw 

10.31.0.1  

122:   route add -net 10.32.0.0/16 gw 
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10.32.0.1  

123:   route add -net 10.33.0.0/16 gw 

10.33.0.1  

124:   route add -net 10.34.0.0/16 gw 

10.34.0.1  

125:   route add -net 10.35.0.0/16 gw 

10.35.0.1  

126:   route add -net 10.36.0.0/16 gw 

10.36.0.1  

127:   route add -net 10.37.0.0/16 gw 

10.37.0.1  

128:   route add -net 10.38.0.0/16 gw 

10.38.0.1  

129:   route add -net 10.39.0.0/16 gw 

10.39.0.1  

130:   conf_dns  

131:   ;;  

132: 'gw1')  

133:   ifconfig eth0 192.168.0.254/24  

134:   ifconfig eth1 10.0.0.1/16  

135:   route add default gw 10.0.0.254  

136:   conf_dns  

137:   ;;  

138: 'gw2')  

139:   ifconfig eth0 193.168.0.254/24  

140:   ifconfig eth1 10.1.0.1/16  

141:   route add default gw 10.1.0.254  

142:   conf_dns  

143:   ;;  

144: 'dirauth1')  

145:   ifconfig eth0 10.2.0.1/16  

146:   route add default gw 10.2.0.254  

147:   conf_dns  

148:   fixing_file_permissions  

149:   initiating_tor  

150:   ;;  

151: 'dirauth2')  
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152:  ifconfig eth0 10.3.0.1/16  

153:  route add default gw 10.3.0.254  

154:  conf_dns  

155:  fixing_file_permissions  

156:  initiating_tor  

157:  ;;  

158: 'pc1')  

159: ifconfig eth0 192.168.0.101/24  

160: route add default gw 192.168.0.254  
161: conf_dns  
162: initiating_tor  
163:  ;;  
164: 'pc2')  
165:  ifconfig eth0 192.168.0.102/24  
166: route add default gw 192.168.0.254  
167:  conf_dns  
168:   initiating_tor  
169:   ;;  
170: 'pc3')  
171:   ifconfig eth0 193.168.0.101/24  
172:  route add default gw 193.168.0.254  
173:   conf_dns  
174:   initiating_tor  
175:   ;;  
176: 'pc4')  
177:   ifconfig eth0 193.168.0.102/24  
178:  route add default gw 193.168.0.254  
179:   conf_dns  
180:   initiating_tor  
181:   ;;  
182: 'relay1')  
183:   ifconfig eth0 10.5.0.1/16  
184:   route add default gw 10.5.0.254  
185:   conf_dns  
186:   initiating_tor  
187:   ;;  
188: 'relay2')  
189:   ifconfig eth0 10.6.0.1/16  
190:   route add default gw 10.6.0.254  
191:   conf_dns  
192:   initiating_tor  
193:   ;;  
194: 'relay3')  
195:   ifconfig eth0 10.7.0.1/16  
196:   route add default gw 10.7.0.254  
197:   conf_dns  
198:   initiating_tor  
199:   ;;  
200: 'relay4')  
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201:   ifconfig eth0 10.8.0.1/16  
202:   route add default gw 10.8.0.254  
203:   conf_dns  
204:   initiating_tor  
205:   ;;  
206: 'relay5')  
207:   ifconfig eth0 10.9.0.1/16  
208:   route add default gw 10.9.0.254  
209:   conf_dns  
210:   initiating_tor  
211:   ;;  
212: 'relay6')  
213:  ifconfig eth0 10.10.0.1/16  
214:  route add default gw 10.10.0.254 
215:  conf_dns  
216:  initiating_tor  
217:  ;;  
218: 'relay7')  
219: ifconfig eth0 10.11.0.1/16  
220: route add default gw 10.11.0.254
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221: 
222: 
223: 
224: 'relay8')  
225:  ifconfig eth0 10.12.0.1/16 
226:  route add default gw 10.12.0.254 
227:  conf_dns  
228:  initiating_tor  
229:   ;;  
230: 'relay9')  
231:   ifconfig eth0 10.13.0.1/16  
232:  route add default gw 10.13.0.254  
233:   conf_dns  
234:   initiating_tor  
235:   ;;  
236: 'relay10')  
237:   ifconfig eth0 10.14.0.1/16  
238:  route add default gw 10.14.0.254  
239:   conf_dns  
240:  
241:   initiating_tor  
242:   ;;  
243: 'relay11')  
244:   ifconfig eth0 10.15.0.1/16  
245:  route add default gw 10.15.0.254  
246:   conf_dns  
247:   initiating_tor  
248:   ;;  
249: 'relay12')  
250:   ifconfig eth0 10.16.0.1/16  
251:  route add default gw 10.16.0.254  
252:   conf_dns  
253:   initiating_tor  
254:   ;;  
255: 'relay13')  
256:   ifconfig eth0 10.17.0.1/16  
257:  route add default gw 10.17.0.254  
258:   conf_dns  
259:   initiating_tor  
260:   ;;  
261: 'relay14')  
262:   ifconfig eth0 10.18.0.1/16  
263:  route add default gw 10.18.0.254  
264:   conf_dns  
265:   initiating_tor  
266:   ;;  
267: 'relay15')  
268:   ifconfig eth0 10.19.0.1/16  
269:  route add default gw 10.19.0.254  
270:   conf_dns  
271:   initiating_tor  
272:   ;;  
273: 'relay16')  
274:  ifconfig eth0 10.20.0.1/16  
275:  route add default gw 10.20.0.254 
276:  conf_dns  
277:  initiating_tor  
278:  ;;  
279: 'relay17')  
280: ifconfig eth0 10.21.0.1/16  
281: route add default gw 10.21.0.254 282: 
283: 
284: 
285: 'relay18')  
286:  ifconfig eth0 10.22.0.1/16 
287:  route add default gw 10.22.0.254 
288:  conf_dns  
289:  initiating_tor  
290:   ;;  
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291: 'relay19')  
292:   ifconfig eth0 10.23.0.1/16  
293:  route add default gw 10.23.0.254  
294:   conf_dns  
295:   initiating_tor  
296:   ;;  
297: 'relay20')  
298:   ifconfig eth0 10.24.0.1/16  
299:  route add default gw 10.24.0.254  
300:   conf_dns  
301:   initiating_tor  
302:   ;;  
303: 'relay21')  
304:   ifconfig eth0 10.25.0.1/16  
305:  route add default gw 10.25.0.254  
306:   conf_dns  
307:   initiating_tor  
308:   ;;  
309: 'relay22')  
310:   ifconfig eth0 10.26.0.1/16  
311:  route add default gw 10.26.0.254  
312:   conf_dns  
313:   initiating_tor  
314:   ;;  
315: 'relay23')  
316:   ifconfig eth0 10.27.0.1/16  
317:  route add default gw 10.27.0.254  
318:   conf_dns  
319:   initiating_tor  
320:   ;;  
321: 'relay24')  
322:   ifconfig eth0 10.28.0.1/16 323:   route add default gw 10.28.0.254 324:  
325:   conf_dns  
326:   initiating_tor  
327:   ;;  
328: 'relay25')  
329:   ifconfig eth0 10.29.0.1/16  
330:  route add default gw 10.29.0.254  
331:   conf_dns  
332:   initiating_tor  
333:   ;;  
334: 'relay26')  
335:  ifconfig eth0 10.30.0.1/16  
336:  route add default gw 10.30.0.254 
337:  conf_dns  
338:  initiating_tor  
339:  ;;  
340: 'relay27')  
341: ifconfig eth0 10.31.0.1/16  
342: route add default gw 10.31.0.254 343: 
344: 
345: 
346: 'relay28')  
347:  ifconfig eth0 10.32.0.1/16 
348:  route add default gw 10.32.0.254 
349:  conf_dns  
350:  initiating_tor  
351:   ;;  
352: 'relay29')  
353:   ifconfig eth0 10.33.0.1/16  
354:  route add default gw 10.33.0.254  
355:   conf_dns  
356:   initiating_tor  
357:   ;;  
358: 'relay30')  
359:   ifconfig eth0 10.34.0.1/16  
360:  route add default gw 10.34.0.254  
361:   conf_dns  
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362:   initiating_tor  
363:   ;;  
364: 'dirauth3')  
365:   ifconfig eth0 10.35.0.1/16  
366:  route add default gw 10.35.0.254  
368:   conf_dns  
369:   fixing_file_permissions  
370:   initiating_tor  
371:   ;;  
372: 'dirauth4')  
373:   ifconfig eth0 10.36.0.1/16  
374:  route add default gw 10.36.0.254  
375:   conf_dns  
376:   fixing_file_permissions  
377:   initiating_tor  
378:   ;;  
379: 'dirauth5')  
380:   ifconfig eth0 10.37.0.1/16  
381:  route add default gw 10.37.0.254  
382:   conf_dns  
383:   fixing_file_permissions  
384:   initiating_tor  
385:   ;;  
386: 'webser1')  
387:   ifconfig eth0 10.38.0.1/16  
388:  route add default gw 10.38.0.254  
389:   conf_dns  
390:   initiating_webserver  
391:   ;;  
392: 'webser2')  
393:   ifconfig eth0 10.39.0.1/16  
394:  route add default gw 10.39.0.254  
395:   conf_dns  
396:   initiating_webserver  
397:   ;;  
398: esac  
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Appendix S Version 5: Tor Experimental Network – 
Speed  

VM BOOT UP TIME  NETWORK BOOT TIME  
  VM  

(min: sec. millisec)  (min: sec. millisec)  

1.  dns  00:15.30  00:15.30  

2.  internet  00:52.74  01:08.04  

3.  dirauth1  00:07.39  

01:15.43  

4.  dirauth2  00:07.39  

5.  dirauth3  00:07.39  

6.  dirauth4  00:07.39  

7.  dirauth5  00:07.39  

8.  gw1  00:08.57  

01:24.00  

9.  gw2  00:08.57  

10.  webser1  00:08.57  

11.  webser2  00:08.57  

12.  relay1  00:08.57  

13.  relay10  00:09.66  

01:33.66  

14.  relay11  00:09.66  

15.  relay12  00:09.66  

16.  relay13  00:09.66  

17.  relay14  00:09.66  

18.  relay15  00:09.07  

01:42.73  19.  relay16  00:09.07  

20.  relay17  00:09.07  
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21.  relay18  00:09.07  

22.  relay19  00:09.07  

23.  relay2  00:08.95  01:51.68  

 

 

24.   relay20   00:08.95   

25.   relay21   00:08.95   

26.   relay22   00:08.95   

27.   relay23   00:08.95   

28.   relay24   00:10.65   

02:0 2.33   

29.   relay25   00:10.65   

30.   relay26   00:10.65   

31.   relay27   00:10.65   

32.   relay28   00:10.65   

33.   relay29   00:07.99   

02:10.32   

34.   relay3   00:07.99   

35.   relay30   00:07.99   

36.   relay4   00:07.99   

37.   relay5   00:07.99   

38.   relay6   00:11.04   

02:21.36   

39.   rela y7   00:11.04   

40.   relay8   00:11.04   

41.   relay9   00:11.04   

42.   pc1   00:11.04   

43.   pc2   00:17.94   

02:39.30   43.   pc3   00:17.94   

43.   pc4   00:17.94   
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